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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis we describe various regimes of practical and 

theoretical significance that arise in the laminar two-dimensional flow 

of a layer of an incompressible viscous fluid over a solid surface at 

high Reynolds number. In Part I we consider steady flows over a 

distorted rigid surface. Almost uniform flows are considered first, 

when the distortion is sufficient to provoke a viscous-inviscid 

interaction, and therefore boundary-layer separation. The two cases 

of supercritical and subcritical flow have quite distinct features, and 

are discussed separately. The governing equations in each case 

require a numerical treatment in general, but analytical progress has 

been made in certain important regimes e. g. when the distortion is 

relatively small and linearisation of the problem is possible. Next, the 

grossly separated motion of fully-developed flows over large 

obstacles, with dimensions of the order of the depth of the liquid 

layer, is studied on the basis of inviscid Kirchhoff free-streamline 

theory. Some comparisons of the theory with recent experiments are 

also given. In Part II we discuss unsteady and instability aspects of 

two-dimensional flow over a flat surface. It is shown that viscous and 

mean flow effects can combine to give instability in some cases, 

whereas previous studies have only found viscous effects to be 

stabilising. Unsteadiness of a two-layer fluid flow, with fluids of 

different viscosity and density, and incorporating surface tension 

effects, is also discussed. In Part III, deviating from the above theme 

slightly, we discuss briefly the steady, high-Reynolds-number flow in 

an asymmetric branching channel, again in the context of viscous- 

-inviscid interactions. The asymmetry is found to force a large-scale 

response both up- and downstream of the start of the bifurcation. 



The aim is to find the pressure distributions on the channel walls 

and on the dividing body. This requires the use of a Wiener-Hopf 

technique in view of the mixed boundary conditions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction. 

Liquid-layer flows are widespread in nature. Common examples 

involving water are found in rivers, along irrigation channels, down 

spillways, under sluice-gates, over weirs, and in the kitchen sink. 

The types of behaviour often exhibited in these flows are easily 

observed and are intriguingly diverse. These include the hydraulic 

jump, the undular bore, lee waves downstream of an immersed 

obstacle, breaking waves on a beach, turbulent motion, and the 

solitary wave, to name but a few. Such flows have an obvious 

practical importance in engineering problems, in hydraulics and in 

industrial chemistry, for example. The study of liquid-layer flows is 

therefore an important part of fluid dynamics; on the theoretical side, 

the diversity of phenomena presents an exciting and difficult 

mathematical challenge. 

All the examples of water flows mentioned above, and many other 

liquid-layer flows, may be modelled to a high degree of accuracy as 

the motion of an incompressible Newtonian fluid, bounded below by a 

solid surface (the channel bed) and above by either a free surface 

or a fluid-fluid interface. Typically, we are dealing with an air-water 

interface, but other two-fluid systems arise in some contexts. The 

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations therefore govern the flow 

field, and all that is required is a mathematical solution of these 

equations in order to reveal the physical mechanisms behind the 

various flow features. But the complexity of the equations means that 

simplifying assumptions and approximations are inevitable if analytical 

progress is to be made. 
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In many practical examples, the Reynolds number of a 

liquid-layer flow is large. So a useful working assumption is to 

suppose that the fluid is effectively inviscid: see, for example, Lamb 

(1932), Lighthill (1978). An inviscid approximation to the flow solution 

is only appropriate, however, if it gives the limit of the actual 

viscous flow when the Reynolds number becomes asymptotically large. 

An assumption implicit in all inviscid flow studies is that the action 

of viscosity is only important in certain narrow regions, such as 

boundary layers or surface layers, which become vanishingly thin as 

the Reynolds number increases. It is argued that these viscous 

regions may therefore be neglected. A less stringent assumption is to 

suppose that the flow in the viscous regions determines a 

second-order correction to the predominantly inviscid fluid flow 

outside. That is the basis of the classical boundary-layer theory 

(Prandtl 1904). The only requirement for such an approach to work is 

an a priori knowledge of the location of the viscous regions. 

However, a central feature of the motion of a fluid with small 

viscosity, and one that ruins an inviscid approximation to the motion, 

is the phenomenon of boundary-layer separation. In the present 

context, separation may occur when, for example, the flow encounters 

irregularities on the channel bed, or it may be induced at either the 

free surface or the bed by the passage of waves on the free surface. 

We turn next to laminar separation, then. A rational treatment of 

boundary-layer separation, that is, one which is consistent with the 

full Navier-Stokes equations, was first given independently by 

Stewartson & Williams (1969) and Neiland (1969), both related to the 

trailing-edge study of Messiter (1970). These important contributions 

to the subject were concerned with separation in a supersonic flow 

(essentially a compressible external flow), but the basic ideas are 
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applicable to other situations and have since been extended to 

subsonic and hypersonic flows, internal flows, and also liquid-layer 

flows, among others; see the reviews of Stewartson (1974), Messiter 

(1979) and Smith (1982). The crucial element in this "modern 

boundary-layer theory" is to account for a local interaction between 

the viscous flow near a solid boundary, say, and the essentially 

inviscid flow just outside the boundary layer. The interaction is 

crystalised in a relation between the pressure driving the flow in the 

viscous region and the displacement of the inviscid flow. The 

pressure can only be determined by solving the viscous problem. A 

sizeable adverse pressure gradient can then lead to regular 

separation of the boundary layer. This is quite unlike the classical 

non-interactive boundary-layer theory which almost invariably breaks 

down with the Goldstein (1948) singularity when the viscous flow is 

driven by an adverse pressure gradient (Stewartson 1970). Further, 

we may identify two types of separation: small-scale separation, which 

occurs in the vicinity of a small disturbance, such as a slight change 

in the wall conditions compatible with the scalings of the interactive 

structure (and therefore usually Reynolds-number dependent); and 

large-scale separation, which is provoked by a sizeable disturbance 

(e. g. an obstacle of finite dimensions) to the flow. The second of 

these is often the more relevant from a practical point of view, of 

course, because while the Reynolds number of a flow may easily be 

increased, the geometry is usually fixed. 

The above is for steady flow. In unsteady flows, viscosity can 

play an important role even when separation does not take place. 

Usually, a laminar boundary layer is expected to dissipate energy, so 

that viscosity acts to stabilise a flow. But the action of viscosity is 

not always so easy to predict. For example, the boundary layer on a 
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flat plate is unstable to arbitrarily small disturbances, even though 

the equivalent inviscid flow is stable. The action of viscosity is 

clearly a mechanism for the transition to turbulence in many flows. 

In a liquid layer, the passage of waves on the surface provokes an 

oscillatory boundary layer on the channel bed, and this too may lead 

to an instability. 

The concern in this thesis, therefore, is with aiming to 

understand more the effects of viscosity, and viscous-inviscid inter- 

actions in particular, in both steady and unsteady liquid-layer 

motions. 

Our discussion of liquid-layer flows in the thesis is divided into 

two parts: Part I (chapters 2 to 4) concerns steady flows, and in 

particular addresses both small-scale and large-scale separation due 

to bottom topography, and also the laminar hydraulic jump; in Part II 

(chapters 5 and 6) we consider viscous instabilities in unsteady 

flows. (Part III of the thesis concerns a rather different topic; see 

below. ) 

We begin in Part I with a discussion of the small-scale separation 

of a liquid-layer flow over an obstacle on the channel bed (chapter 

2), the motion in the liquid layer being assumed to be two-dimen- 

sional, laminar, and predominantly irrotational. The situation is then 

similar to the classical inviscid model of flow over bottom topography 

(see, for example, the books by Henderson (1966), Lamb (1932), 

Lighthill (1978), and others). The classical model explains the 

alternative elevation or dipping of the free surface over the 

immersed obstacle, according to whether the flow is supercritical or 

subcritical, that is, whether the Froude number is greater than or 

less than unity. However, according to the simple inviscid theory, 

upstream influence is only possible in subcritical flow, and not in 
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supercritical flow. One consequence of this is the implausible 

prediction that there is no adjustment of a supercritical flow 

upstream of even a very severe disturbance. The situation changes, 

however, when viscous effects are included, and indeed in some 

sense it reverses. Within an interactive framework, upstream 

influence can occur in a supercritical stream via the slower-moving 

layers of fluid near the channel bed, and hence throughout the fluid 

by means of the viscous-inviscid interaction. For sufficiently large 

obstacles, then, upstream separation of the boundary layer is a 

possibility in supercritical flow, according to the modern 

boundary-layer approach, and that is in line with our intuitive 

expectations. Moreover, contrary to the inviscid theory, there is more 

upstream influence in a supercritical than in a subcritical flow, due 

to the action of viscosity. 

Mathematically, the problem of small-scale separation reduces to 

solving the interactive boundary-layer equations, in which the 

pressure is proportional to the local boundary-layer displacement, for 

flow over a prescribed wall indentation. (In the case of supercritical 

flow, these equations are identical with those of a limit of hypersonic 

flow (Brown, Stewartson & Williams 1974/75,1975). ) In §2 of chapter 2 

we describe a numerical integration of the equations for the 

supercritical flow over a forward-facing step, for various values of 

the step height, and in §3 we do the same for the subcritical flow 

over an isolated hump. In both cases, we generate separated flow 

solutions. The ultimate aim is to find the trends of the separated 

flows as the disturbance size increases. In the supercritical case, we 

find that the point of separation is pushed increasingly far upstream 

as the height of the step increases, and the corresponding free 

interaction studied by Smith & Ga j jar (1983) and Brown, Stewartson & 



Williams (1975) seems to be emerging there. 

The free interaction in a supercritical stream is believed to be 

relevant to the laminar hydraulic jump commonly observed in the 

kitchen sink, where there is a spontaneous jump from supercritical to 

subcritical flow conditions, and which therefore occurs without a 

change in wall conditions. The simple classical inviscid theory cannot 

give a rational account of this phenomenon. The associated energy 

loss across the jump is often attributed to turbulence. But not all 

hydraulic jumps are turbulent (although in rivers they usually are), 

and the energy loss in a laminar jump must be due to viscous 

dissipation in the boundary layer. In chapter 3 we give a 

quantitative comparison between the theory of Ga j jar & Smith (1983) 

and the experiments of Craik, Latham, Fawkes & Gribbon (1981). The 

asymptotic theory turns out to give a surprisingly good prediction of 

the free-surface profile just beyond the start of the jump. 

In long channels, such as rivers or aqueducts, the assumption 

that the flow is predominantly irrotational seems rather inappropriate. 

The effect of shear is considered in chapter 4, as well as in the 

unsteady flows considered in Part II. In chapter 4 we consider the 

large-scale separation of a steady laminar flow over a simple hump 

with dimensions comparable with the depth of the fluid. We give a 

description based on Kirchhoff free-streamline theory, which turns 

out to be consistent with boundary-layer separation. Separation 

occurs both upstream of the hump and on the surface of the hump, 

and the separating streamlines enclose regions of slowly moving fluid. 

The downstream region grows linearly with the Reynolds number R, 

and the upstream region is also long, of length ln(R). A similar 

structure holds in symmetrically constricted tubes and asymmetrically 

constricted (closed) channels (Smith 1979, Smith & Duck 1980). A 
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comparison of the theory of separating flows over relatively long 

humps with the experiments of Huppert & Britter (1982) is also 

presented, and shows qualitative agreement. 

In Part II we discuss some unsteady aspects of liquid-layer flows 

with either fully-developed or partly-developed velocity profiles. We 

suppose the bed of the channel to be flat, and consider the 

development of small amplitude "free waves" on the surface. In 

chapter 5 we extend the classical KdV theory to include both slight 

viscous effects and the non-zero mean flow. Solutions of the classical 

KdV equation, which governs the evolution of the displacement of the 

free surface in an inviscid fluid, include the solitary wave and the 

periodic cnoidal wave (Korteweg & de Vries, 1895). The stability of 

the inviscid solitary wave has been demonstrated by Benjamin (1972). 

The attenuation of the wave motion by viscous dissipation has been 

calculated by Keulegan (1948) and by Kakutani & Matsuuchi (1975). 

However, these authors suppose the fluid in the channel to be at 

rest, apart from the weak motion induced by the waves. We show that 

the interaction between a pre-existing mean flow and the small 

viscous effects can sometimes, but not always, cause growth of the 

solitary wave, leading to an eventual breakdown of the governing 
IC 

viscosity-modified KdV equation within a finite time. The rep ir- 

cussions of the finite-time breakdown are also discussed. 

In chapter 6 we analyse the possible viscous instability of a 

laminar two-fluid flow, which may represent a simple two-dimensional 

model of air blowing over shallow water, for instance. Viscous effects 

tend to be destabilising here, as in the case of Tollmien-Schlichting 

waves in boundary layers, whilst surface tension and density 

stratification tend to stabilise short waves and long waves 

respectively. In some circumstances, depending on the physical 
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properties of the two fluids and on the external "wind" speed, there 

may be only a narrow band of unstable waves. The nonlinear 

evolution of such a band, or wave packet, is examined, and it is 

found that there is usually a breakdown of the relevant evolution 

equation (a Ginzberg-Landau equation) within a finite time, with 

unstable waves becoming narrower and increasing in amplitude. Such 

nonlinear instabilities occur in an air-water system only for rather 

high wind velocities of about 15 mph (force 4 on the Beaufort scale), 

but would occur at much lower "wind" speeds when the two fluids 

are of nearly equal density. 

We analyse rather a different flow in Part III of the thesis, viz. 

the high-Reynolds-number flow in a two-dimensional asymmetrically 

bifurcating (closed) channel, again in the context of viscous-inviscid 

interactions. Such a flow has a clear practical significance in 

physiological flows (Pedley 1980) and in many engineering problems, 

although, of course, the more realistic three-dimensional counterpart 

is likely to produce important effects, such as secondary motion, that 

the simple two-dimensional model cannot predict. The aim is to find 

the pressure distributions on the channel walls, the effects upstream 

of the bifurcation, and the flux of fluid in the downstream channels. 

The asymmetry of the geometry is found to force a response on a 

long O(R1 -') length scale both up- and downstream of the start of 

the bifurcation, in common with other asymmetric disturbances in 

channels (Smith 1976a). Separation from one of the upstream channel 

walls is then a distinct possibility. 

A short section summarizing the main conclusions of each chapter 

is presented at the end of the thesis. 

Throughout this thesis we write the incompressible Navier-Stokes 

equations in the non-dimensional form 
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ut + uux + vuy =- Px +R (uxx + uyy) 

vt + uvx + wy =- PU -a+R (Vxx + vyy) 

the equation of continuity is 

ux+vy=0 

We will give the relevant non-dimensionalisation at the beginning of 

each chapter. In general the Reynolds number R= UL/v is based on 

a typical length scale L, velocity U, and the kinematic viscosity v of 

the fluid. The inverse Froude number ff = Fr-1 = gL/U2 where g is 

the acceleration due to gravity. The coordinates x, y are 

perpendicular and parallel to -g respectively, and the corresponding 

velocity components are u, v. We shall often work with the stream 

function i1, so that 

u= 'iy ,V=- 'fix 

The steady flows of Parts I and III have Öt a 0, of course. Also, 

in Part III we write the equations in terms of the modified pressure, 

so that a=0, and then x and y are parallel and perpendicular to the 

channel walls respectively. Finally, we give the free surface 

conditions relevant to the work in chapters 2 to 5: if the free 

surface is given by y= i(x, t), and if surface tension is negligible, 

then 

V= '1t + U% 1 

(uy + Vx)(l - 71 x) - 2(ux - vy)nx =0s 

P-2 (ux77 x- (u + vx)i, + vy) =0 
R(1 + 71X) 

at y= 
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Steady liquid-laver flows. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Small-scale separation in an 

undeveloped stream. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

j1 Introduction. 

We consider the steady laminar two-dimensional high-Reynolds- 

number flow of a liquid layer past an obstacle on an otherwise flat 

horizontal wall, with almost zero vorticity everywhere except in a 

thin boundary layer adjacent to the wall: see the definition sketch in 

figure 1. Strictly speaking the boundary layer is thin as long as its 

development length is o(l*Re) in the limit as Re -> w; here 

Re = U*1*/v (1.1) 
is the Reynolds number of the flow based on the liquid depth t* and 

the uniform stream U* outside the boundary layer, and v is the 

kinematic viscosity of the fluid. When the obstacle is of a reasonably 

simple form, with only one streamwise (horizontal) length scale t*L 

and one height scale t*H, and is sufficiently regular, there are four 

independent parameters affecting the flow in the high Reynolds 

number regime. These are the relative dimensions of the obstacle (L 

and H), the oncoming boundary-layer thickness (a fraction t, say, of 

the fluid depth), and the Froude number Fr = U*2/gt*. In this 

discussion we confine our attention to obstacles which are long 

relative to the depth of the fluid, and which lie well within the 

boundary layer i. e. L91 and H4E. Such obstacles are expected to 

force a response throughout the flow on an equally long length scale. 

The disturbance to the uniform stream outside the boundary layer is 

then of a simple inviscid kind, and in particular the pressure varies 

hydrostatically there, to leading order, due to the deformation of the 

free surface: see equation (1.7a). A complete analysis of the motion 

must take into account the non-parallel part of the basic flow, which 
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is due to the diffusion of vorticity from the wall, of course. If, 

however, we concern ourselves with zeroth-order solutions only these 

non-parallel effects are negligible as long as Lc Re, that is, if the 

length scale of the disturbance is much shorter than the development 

length of the boundary layer. So we concentrate on obstacles with 

14 Lt Re. (1.2) 

The flow may be analysed in terms of a three-layered structure 

in the vertical coordinate y: see figure 2. The disturbances in the 

outer region I and the majority of the boundary layer II are 

governed by inviscid dynamics, the difference being that in I the 

flow is irrotational while in II it is rotational. Viscous forces come 

into play in a wall layer, region III, of (unknown) thickness öw, say, 

relative to the oncoming boundary layer. We wish to determine the 

relative magnitude of the obstacle height H that provokes a nonlinear 

response in III, for then boundary-layer separation is a distinct 

possibility, amongst other physically important effects. Due to the 

oncoming boundary layer we expect a streamwise velocity u of order 

6w here, and hence inertia and viscous forces of order 6 L- and 

(öwE2Re)'1 respectively. These are comparable when 6w - (L/EZRe)1 /s. 

So obstacles of height comparable with the wall layer thickness, 

H- röw, force a nonlinear-viscous response in III. Moreover, a 

viscous-inviscid interaction occurs between the regions I and III if 

the pressure perturbations are of the same size in both. In III the 

pressure force balances inertia and viscous forces when p- 6W?,. 

Region II is displaced vertically by an amount O(z5 ) due to the 

thickness of region III. This displacement effect is transmitted to 

region I, where a pressure perturbation also of order r öw is 

produced due to the hydrostatic response there. Thus the two 

pressures in I and III are comparable when i 6w -61i. e. when 
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dW - c. In terms of z, then, we consider obstacles with dimensions 

Z. tsRe , 

The above restrictions on L require 

(1.4) Re-' 15 IK tcI. 

Suppose that the obstacle shape is given by 

y= c2lG(X) (1.5) 

where x*/f* = LX, y*/4* = y, and the coordinate system Ox*y* is 

fixed in the vicinity of the obstacle. G(X) may represent an isolated 

hump, a step, or a ramp, for example; h is an 0(1) height (or slope) 

scale of the obstacle. According to the arguments given above the 

flow in I is given in non-dimensional form by 

'IG =y+ t2[A(X)-YP(X)] + o(t2), 

p= e2P(X) + o(t2), 

(1. äa) 

(1.6b) 

where the stream function '0 and the (modified) pressure p have been 

non-dimensionalised with respect to t*U* and pU*2 respectively. The 

conditions of zero normal velocity and zero stress at the (unknown) 

free surface y= 1+e 2 ij(X)+o(t 3) give, in turn, 

P(X) _ -q(X)/Fr, 

(P-A)(X) _ -1(X). 

(1.7a) 

(1.7b) 

The first of these gives the expected hydrostatic variation of 

pressure. Next, in II, where Y= y/a = 0(1), the solution which 

matches with I is given by 

*=E o(Y) + E2A(X)*ö(Y) + o(t2) (1.8) 

with (1.6b) again holding for the pressure. Here the undisturbed 

boundary-layer flow is given by -+ =t o(Y) where *01 (Y) -4 1+O(exp) 

as Y --> and *0 - aY + ... as Y --> 0; X is the shear stress at the 

wall of the oncoming boundary layer. Finally in III, where Y  y/E2 

is 0(1), we set 

(u, *, P) = (eU(X, Y), Z34(X, Y), E2P(X)) + ... (1.9) 
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(where we have anticipated Py =0 from the y-momentum equation). 

With these expansions the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to the 

boundary-layer equations 

UUX - $xUy = -P' (X) + Uyy 9U= 
ty (1.10a) 

in III. The boundary conditions are 

U=f=0 atY=hG(X), (1.10b) 

U4 lk(Y+A(X)) as Y --ýº W, (1.10c) 

(U,?, P, A) --> (AY, %XY2,0,0) as X --4 -m (1.10d) 

for no slip at the wall, matching with II, and matching with the 

oncoming flow respectively. Also, from (1.7a, b) we have the 

interaction law 

P(X) A 
__X (Fr - 1) (1.10e) 

The specification of the problem is completed by imposing suitable 

conditions far downstream (as X --4 ") which depend on the geometry 

of the boundary. We shall discuss these boundary conditions at the 

end of the introduction. 

The parameters A and Fr may be scaled out of the lower deck 

problem by the transformation 

(X, Y, U, f, P, A) ---' (X- 1ß2X, ßY, XßU, Xß2fPX2ß2P, ßA) (1.11) 

where ß= (A2 I Fr-l I)-'. Finally, applying the Prandtl transposition 

theorem (UP(X, YP) = U(X, Y), tp(X, YP) = t(X, YP) with Yp = Y-hG(X)) the 

equations become 

UUx - txUy = -P'(X) + Uyy U= tY (1.12a) 

Uf =O atY=O, (1.12b) 

U ---+ Y + A(X) + hG(X) as Y (1.12c) 

(U, f, P, A) -9 (Y, %Y2,0,0) as X --ý -W (1.12d) 

P= -A for Fr >1 (1.12f ) 

P= +A for Fr <1 (1.12g) 
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(dropping the subscript p for clarity) where h= hß-1. Thus for each 

value of h there are just two distinct problems: supercritical flow 

(when Fr > 1) and subcritical flow (when Fr < 1). (A third case with 

Fr =1 will not be discussed here. ) These problems are addressed 

separately in the next two sections. They require numerical 

treatments in general, although analytical progress can be made in 

certain special cases e. g. when h itself is small. 

The above flow structure was first derived by Gajjar & Smith 

(1983) although they considered free interactions; that is, non-trivial 

solutions when G(X) E 0. For eigensolutions starting in the form 

P bex x as X --+ -- with a= (-3Ai' (0)) 3-0.4681 (1.13) 

are possible when Fr >1 (whereas for Fr <1 no such eigensolutions 

exist). Here b is unknown and depends on the ultimate downstream 

form. The above authors calculated the subsequent development of a 

disturbance starting with this form (with b>0 so that the flow 

separates; see also Brown, Stewartson & Williams 1975) and showed 

theoretically that then, far downstream, 

P~ P1(X-XS)m as X- Xs -* W (1.14) 

with m=3 (-2 + ¶/7) = 0.43050... 

where XS is the position of separation, a prediction supported by 

their numerical results. This free interaction is believed to describe 

the flow separation far ahead of an obstacle larger than the one 

given by (1.5), as mentioned later. One aim, then, of the work 

presented in 52 is to see if the free interaction does emerge far 

ahead of the obstacle (1.5) as its height h increases. Other features 

of the large-scale separated flow, such as reattachment and the 

ultimate free surface shape, are also of- interest. To this end, we 

consider for the most part flow over the tanh step, defined by 
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G(X) = %( 1+ tanh(X) ) (1.15) 

for which separation is expected to occur only upstream of X=0, 

with reattachment occurring on the forward face or the upper level 

of the step - see the sketch in figure 3. For this step the 

downstream boundary conditions are 

(U, t, P, A) -* (Y, %Y2, h, -h) as X --> (1.12e) 

so that the flow returns to the oncoming uniform shear, apart from 

the lateral displacement due to the height of the step. 

In $3 we discuss the subcritical case with particular reference to 

flow over an isolated hump (see equation (3.1) ). The downstream 

boundary conditions appropriate to that problem are 

(U, #', P, A) -+ (Y, %Y2,0,0) as X --; 4. (1.12e9 

Because of the lack of upstream influence, separation only takes 

place on the surface of the hump. Some analytical progress is 

possible in the limit h --' w, and it suggests that, in that limit, 

separation takes place by means of a removable Goldstein singularity. 

Numerical solutions of separated flows are also given, and these tend 

to support the proposed (large h) structure of separation, although a 

complete description of the reattachment process downstream of the 

hump has not yet been found. 
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12 Supercritical flow. 

Linear theory when h is small. 

As remarked earlier analytical progesa can be made when the 

parameter h«1, as the governing equations (1.12a-f) may then be 

linearised. At the very least the linear theory can serve as a useful 

check on the numerical schemes described later. In fact, it does much 

better than that, predicting some general flow features of the fully 

nonlinear problem for quite a wide range of values of h. 

Perturbing from the basic flow, we set 

(U, 4, P, A) = (Y, %Y2,0,0) + h(Q, 3,15, A) + 0(h2) (2.1) 

as h --* 0. Substituting these expansions into the equations (1.12) we 

obtain a linear system at O(h), which may be solved for the Fourier 

transforms defined by 

m 
u(X, Y)e 1 dX etc. (2.2) 

We find, in fact, that 

P*(«) _- A*(«) = 
ß*(a) 

1- (ia/x)h/3 

3(i«)2-' 'G*(a) 
UY(aýY) 

x1i9 - (i«) is Ai[ (i«) 1 igy J 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

where x is given in (1.13) and Ai is Airy's function. Also the function 

(i«)1 " has a branch cut from +Oi to +foi in the complex a-plane and its 

argument lies between -3Tr/2 and rr/2. (The contour of the inverse 

transform integral then lies just below the Real(«) axis. ) The 

transforms may be inverted using convolutions; for example 

P(X) = 3K 1G(X-E)exEd( -2 
J0 

0 i_81/3+8213 
3 dsdE (2.4) 

oo 

but in general it is more straightforward to invert the transforms 
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directly using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. 

As an example of flow over a forward-facing step, consider the 

disturbance produced by a simple abrupt rise in the wall, for which 

0 
ß(X) =(j 

ll 

for X<0 

forX -O. 

The leading-order pressure perturbation is then 

3elc x for X<0, 
PAX) = J3 e -lxs ds 

1+ 2n Jo S2/3(l_s, is+szis) for X>0. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(Notice the pressure variation is continuous at X=0 even though the 

wall shape is not. The pressure gradient is irregular there, however. 

Its exact behaviour is of no concern to us because, for the most part, 

we will be considering the flow over smooth steps. ) In scaled terms, 

then, we have the interesting result that an abrupt step of height h 

can produce a pressure rise, and hence a displacement of the free 

surface, of 3h, three times the step height. 

Next, we can find the asymptotic form of the pressure as X --+ -a. 

When (-X) »1 the behaviour of the pressure is dominated by the pole 

in its transform at a= -ix (as long as G(X) decays to zero sufficiently 

fast as X --+ -m). Then 

ß(X) 3xG*(-ix)etx as X --+ -". (2.7) 

For comparison with later numerical results for the fully nonlinear 

problem we calculate the linearised solution for flow over the smooth 

tanh step given by (1.15). This function has the Fourier transform 

Ga= 2isinh(%an) (2.8) 

Results for the pressure and wall shear -r, obtained by using the FFT, 

are given in figure 4. The up- and downstream asymptotes for the 

pressure are given by 
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r 31cn ) 
Pl 2sin(%ýTr) 

) 
e, c 

-13r(*) ) 
27i(, cX) 1 /3 

(M3.288e"ßX) as X -9 -a (2.9a) 

(z1+0.9511X-1'3 ) as X -+ o. (2.9b) 

The results from the FFT were (partially) checked by comparing the 

value that it returned for 13(0) with the value obtained from the real 

integral representation 

p(o) = Z. +4f 2/3 s1 ýgý 
o (s - As +1)sinh(%nxs) 

This integral was evaluated using Simpson's rule giving 13(0) = 2.2321, 

in good agreement with the value of ßi(O) in figure 4. Furthermore, the 

asymptotes (2.9a, b) are reproduced well by the numerical inversion of 

(2.3a). 

These linearised solutions reveal some important, and physically 

sensible, features of the flow. Firstly, there is a strong adverse 

pressure gradient, and a corresponding fall in the wall shear, ahead 

of the step. Secondly, the minimum wall shear occurs just ahead of the 

step, so that separation is most likely to take place there first as h 

increases. Thirdly, the decay to the downstream form (1.12e) is very 

slow. We note also that there is good quantitative agreement between 

these results and those below of the full nonlinear problem for h up 

to about 0.7. 

First Numerical Procedure for h= 0(1). 

The basic problem (1.12a-f) was solved using an iterative finite 

difference procedure based on a method used by Davis (1984) for 

solving subsonic and supersonic interactive boundary-layer flows over 

humps and ramps. The idea is to introduce time dependence into the 

problem, through a fictitious time derivative, and to solve an 
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initial-value problem in the hope that its solution will approach the 

steady solution of (1.12a-f). Accordingly, we replace the interactive law 

(1.12f) by 

A=-P+Pxt. (2.10) 

In order to capture the elliptic nature of the problem an alternating 

direction method is used to solve (1.12a-e) with (2.10). The numerical 

procedure takes the following steps: 

(1) set an initial distribution for P at time t=0; 

(2) calculate A and P at the next time step by integrating the 

boundary layer equations, marching forward in the 

X-direction; 

(3) find new values of P by integrating the interaction law (2.10), 

marching backwards in X, and using an appropriate 

downstream boundary condition; 

(4) return to (2) until convergence has been achieved. 

Before describing steps (2)-(4) in detail, we explain why (2.10) was 

chosen - it was arrived at after a number of trials. Consider the 

stability of the 'flow' in the absence of any forcing (that is, the flow 

with the fictitious law (2.10) rather than an actual flow). A small 

disturbance to the basic flow proportional to exp[i(aX-4t)], with real 

wavenumber a, has the dispersion relation 

9=1(1- (i/x}'' l 
«1' 

(2.11) 

Then Im(O) <0 for all wavenumbers a, so that the disturbance decays 

and the flow is stable to small disturbances, at least. Moreover, for 

a>0, Re(Q) Z0 when af (2sc/. /3) 3 "s . This means waves can travel 

both up- and downstream, yielding the desirable property of influence 

in both directions. An alternative to (2.10) is given in (2.19) later on; 

other simple alternatives that we tried yielded instability. We should 
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also mention that another view of the computational stability question 

is given later in this section. 

Step (2). The integration was started at X= X_. <0 using the 

upstream asymptotic form 

Y 
U(X, Y) - -3rc1 /3be''X 

J0 
Ai[rcl'3E] dE (2.12a) 

as X --ý-m 
P(X) - bel" (2.12b) 

there. P(X_m) (and hence b) is known from the previous time step. The 

equations are written in finite difference form using the Keller box 

scheme (Keller and Cebeci 1971). Introducing the new variable -r = Uy 

the equations can be written in terms of first derivatives only. These 

are then discretised using four-point central differencing at the 

current (nth) time level. (The scheme can then easily accommodate 

non-uniform steps in X and Y. ) The interaction law (2.10) is 

discretised in the following way: 

nnnn* Ai + Ai-I Pi + pi -ý (Pi - Pi - ý) - (P; - Pi-1) (2.13) 22 (X; - X; -1)(st/2) 

at the X-station X1, where the superscript n denotes the time level, 

and At is the time step between time levels n and n+I. The starred 

quantities are the (known) pressure values at the last intermediate 

time level n-% obtained from the last reverse sweep (step (3) below, or 

step (1) initially). With the pressure-displacement law written in this 

way, we are, loosely speaking, solving the boundary-layer equations 

with An balancing +Pn (rather than -P") during each forward sweep; 

as such the free interaction, per sweep, is prevented so that marching 

forward is stable. The discretised system is solved using a Newton 

iteration procedure. The Newton linearised system requires the 

inversion of a matrix with six non-zero diagonals and two non-zero 
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columns (for the pressure and displacement) although the final column 

can easily be removed ' by hand' . During the first sweep the initial 

guess for the flow variables at each X-station are taken from the 

known solution at the previous X-station. The entire flow-field is 

stored, however, and during subsequent forward sweeps the initial 

guess is taken from the previous time step. As a result only one 

iteration is required at each X-station, for although at first this 

produces only O(Ax) accuracy (where ex is the grid width), O(AJ) 

accuracy will be achieved after a number of sweeps: see also the 

grid-size checks later. This speeds up the computations considerably. 

Step (3). This step is computationally much easier, as only the 

interaction law (2.10) is integrated. Here we write 

An + A? +L =- 
P* + P*+ý 

+ 
(P*+l - P*) - (P4+, - P+) (2.14) 

22 (X1 - Xi+, )(At/2) 

Starting from a suitable downstream boundary condition (see below) 

this is solved in the reversed (-X) direction for the starred variables, 

which give the pressure at the next intermediate time level n+%. 

Quantities with superscript n are assumed to be known from the last 

forward sweep. We note that this formulation is explicit in time. 

Step (4). The procedure is deemed to have converged when, after a 

forward sweep, 

n_ ýK 
Max < 0.001 

(et/2)h 
(2.15) 

The factor of h in the denominator is included to ensure graphical 

accuracy when h is small. 

Rather than using a prohibitively large number of grid points, we 
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took uniform steps of At in the stretched variable E, defined by 

X-s, tanh(e2E). (2.16) 

We took s, = 4.212 and 82 = 009/s, (giving a minimum step length of 

At/10 in X near X=0, and a maximum step length of At far from 

X= 0). Again, to avoid the need for an excessively long computational 

grid, we replaced the downstream boundary condition (1.12e) by an 

asymptotic expression. As X -+ " we have 

P -h+ Po X-1is + O(X-213) (2.17) 

where the constant Po is unknown (but Po N 0.9511h as h --> 0 from 

(2.9b)). This condition was applied in the form 

PI(X) 3 1h-P(X) 
1 X 

(2.18) 

which was central differenced between the last two X-stations (and 

evaluated at the (relevant) intermediate time level). 

For the record, we should mention two more details of the 

calculations. Firstly, for all but the smallest value of h, an initial 

guess was made for the entire flow field (not just the pressure as in 

step (1) ). This was found by scaling up the flow field for the next 

biggest value of h according to the linear theory. Secondly, the 

so-called Flare approximation was used (Reyhner & Flugge-Lotz, 1968) 

in regions of reversed flow. This is a minor point, however, because 

the scheme failed at the onset of all but the weakest reversed flow. 

The computational grid used in the calculations is defined by the 

following parameters: At and Ay, the (uniform) step lengths in E and Y; 

I and J, the number of grid points in the X- and Y-direction 

respectively; and X_.., the upstream boundary. We also write X. and Y. 

for XI and Y. T. The centred-difference solutions presented below were 

obtained using A f=1.2, ey0.6, I=73, J=26 and X, =-40-19 (so that 

X. =37.79 and Y. =15). The results were checked by repeating the 
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P rwX 10-3 

Y, by X=-19.8 X=0.0 X=19.8 X=-2.39 

10 0.4 2.0001 4.6845 3.5303 5.0806 
15 0.6 2.2748 4.8727 3.7567 5.8876 
20 0.8 2.2802 4.8739 3.7564 5.6833 
25 1.0 2.2861 4.8747 3.7551 5.4246 

Table la: effect of changing Y.. Here J=26, I=81, 
x_w=49'8, X. =37.8, At=1.2, h=2.7. 

P Twx10-' 
I X_W X. X=-15.0 X=0.0 X=15.0 X=-3.36 

65 -30.6 37.8 2.9583 4.8459 3.8204 1.3092 
73 -40.2 37.8 3.0055 4.8729 3.8425 0.9691 
81 -49.8 37.8 3.0052 4.8727 3.8424 0.9563 
81 -40.2 49.8 3.0029 4.8723 3.8432 0.9801 

Table 1b: effect of changing X-range. Here A t=1-2 
AY=0"6, Ym=15, h=2.7. 

P TWX10-3 
A J Y. X=-19.8 X=0.0 X=19.8 X=-2.39 

"8 20 15.2 2.2807 4.8741 3.7565 6.9149 
"6 26 15.0 2.2752 4.8729 3.7569 6.1296 
"4 39 15.2 2.2717 4.8723 3.7575 6.2873 

Table ic: effect of changing Ay. Here I=73, AC=1.2 
X_ w=-40.2, X. =37-8, h=2.7. 

P 7WX10-Z 
e i X=-20.6 X=0.0 X=20.6 X=-2.39 

1.6 55 1.4995 4.4088 3.3609 3.3445 
1.2 73 1.5018 4.4109 3.3606 3.3460 
0.8 109 1.5034 4.4124 3.3604 3.3443 

Table id: effect of changing A Here Ay=0-6, Ym=15 
J=26, X_, =-39.8, X. =38- 

.j 
h=2.4. 

Table 1 
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calculations with different grid parameters; comparisons are given in 

tables la-d. The comparisons suggest that rather a large upstream 

range is required, despite the exponential decay of the perturbation 

flow there. On the other hand, X. need not be too large, even though 

the disturbance decays much more slowly as X --' ". Also, the 

apparently coarse grid is quite adequate, at least for graphical 

accuracy, especially in view of the convergence criterion used in step 

(4). The artificial time step At was set to 0.4 in all the calculations, 

this value giving the most rapid convergence to the steady state for 

the smallest disturbance (for which h=0.1). 

When the method works it gives rapid convergence, typically in 

about 25 global iterations or less. Its major drawback is that it was 

unable to cope with any significant reversed flow, either with or 

without the Flare approximation. Careful calculations showed that 

separation first occurs when h=2.78 ; solutions were obtained for h 

up to 2.88. The results for the pressure P(X) and the skin friction 

rw(X) (s UY(X, O)) for various values of h are presented in figure 5. 

The results, although rather limited, do show that the position of 

separation is pushed upstream as h increases beyond 2.78, as we 

would expect if the free interaction of Gajjar & Smith is to emerge as 

h -+ ". Further comments on the flow properties, and the numerical 

method and its stability, are made in the last part of this section after 

we have described two more numerical approaches to this problem. 

These approaches were undertaken partly for purposes of comparison, 

and as checks on accuracy, partly for their intrinsic interest, and 

partly also to find out if solutions with more reversed flow could be 

generated. 
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Second Numerical Procedure for h= 0(1). 

Another way of introducing artificial time dependence into the 

problem (1.12a-f) through the pressure-displacement law is by taking 

At = Px +Ax. (2.19) 

Again, this was found after some trial and error. As with the previous 

law (2.10), the unforced 'flow' described by (1.12a-e) with (2.19) is 

linearly stable and allows both up- and downstream influence; the 

dispersion relation for small disturbances proportional to exp[i(«X-4t) ] 

here is given by 

0= a( (la/, c)1/3 -1) (2.20) 

so that Im(Q) <0 and Re(4) 50 when a2 (3/3/8)u. This alternative law 

provides the basis for this and the next numerical procedure, both of 

which execute steps (1)-(4) above, in essence; the major changes arise 

from alternative treatments of (2.19) in steps (2) and (3). Here we 

simply adapt the method just described. Thus in step (2) we write 

An - A* + A+-1 -A*-1 = 
A* - A*-1 

+ 
P4 - Pi -L (2.21) 2(A /2) xi - x, -1 X, - X, -, 

in place of (2.13), where again the starred quantities are the known 

displacement values at the previous intermediate time level (n-%). In 

step (3) we write 

A*+ý - A4+j + Ai - As 
_ 

A; +1 - A* 
+ 

Pi+! k - (2.22) 
2(et/2) X +l - Xi Xi+l - Xi 

in place of (2.14), which is solved for the starred variables giving the 

displacement function at the next intermediate time level (n+%). The 

only other differences between this and the first scheme are, firstly, 

that in step (1) an initial guess must be made for the displacement 

function (rather than the pressure), and, secondly, that A replaces P 

in the convergence criterion in step (4). In regions of reversed flow 
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both the Flare approximation and upwind differencing were used, but 

again this method was unable to cope with significant reversed flow, 

unfortunately. 

Using the same computational grid as before, we obtained solutions 

for h up to 2.9. We set At = 6.0 throughout, a surprisingly large value 

(see below), this value giving the most rapid convergence to the 

steady state when h=0.1. For all values of h, convergence was even 

more rapid than before; typically, only 10 to 15 global iterations were 

required. The results were virtually identical with those already 

presented. 

Third Numerical Procedure for h= 0(1). 

An alternative, and perhaps simpler, approach to solving (1.12a-e) 

with (2.19) is to fix the displacement function A during the forward 

march through the boundary layer (step (2)). The resulting pressure 

distribution can be used to update A for the next forward march. 

Carter (1979) used a very similar approach to solve incompressible 

external interactive boundary-layer flows. We note that the 

boundary-layer equations with prescribed displacement are free from 

singularities (Catherall & Mangler 1966) so that forward marching (in 

step (2)) is possible. The alternative of prescribing the pressure 

gradient is virtually certain to give the classical Goldstein (1948) 

singularity at the onset of separation. Thus in step (2) we simply set 

An* i= A4 , (2.23) 

and solve the steady boundary-layer equations at time level n (giving 

P? ). During step (3) we discretise (2.19) exactly as before (see (2.22)). 

This is slightly different from Carter's approach which is based on 
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comparing the pressure distributions which emerge from step (2) and 

from the interaction law (1.12f). Carter's original method was found to 

yield divergence, whereas the present method, essentially comparing 

the pressure-gradient distributions PX instead, as done in (2.19), 

proved to be convergent. The whole procedure is deemed to have 

converged when, after a forward sweep, 

max 
I Pi + A* I<0.001h (2.24) 

As in the second method above, the optimum value of the artificial 

time step At for the smallest disturbance was 6.0. However, con- 

vergence to the steady state was considerably slower than before: 

about 50 global iterations were needed for smaller step heights (with 

h< 2), while the larger steps required up to 80. On the other hand, 

this method was considerably more successful than the others in the 

presence of reversed flow. The computational mesh used with the 

previous methods proved to be adequate for h up to about 3.3. Beyond 

that, the upstream influence was so great that the asymptotic form 

(2.12) was not attained even at X= -40.19. Thus for larger values of h 

an extended mesh was used, with X_. = -70-19 (and I= 98). Solutions 

were obtained for values of h up to 5.3; the results for the pressure 

and wall shear distributions are presented in figures 6a, b. We note 

that the upper-surface shape is proportional to the pressure P in 

view of (1.7a). For h up to 2.7, these results are virtually identical 

with those found by the previous methods; when h=2.7 the calculated 

pressures agree to within 0.1%, in fact. 
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Further Comments. 

These numerical solutions do show some clear trends as the height 

parameter h increases, which is the regime of most theoretical and 

practical interest and difficulty as it produces grossly separated flow. 

Firstly, the upstream influence and the point of separation X. are 

pushed increasingly far upstream, as we might expect on physical 

grounds. The approach to the asymptotic form (2.12) occurs sur- 

prisingly far upstream, in fact. Figure 8a shows the variation of X. 

(found by linear interpolation) with h in log-log form. Secondly, the 

free interaction of Gajjar & Smith does indeed seem to be emerging far 

ahead of the step. The comparisons of the pressure and wall shear 

distributions when h=5.3 with their free interaction solutions, given 

in figure 7, show that the free interaction solution continues right up 

to the step. Thirdly, the rapid rise of irw on the forward face of the 

step forces reattachment to occur quite abruptly there. The point of 

reattachment moves downstream a fraction, but it seems reasonable at 

present to conjecture that it would continue to occur on the forward 

face of the step, rather than on top of it, as h increases further. 

Thus, the flow seems to be beginning to split into two separate 

regions, even at these modest values of h: separation is occurring 

sufficiently far upstream that it is self induced, whilst reattachment is 

forced to occur in the vicinity of the step. We note, however, that the 

length scale of the free interaction is vast; Gajjar & Smith show in 

their figure 2a that -rm is still decreasing when X-X$ = 300, even 

though -r. -) 0- as X-Xs -+ a according to the asymptotes associated 

with (1.14). So we cannot expect separation and reattachment to be 

distinct flow features until h is increased well beyond the current 

range. Fourth, the trends in P and X. versus the step-height 
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parameter h (shown in figure 8a), although not conclusive, may give 

some guidance to a large-h analysis of the governing equations (1.12). 

In figure 8a we plot P at X= -2.390, at which point the wall shear is 

close to its minimum, and as such is the point where the step begins 

to exert its influence. One cannot be too cautious when interpreting 

log-log plots, of course, but the points for the pressure in figure 8a 

do lie close to a straight line with gradient 0.66 (close to 2/3), 

approximately. If indeed Px P°h°. 66 as h --> a, as this suggests, then 

-X8 ((Po/Pi)ho. 66)''m ( p(hi. ss)) as h -9 m (2.25) 

from (1.14), a prediction which would be in good agreement with the 

behaviour of Xs also shown in figure 8a. The approach to the 

asymptotic form (1.14) as h --> a is shown more explicitly in figure 8b. 

With regard to the relative merits of the three numerical schemes 

used here, we see that the first two, based on Davis Is (1984) method, 

are very efficient when the flow is everywhere forward, but they have 

so far proven virtually useless otherwise i. e. when reversed flow is 

present, whilst the third scheme, based on an adaptation of Carter's 

(1979) method, is rather slow but does at least converge to a solution 

in the presence of reversed flow. This suggests that a hybrid scheme, 

incorporating both methods, might meet with even more success. A 

number of other quite different methods are available for solving 

interactive boundary-layer problems. A shooting method - in which b 

in (2.12) is altered Iteratively until the downstream form (2.18) is 

attained at X. - was also attempted here, and met with little success 

In the present context. Pseudo-spectral methods and other artificial- 

or real-time dependent methods (e. g. based on the full unsteady 

boundary-layer equations) are also in current use: see, for example, 

Rizzetta, Burggraf & Jenson (1978). Again, however, all such methods 

to date fail to compute grossly separating flow with satisfactory 
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accuracy. 

As a final point, we note that the stability of the three numerical 

methods, as applied to the linearised version of (1.12a-e) with (2.10) or 

(2.19), may be investigated using von Neumann's method (see Roache 

1972, for example). We write 

ßEu-ü etc., 

where u (and -G, p, a) is the solution of the linearised system and ü 

etc. is the solution of the discretised system. Suppose the grid points 

are at Xr = X_- + (r-I)Ax with r=1,2,..., N. At these points, and at 

every time level, we may decompose 13 into N Fourier components: at 

t= qAt we have 

N 
Urq E u(Xr, Y, gA) = 

nI 
un(Y)Vgexp[ianrdx] etc., (2.26) 

where an = n7r/NAX, and Vq is the amplitude factor at the qth time 

level. Strictly speaking, we should also decompose ß in the Y direc- 

tion, but then little progress can be made. Substituting these Fourier 

expansions into the discretised, homogeneous, linearised 

boundary-layer equations we obtain 

YE- lu_ E -1 E-1 
+ 

(E+l}uYY 
AX AX Ax 2 (2.27a-d) 

u= iy, u='yL=OatY=0, u-4aasY--ýto 

for each Fourier component (dropping the subscript (n) for clarity), 

where E= exp(i& ). In the usual way (e. g. as in (2.2)-(2.7)) the 

solution for ß can be written in terms of Airy's function. From the 

boundary conditions we obtain the relation 

Op =-ä, with g 
gis )113 

` ýdXC 
(2.28) 

where C= cos(%aa. ) and S= sin(%abX). Now, for the first numerical 

method, from step (2) we have, in moving from time level q-% to q, 
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(Vq - Vq-1/2)(E 1)$ s d(15Vq_l 1z + 6Vq)(E + 1) 

from (2.13), where d = &. A+/4. So the relative increase in the 

amplitude of the errors during step (2) is 

V (fi 1) +d(E+ 1) ßf vq_l/2 (E - 1) + de(E + 1) 

During step (3) we move from time level q to q+X, so that 

(Vq+1/2 - Vq)(E - 1)15 =d (15Vq+:, 2 + 8Vq)(E + 1) 

from (2.14). The relative increase here is 

Gb 
(E 1) dO(E + 1) 

Vq (E - 1) - d(E + 1) 

Overall, then, the relative increase in amplitude in each cycle is 

G=GG =iS+dC 
iS - dOC 

fb iS + dOC iS - dC (2.29 

The method is stable as long as IGI<1 for all the Fourier modes i. e. 

for 0< %aex < %7r. Here 

IGI2 =1- 
2d(a/tc)' tssin(«AY) 

3d2(a/K)2'3C2 + (d(a/x)''3c + 2S)2 9 
(2.30) 

showing that this method is unconditionally stable. Applying this 

analysis to the second method results in the same expression (2.29) for 

G, but with d replaced by A. /et, so this method is also unconditionally 

stable. For the third method we have 

Gf=1 

Gb 1" (E - 1) - de(E + 1) 
0 (E- 1) - d(E+ 1) 

where d= ex/et here. Thus the method is stable when I Gb 12 41 for 

0<ac , r/ax, which, after some rearrangement, reduces to 

f(1-f) <e, for0 <fý<ý, 
x 

( 2ten 'tae }l 2/3 
where "=t 

Xe xJ. 

So this method is stable when 

(2.31) 
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At 4 8/, c 17.09 (2.32) 

giving only conditional stability. However, the maximum time step in 

(2.32) is large, much larger than the time step chosen in the above 

calculations (which had At = 6.0), and it is also noteworthy that the 

condition (2.32) is independent of the grid width AX unlike many 

familiar criteria of conditional stability. 

We should emphasize that the above stability analysis of the three 

numerical schemes is not exact, and that the stability criteria will 

change as the basic flow alters. In particular, this rather simple 

analysis is not appropriate when reversed flow is present. Never- 

theless, it is, at the very least, useful as a guide in formulating 

unsteady-flow problems with artificial time variables of the type 

presented in this section. 
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53 Subcritical flow. 

When the oncoming flow is subcritical, that is, such that Fr < 1, 

the flow in the lower deck, governed by (1.12a-e ?, g ), has quite 

different properties from the corresponding supercritical-flow theory 

studied earlier. For a start, the equations admit no upstream 

influence, so that if the obstacle (1.5) is such that G(X) =0 for X40 

then the oncoming uniform shear flow (1.12d) will not be significantly 

disturbed ahead of X=0. The disturbance there is only determined 

by the higher-order terms in the expansions (1.9). The equations 

governing these terms are linear, and as such separation is not 

possible ahead of the obstacle, in marked contrast to supercritical 

flow. However, on physical grounds we would expect the flow over an 

isolated hump to separate when the height parameter h is large 

enough. This possibility is investigated numerically in the present 

section. The numerical solutions are found for flow over a wall shape 

given by 

16X2(1 - X)2 for 04X1 
G(X) = (3.1) 

0 elsewhere. 

Moreover, some analytical progress can be made in the limit h --+ -, 

which is the limit of greatest practical importance, of course, as it 

concerns the behaviour of grossly separated motion. This analysis is 

presented below, although some problems remain with describing the 

process of reattachment which occurs far downstream of the isolated 

hump. In an attempt to throw more light on the process of 

reattachment, we formulate below a physically reasonable two- 

-parameter problem for which we do have a complete, self-consistent, 

description of separation and reattachment, and of which the present 

problem appears to be an interesting singular limit. 
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Numerical solutions for h= 0(1). 

The numerical task of integrating (1.12a-e', g) is much more straight- 

forward than the integration of the corresponding supercritical-flow 

equations, due mainly to the lack of upstream influence. The 

equations were discretised using Keller's box scheme, as before. The 

discrete equations were solved by marching forward in the 

X-direction from X_0 (just upstream of X 0) using Newton iteration 

at each X-station. The tolerance parameter for the Newton iteration 

was set to 10-7. Usually four or five, but occasionally up to seven, 

iterations were required for convergence. However, this procedure 

became unstable in the presence of reversed flow, as expected. 

Therefore, during the first forward sweep, the Flare approximation 

was used (in which the term UU x in (1.12a) was set to zero whenever 

U< 0). The resulting approximate solution was refined by subsequent 

marching in the reversed X-direction followed by a further forward 

sweep, this time using the upwind-differencing formulation; that is, 

at the it h X-station X 1, the term UUX is centred at X, +% 

(E (X i +X i+i )/2) whenever U<0 whilst all the other terms are 

centred at Xi _% as usual. This requires the computational mesh to be 

longer (in the X-direction) than the extent of the reversed flow 

region. During each such sweep, either forward or backward, it is 

only necessary to integrate the equations over the reversed flow 

region, in fact, rather than over the entire (pre-set) X range. This 

pattern can be repeated until some convergence criterion is met, but 

we found that sufficiently accurate solutions were obtained after only 

four forward sweeps. 

Due to the rapid variation of the flow variables over the hump 
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(given by (3.1) ), and the much slower variation downstream of it, we 

took uniform steps of At in the stretched X co-ordinate f defined by 

st for 04X41 

1) 
s )2 for 1cX<C (3.2) X= s( + 4(C 

8 

_ 
(1 - s) (sC + 1) for C<X 

s(1 + s) 

where a and C are constants. Note that X=f (E) is monotonically 

increasing, and is continuous with a continuous first derivative. Also, 

max(Ax) = At (obtained when X ), C) and min(OX) = se, (obtained when 

0<X4 1) if a<1. We took the values C=5 and s= 0.02 after some 

preliminary trials. The grid spacing in the Y-direction was uniform 

(and equal to Ay). 

With the above values of C and s there remain four parameters 

that specify the grid: A, Ay, Y., and X.. The numerical results for 

h=8 were checked by altering these parameters (although the 

results are independent of X., in fact, as long as it is beyond the 

point of reattachment Xr eat t) " Comparisons of the results obtained 

using three different grid spacings are presented in figure 9; these 

grids have (a) At = 0.5, Ay = 0.4, (b) A=0.375, Ay = 0.3, (c) 

Sf = 0.25, Ay = 0.2, with X. and Y. fixed. It can be seen that the 

coarsest grid (a) gives an overestimate of the length of the reversed 

flow region; using linear interpolation the point of reattachment 

(where r. = 0) is found to be at Xreatt= 10.174,9.902,9.662 for the 

grids (a), (b), (c) respectively. The numerical results for the 

pressure appear to converge quite well as the grid spacings are 

reduced. The wall shear is a little more sensitive, especially near 

reattachment, but at most X-stations it converges well also. The 

effect of varying Y. was tested using the grid spacings (a) with the 

edge values Y. = 20,28,36. The resulting pressure distributions 
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agreed to at least four decimal places at each X-station, and the wall 

shear distributions to three. So these variations are much less 

significant than those due to the grid spacings. 

The results for three values of the height parameter h are 

presented in figure 10. We see that there is a rapid rise in the 

displacement function (-A) over the forward face of the hump, and 

therefore a corresponding fall in the pressure. This favourable 

pressure gradient forces a strongly attached flow to develop there, 

as reflected in the rapid increase in r,,,: see figure 10a. The pressure 

then reaches a minimum just beyond the peak of the hump; 

thereafter, the strong adverse pressure gradient quickly causes 

separation, which occurs in a regular fashion, of course, within this 

interactive flow structure. Beyond separation the pressure remains 

practically constant for some distance downstream. This implies that 

the flow bounded by the wall and the separation streamline is 

relatively slow. On a longer scale (figure 10b) the flow reattaches to 

the wall, and then, further downstream, returns to a uniform shear 

flow. The streamline plots in figure 10c show that the separation 

streamline and the wall bound a slowly recirculating eddy which gets 

longer (and wider) as the parameter h increases. There is clearly one 

main eddy; others may exist but may only appear for larger values of 

h or may only become apparent with much more detailed calculations. 

But we can already see that the curvature of the streamlines in the 

eddy is quite large close to reattachment (and near separation too), 

which indicates that reattachment may occur on a shorter length 

scale than the eddy length itself as h increases. 
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The limit h --+ w. 

When h»1 suppose P-X3,1 where the order of magnitude x of 

P is to be determined. We expect the oncoming uniform-shear flow to 

change on the 0(1) length scale of the hump, initially at least i. e. up 

to separation. Then, from the boundary-layer equations (1.12a), we 

see that a viscous/inertia/pressure balance is confined to a thin 

layer adjacent to the wall in which YN X' 1 /4 and U- x- / 2. Outside 

this layer the governing equations are inviscid, and the solution here 

is therefore a direct continuation of the outer boundary condition 

(1.12c) i. e. 

U=Y+P+hG(X) (3.3) 

(using (1.12g)) outside the viscous wall layer. Integrating this with 

respect to Y, and using (1.12a), we obtain 

t=% (Y +P+ hG (X))2 +P (3.4) 

Matching this solution to the wall layer fixes X, and also P to leading 

order. Since UcP in the wall layer, (3.3) implies that X-h and 

P- hG(X) + ... (3.5a) 

yielding a simple (and classical) pressure-shape relationship. Further 

terms in (3.5a) can be found from the behaviour of the solution (3.4) 

near the wall, for t must drop to 0(h'-4) when Y~ h-' /4. In terms 

of the inner variable Z, defined by Y= h'1 , "*Z, (3.4) becomes 

f= %h-1'2Z2 + h-1 /4Z(P + hG) + %(P + G)2 +P (3.6) 

This implies the expansion 

P=- hG + (2hG) 1 12 -1+ h-' /4p0(X) + ... (3.5b) 

where the function po (X) is unknown at this stage. The first three 

terms of this expansion accurately predict the earlier numerical 

results for the pressure distribution ahead of separation. Then, from 

(3.3), U expands in the asymptotic sequence h" 12,1, h-11'',... when 
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Z 0(1), which in turn gives the asymptotic sequence for t as h' 14, 

h-1 /'', h-11 z, etc. Yet more terms in (3.5) can be calculated using 

only this asymptotic sequence for f and (3.6). We find after some 

working that 

.L -JL -JL _A P=- hG + (2hG)2 -1+h 4Po(X) + %(2hG) 2+h 4P1(X) (3.5c) 

where, again, pl (X) is an unknown function of X at this stage. So in 

the wall layer we deduce the following expansions: 

11s 
_2 U( hzuo + ul +h 'U2 +h 2u3 +h "u4 + ... )(X, Z) 

J, --1 (3.7) 
f=( h' 

0+h 
41p, +h 24#2 +h4 º3 +h *4 + 

... 
) (X 

,Z) 

using (3.3) and (1.12a) with (3.5c). Substituting these expansions into 

(1.12), we obtain the classical boundary-layer equations at the 

leading (zeroth) order: 

uoUo X- *'o XUO Z= G' (X) + uo ZZI uo =" 'o Z 

Uo ='*o =0 at Z =0, (3.8) 
uo --+ (2G(X) )1 12 [ T'o .r (2G) 1/2 (Z + Po) ) as Z --9 .. 

The boundary conditions are for no slip on the hump, and matching 

with the outer flow (3.4). The solution of this system determines 

p,, (X). Subsequent terms in (3.7) can also, in principle, be determined 

in a systematic fashion. 

However, in general the classical boundary-layer equations 

governing the zeroth-order problem break down as separation is 

approached at a finite value of X, at X. say, when the flow is forced 

by a sufficiently strong adverse pressure gradient. This would 

normally occur on the backward facing slope of an isolated hump 

such as (3.1), and this breakdown occurs in the form of the 

well-known Goldstein (1948) singularity. That raises the question of 

whether the singularity can be removed on a shorter length scale. If 

not, we are forced to conclude that the above structure, holding 
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upstream of Xs, is incorrect. Fortunately, it is possible to remove the 

Goldstein singularity in a physically sensible fashion in some flow 

situations, although these are relatively few in number. Smith & 

Daniels (1981) studied the large-h limit of a boundary-layer flow 

governed by (1.12a-el) with (1.12g) replaced by A=0. These 

equations, like ours, also admit no upstream influence, and a 

structure similar to the one above holds ahead of separation. They 

showed that the Goldstein singularity may be removed by a sequence 

of double structures holding near separation. Separation then takes 

place in a regular fashion, and a further singularity which arises 

just beyond separation can also be removed on a still shorter length 

scale. The same kind of structure holds for the present problem (see 

figure 11), as we now show, although the various length scales 

involved are different. 

First, as X --+ XS-, the solution of (3.8) approaches separation in 

the following way. The wall layer itself divides into two zones. In the 

outer Goldstein zone, in which Z= 0(1), we have 

o= o8(Z) + 
2o 

(XS - X) 
ý os(Z) + 

22R=ß 
(Xs - X) 10os(Z) + ... po go 

(3.9) 

from Goldstein (1948). Here 008(Z) is the zeroth-order stream function 

at separation, with the properties 

Z 
6ýu0Z9 6 Zs + 

... as Z -+ 0 

*os (3.10) 

(2GS)2 (Z + pos) + o(1) as Z --* a, 

and 
Gs   G(Xs), Gs 0 G'(Xs), yo =- Gs > 0. (3.11) 

The constants A00, A01, Poß (and all similarly named constants below) 

are unknown, and depend on the properties of the whole solution 

upstream of XS. This solution matches with the inner Goldstein zone, 
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in which n" Z(XS-X)-11" is 0(1), and 

It .1v6 

60 o= (Xs - X)4713 + Xoo(Xs - X)nz + (Xs - X)4(Xoln2 - 
5) 

+ ... (3.12) 

From (3.8), (3.9) and (3.12) we may infer the irregular behaviour of 

the displacement function po (X) and the wall shear -ra (X) (f uo z at 

ZO): 

8- X)t + ... (3.13) Po = Pos +! 
2 uo (X 1 

1 I. 
To = 2Xoo(Xs- X)2 + 2aoi(XS - X)4 + ... as X -9 XS-. (3.14) 

The behaviour of the higher-order terms in (3.7) can also be 

calculated. Substitution of (3.7) into the governing equations and 

boundary conditions (1.12a-e', g) yields the following sets of 

equations at successive orders of h: 

GI(X) 
(2G(X))''2 

)1 (102, u2) =03 

-4(*9fu3) - ulu1X *IXU1Z 
I 

-M('04, u4) (U1U2)X 
- '01022 - *2XU1Z + pO(X) 

where ä(', u)   UZZ - (uou)X + 'OXUZ + *XUOZ 

ui = 'iz for i=1,2,... 9 

ul _ , Oi =0 at Z=O for i=1,2,... 9 
i 

u1 --ý -1 [ and Z+ (2G (X)) 2Pi (X ) 

u2 ~Z+ PO(X) f u3 '9 %(2G(X)) 2f u4 `+ P1 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.15c) 

(3.15d) 

(3.15e) 

(3.15f) 

as Z -4 9 (3.15g) 

asZ -->a. (3.15g) 

The outer boundary conditions match the solution here with (3.3) and 

(3.4) using (3.5c). The behaviours of the solutions of the first-, 

second-, and third-order problems close to separation are similar to 

the behaviours of the zeroth-order problem above. We find that 
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T'1 = lg(Z) + 
Z'o 

(Xg 
- X)ý I T'ls + 

Ex10 
+ 

AOJT'os 

µ (3.16a) 

M oµ 
I 

101 = 6p1 (Xg -" x. )4Tj3 + X10(X9 x)In a 

+ (X 
- X)+ 

1 
ý117) a 

(3.16b) 
- 

ÄO3010 
77 5, + 

.0.2 g 

as X -> XS- in the outer and inner Goldstein zones respectively. Here 

I Gai 
µý _ý (2Gg) (3.17) 

and *,. (Z) is the (first-order) stream function at separation, having 

the following properties 

E, Z9 _ 
xgoxlo 

ZS + 
... 83 Z -+ 0 

6 30 (3.18) 

-Z+ (2G)2p10 as Z --ý m. 

Again, we can compute the behaviour of pl (X) and -ri (X) (the first- 

order wall shear) near separation from these solutions. We find 

i 
Pi = Pis +20 (XS - X)2 + ... (3.19) 

ia 
rl = 2X1o(XS - X)3 + 2X11(X$ - X)' + ... . 

(3.20) 

The second- and third-order solutions also follow in a reasonably 

straightforward manner: 

+ 
Zwo 

(X9 - X) 2 
( 

T'2g + , 
pp 

T'og 

, 

µ 

+ 
Zýoi 

(XS - X) 4 
( 

TZB + ... 
ZQ 

TOg 1 'f ... x oo 

=Ylss(Z) + 
Zµoo (XS - X)2 1039 + 

(ý 
+) 4119 

+ HI I + f vo8 +... Xoo µo Aoo /io 

in the upper Goldstein zone, and 

(3.21a) 

(3.22a) 

1+... (3.21b) 12 = A20(X6 - X), 2 + (X5 - X)4 ( X2172 - 
hO 

30 

9 
X'O(xs X)712 + 

... (3.22b) 
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in the inner zone. For the record, we note the following behaviour of 

the second- and third-order stream functions at separation: 

z ti -xA Zs 94s- 
(XDDX30+ýio) Zs as Z --+ 0. (3.23) 30 30 

which reflect not only the fact that the wall shear falls to zero at 

these orders as X -; XS-, but also the smallness (or absence) of 

forcing in (3.15b, c) in the inner Goldstein zone. 

So far, the forcing terms in (3.15) have been so small that the 

first four terms, with suffices zero to three above, of the expansions 

(3.7) remain well ordered as separation is approached. As such, they 

cannot indicate the new length scale on which the Goldstein 

singularity may be removed. Turning to the equations governing the 

fourth order, however, we see that the pressure gradient driving the 

flow in (3.15d) is singular, and of order (X5 - X)-1/2 from (3.19). 

This suggests that f, $ is of order (X3 - X)', "I in the inner Goldstein 

zone, which is larger than the dominant terms above (in (3.16b), 

(321b), (3.22b) ). However, the resulting ordinary differential equation 

for the leading order term of -0. has no solution satisfying the 

matching conditions. The same problem arises in Smith & Daniels' 

study. The solution, as these authors note, is to include three 

eigensolutions which are more singular than the one above; in fact, 

we require 

1 
'04 S ln(Xs-X)g01(17) + 90(71) + (Xs-X)4 1n(Xs-X)g11('q) 

X (3.24) 
+ (XS-X)`g: (i) + ... 

in the lower Goldstein zone. Substitution of this expansion into 

(3.15d), together with (3.12), (3.13), (3.16b), (3.21b), yields the 

solutions 

gol(71) _-i Bol17= 9 90(q) =Z B071' 9 91 t(n) _1 BILn' (3.25) 
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for the three eigeniunctions, where the constants BO L, Bo, BI L are 

unknown at present. The equation governing g, (, q) is then 

91 - eµo719ffif + ±µo712gi - 4µo7191 = )ýoo(Bol712 - µo1) 3.26) 

gß(0) o(exp) as i --ý .. 

A solution of (3.26) satisfying these boundary conditions only exists 

if a certain solvability condition is met, and this condition fixes BO L 

uniquely (see Smith & Daniels' equations (2.14a-c) ). We find that 

r(4) 
Bogy _ 

(2µ0)1'2r(; ) 
(3.27) 

{ 

So the leading term in (3.24) is indeed necessary. The constants Bo, 

B1L, B1 can also be determined at higher order. Then in the upper 

Goldstein zone we obtain 

04 = (X8 - X) 290 '08(Z)[ - BOL1n(Xs - X) + B- 

.L1 
(3.28) 

+ B11(XS- X); In(XB- X) + B1(XS- X)` + ... 

Thus the expansion (3.7) breaks down as X -9 XB-, and a new 

expansion is required when the fourth-order term is comparable in 

magnitude with the zeroth-order term. This occurs when XS- X is 

O(h-5''61n(h)). Accordingly, we set 

X= XS + h-s 14 1n(h)X (3.29) 

On this shorter length scale, defined by X= 0(l), the flow in the 

wall layer again divides into two (see figure 11): region (i), in which 

Z= 0(1), where the flow properties are mainly inviscid; and region 

(ii), a viscous sub-layer, in which Z= 0(h-s i 16 (ln(h) )1 /4 ). It turns 

out that the Goldstein singularity is not removed on this shorter 

length scale, but is merely postponed, occurring slightly further 

downstream of XS. This also occurs in Smith & Daniels' study. 

The new expansions in regions (i) and (ii) are obtained from (3.7) 
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using the behaviours of the zeroth- to fourth-order solutions given 

above as (3.29) comes into play. In region (i) the expansion for f is 

found to be 

h4'lGos(Z) +h41 (Z) 

+h °L 2lt'os(Z) ( 
«1 (X)L +«s 1L(X)ln(L) + a2(X) +h 1ý213 (Z) 

+hL 4Pos(Z){ «s(X)L + «3L(X)ln(L) + a4(X) +h' (z) 

+h ILS{ «s(X3'os(Z) + «ý(X)Yýrs(Z) + ... (3.30) 

where L  ln(h). The expansion for p can be determined by matching 

this solution with the outer-flow solution (3.4), giving 

P=- hG$ + (2hGs)2 -1-h 
'LG5X 

+h 
4poS 

+ 2(2hG5) 
I 

A 

-a- '+h 4I, 
(2Gs) XG1,21 +h 4Pis 

+h °L 21 a: (X)L + «lL(X)ln(L) + a2(X) 
}+... (3.31) 

The unknown functions a, (X) etc. in (3.30) are determined by the 

solvability conditions that arise in region (ii). For in (ii) we find 

= h-6L4( poz') + h-1(sjoz2)1 a1(X)L + «IL(X)ln(L) + a2(X) 
} 

A 

-h L4(äµlz3) +h 16 L4{ ' 3(X, z)L + '*, L(X, z)ln(L) + '4(X, z) 
) 

+ ... (3.32) 

from (3.7) together with the above solutions in the lower Goldstein 

zone. Here Z= h's -"6 L1r4z with z= 0(l). Substitution of (3.32) into 

(1.12) gives the following equation for ýGg 

'1ýszzz =i PoZ2,1 3, %z - µoz'1ý3X + äµoZ2 
1 (x)at (X) (3.33a) 

The boundary conditions (from (1.12) and the join with (3.30)) are 

AA 
03 = ý3Z =0 at 2=o, 

,, /ý 
QQ 3 

T'3 2µ0«s iX)Z 60 Z as Z '0 
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These equations serve to determine ä1(X), for a solution only exists if 
A, n 

2po2ai(X)ai(X) =- Ago i. e. Pöai(x) _- 4X OX + Cl (3.34) 

(see Smith & Daniels) in which case the outer boundary condition in 

(3.33b) gives fig throughout region (ii). The constant C, in (3.34) can 

be determined by the match as X 
--+ -- with the oncoming Goldstein 

form as X --+ X$-. From (3.7), (3.12), (3.24) and (3.25) we find 

specifically 

1 
2POal(X) XooIXI1'2 + IO LIXI-i/2 + ... 

which is compatible with (3.34) only if 

C1 = 5BOLXoo " 

Thus we have 

a, {X) = 
2XoQ (- X+ 5B0 l1 /2 

µo l 4Aoo J 

as X -> -w (3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

Other unknown functions in (3.30) can also be calculated by working 

to higher orders in region (ii). To leading order, the wall shear is 

given by 

r(X) = h°L'µoai(X) (3.38) 

We see, therefore, that the Goldstein singularity is merely reproduced 

at 

5B 
XXo s 4ö . (3.39) 

Examination of further terms in (3.30) reveals the next relevant 

A 
shorter length scale in the neighbourhood of Xo. Alternatively, since 

the flow on the X= 0(1) length scale is essentially identical to the 

oncoming Goldstein form, we may deduce the new length scale from 

further examination of the singular behaviour of (3.7) as X -+ Xs-. 

Either way, we find that the new length scale is given by j= O(1) 
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where 

XS+ 64LhIln(h) 
+ h'X (3.40) 

On this new length scale, the flow again divides into two: a region 

(a), in which Z is 0(1) again; and a viscous sub-layer, region (b), in 

which Z is O(h-5'16). In region (a) we find 

X --L -A 1 = 4,00. (Z) + h4,0 is(Z) +h °«i(X)'us(Z) + ... 
(3.41) 

from (3.30), (3.40), and (1.12), whilst the pressure is given by 

P=- hGs + (2hGs)2 -1- h-`LGsXo +h '(Pos XGs) + t(2hGs) 2 

( XoG' 14 XG' i 
+hL (2Gs) 1'2 J+h 4l Pis + (2Gs)''2 +h'1 (X) 4 

+ ... (3.42) 

in view of (3.31) and the join with (3.4) as (3.40) comes into play. 

Again, the unknown function ä1(X) is determined by solvability 

conditions that arise in the viscous region. In region (b), setting 

z= hs i 16Z, we find 

f=h 16(6µ. Z3) +h i«ý(X)(ýµoz2) 
- h16(bµLz3) +h16 2(X, ) 

+ ... (3.43) 

from (3.32), (3.40) and (1.12). The differential equation and boundary 

conditions governing ýiºz are 

102 zi - äUozs'ýsXz + µoZ'lýsX ' alý(+ LZ2/loai (X)ai (X) (3.44a) 

ýtºs ýfrz Z0 atz 0, ýtºs =o (exp) as zý 4 (3.44b) 

The solvability condition for the existence of a solution of this 

system is 

r(4) 
R 

_t. 

Cs - µoat(X)ai(x) = 1/2 ''2 dE (3.45) 
(2µo) r(4) 
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(see Smith & Daniels) where the constant Cz is found by matching 

(3.42) as i --4 -e with (3.31) as X --> Xo-. This match gives 

_2-1 a1 - 
2ý 

1X12 
µo as X-i-" (3.46) 

giving 
s 

C2 2Xoo 
Ao 

(3.47) 

The central problem (3.45) with (3.47) was also derived by Smith & 

Daniels (to within positive constants which can be factored out 

anyway). Their numerical investigation of (3.45) reveals two important 

features. Firstly, separation takes place in a regular fashion, at 

X= XS say, where &1(XS) = 0, and, secondly, the solution of (3.45) 

itself breaks down, at X= Xa say, downstream of separation. The 

exact value of Xo can only be determined numerically, but we may 

deduce from a balance of terms in (3.45) that 

äl (X) ~-4 
Bo -JL (Xo -- X) 2 as X-* Xo- 
µo 

(3.48) 

implying an increasingly fast reversed flow as i -' Xo-, since 

BOL > 0. This singular behaviour of the displacement function (or 

equivalently of the pressure or wall shear distributions) in the 

neighbourhood of Xo implies a breakdown of the expansions (3.41), 

(3.42), (3.43) there. These expansions, together with (3.48), single out 

a new shorter length scale of O(h-5,13) for study. Therefore we set 

/ý -i 

X=X. + Xoh 'ln(h) + Xoh 4+Xh3. (3.49) 

As before, on this new length scale the flow divides into two regions: 

region (I), a mainly inviscid outer layer in which Z= 0(1); and 

region (II), a viscous, nonlinear sub-layer. In region (I) we obtain 

the solution 

N 

f= h41üos(Z) +h ba(X)*os(Z) + ... (3.50) 
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of (1.12), in view of (3.41), (3.48) with (3.49). The pressure expansion, 

implied by (3.50) with (3.48) and (3.49), is now 

P- hGs + (2hGs)2 -1-h 'LGBXo +h '(Pos - xoGs) 

+ 
z(2hG6) 

2+h 3p(X) + .,. (3.51) 

The join with the outer solution (3.6) now gives the relation 

P(X) = «(X) - G. X (3.52) 

between the unknown pressure and displacement distributions. In 

region (II) we have 

NNN 

i= h-1(X, z) + ... (3.53) 

from (3.43), (3.48) and (3.49), where 2  hs /12Z is O(1). Substitution 

of (3.53) into (1.12a) gives the boundary layer equations 

NN NNNNNHN 

uuiý xZ Ct 1A/ 
+ uZZ 

fu TZ (3.54a) 

The boundary conditions follow from (1.12b), the join with the 

solution (3.50), and the join with region (b) upstream, giving 

NN 

u=ýG=O atz0 (3.54b) 
NHN 

6µo (2 + «}' as z --ý ý (3.64c) 

l µoz3 as X -ý --" (3.54d) 
6 

The central problem (3.54a-d) with (3.52) describes the complete, 

regular breakaway of the whole sub-layer from the wall. The ultimate 

form of the solution far downstream, proposed by Smith & Daniels 

and supported by their numerical calculations, has 

«(X) -GsX -- pa ,p -4 P. as X --ý a (3.55) 

Also, the flow far downstream is concentrated in a detached shear 
R 

layer, expanding like X1 /4, and surrounding the dividing streamline 

f=0 at -GX. Thus the emerging shear layer Bee parallel to the 
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undisturbed wall. Above the shear layer, the flow solution is a direct 

continuation of the outer boundary condition (3.54c). Below it, the 

flow is a relatively slow, almost uniform, reversed motion. Finally, a 

thin viscous layer of reversed flow is provoked between the reversed 

uniform stream and the wall. 

So the question of regular separation in the limit h --; m seems 

to be settled by the above flow structure. We turn our attention now 

to the subsequent development of the flow beyond separation. The 

above flow structure on the 0(h-s 1') length scale just studied 

continues until the shear layer, of thickness O (h- 2/ 3X1 /4 ) as X --+ ý, 

expands to 'fill' the entire wall layer, of thickness O(h-' /4). This 

occurs when X= 0(h513), that is, when X= 0(I) from (3.49), which is 

a physically sensible length scale to emerge downstream. Thus, 

returning to the 0(1) length scale of the hump, we have then that 

the flow consists of a shear layer of thickness 0(h- I 14) separating a 

uniform shear flow above and a reversed motion below. One eminent 

possibility is that the reversed flow is very much slower than the 

flow in the shear layer, being driven, perhaps, merely by the 

requirement of viscous entrainment of fluid into the shear layer. If 

this supposition is correct, it implies that the streamwise flow 

velocity U is of order h-314 in the reversed flow region, which has 

width O(h). Then the pressure gradient can only be O(h-3 /2) at most, 

implying from the match with (3.51) that 

P=- hGs + (2hG8)2 -1-h4 LGsXo + ... (3.56) 

on the X-Xs = 0(1) length scale. The constancy of the pressure 

beyond separation to leading order is to some extent borne out by 

the numerical results given earlier (see figure 10). Above the shear 

layer the solution (3.4) again holds. Then the position of the dividing 
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streamline, on which f=0, is given by Y= Yd(X) + 0(h-1 /''), where 

Yd(X) = h(Gs - G(X)) +h 41n(h)GsXo (3.57) 

in view of (3.4), (3.56) and the requirement that f= O(h' 14) in the 

shear layer (from the join with regions (I), (II) upstream). Therefore 

in the shear layer we set Y= Yd(X) + h-11'9 and 

-k- Ll 
(U, f) _ (h 2U , h`f)(X, S) + ... (3.58) 

Substitution of these expansions into (1.12a) gives the boundary 

layer equations 

NN NNNNN 

UUx - txu = Ug ,U= tg (3.59a) 

subject to the boundary conditions 

U -9 (2G8)''2 as y -> (3.59b) 

U --ý 0 as y --+ -" (3.59c) 

from (3.4) with (3.56), and the requirement that the flow below the 

shear layer is relatively slow. Starting conditions, as X --' XS+, can 

also be found from the match with regions (I) and (II) upstream. 

Thus the shear layer is of the familiar Chapman form (or, more 

precisely, it tends to that form in the limit X --+ d when the influence 

of the incoming flow profile is negligible) driven by a constant 

external velocity (3.59b) above, with zero velocity (3.59c) below. Par 

downstream, then, as X -i ", the shear-layer width expands as X' /2. 

The Chapman form breaks down when the velocity gradient, of order 

h' 14X-1 /2 as X --+ ", is comparable with the external shear of (3.3). 

That occurs when X= O(h s' 2 ). 

The same behaviour is found to hold if we allow for much larger 

velocities in the reversed flow region, incidentally, as long as 

U h' /2 there. For example, if 
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JL- 
P= -hGs + h2Pi(X) + ... 

(3.56') 

in the current stage (so that P(X) -' (2Gs)''2 as X -+ Xs+) then the 

dividing streamline is such that 

Yd(X) = h(Gs - G(X)) + ((2GS)2 - Pl. (X))h2 + ... (3.57') 

Then the expansions (3.58) lead to the same problem (3.59) in the 

shear layer. The indeterminacy of the exact position to O(hi I') of the 

dividing streamline in (3.57') presents no problems here, as long as 
N 

P1(X) remains finite in XS4 X<", for when the Chapman form breaks 

down, that is, when X- h3 /2 downstream, the shear-layer thickness 

itself is also 0(h' 

On the longer O (h 3/2) length scale we again suppose that the 

pressure is constant to leading order: 

I 
P= -hGS + h2P(x) + ... (3.60) 

where X= h3 111. In the shear layer we set 

Y= hGs + h2(y - P(x)) ; (U, f) = (h2U, ht)(x, Y) + ... (3.61) 

where the scalings are implied by the oncoming Chapman form. Then 

U, t obey the boundary-layer equations (3.59a) again, with 

U- y -ýº 0 as y -ý m 

U --+ 0 as y -4 -W 

(3.62a) 

(3.62b) 

from (3.3) with (3.60), (3.61), and also to merge with the slower flow 

below. A small-x expansion shows that it is possible to match the 

solution here with the previous stage (as X' "). The shear layer 

expands like x1 19 as x -), ", and begins to fill the entire region 

Y>0 when h112''3 -h i. e. x- h312 or X W. This assumes that 

P(x) remains finite within the current range, of course. Thus in the 

final stage of the motion we set 
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(U, #, P, A, X, Y) _ (hl , h24, hP, hÄ, h'x, hy) + .,. 
(3.63) 

as implied by the shear layer flow above when x ---+ ". The governing 

equations (1.12) then give 

A 

Uý1^U/ý it 
UAA 

'U= 

to 
(3.64a) 

VX 

X iI gii 9 

subject to the conditions 

U- y 
-4P(x) as y 

--*. (3.64b) 

t= 0 at y= 0 (3.64c) 

The starting conditions are 

Ü-*y 
- G$ for y>G. as 

x-+ 0+ (3.64d) 

U0 for y<G. as x -+ 0+ (3.64e) 

P(0) =- GB (3.64f) 

The above description of the flow is therefore complete provided that 

a solution of (3.64a-f) can be found such that 

(U, f, p) --+ (Y, z'Y2,0) as x -ý W (3.64g) 

so that reattachment and an eventual return of the flow to its 

original upstream form are achieved. A numerical integration would be 

required to verify that such a solution of (3.64) exists. This has not 

been attempted as it seems virtually certain that these equations are 

unable to describe reattachment anyway, owing to the absence of an 

adverse pressure gradient in (3.64a). Moreover, a small-9 expansion 

of the solution has not been found. 
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So the proposal here of a viscous eddy filling the entire lower 

deck seems to lead to an inconsistency. The same proposal, however, 

does lead to a self-consistent account of separation and reattachment 

in the flow studied by Smith & Daniels, which we recall has 

A=O 

in place of (1.12g). The final stage of the motion in their case has 

U, $, P, X, Y of orders h, h2, h2, h3, h respectively, so that a nonlinear/ 

viscous/pressure balance governs reattachment and the ultimate 

return to a uniform shear flow. These scalings suggest that the same 

account its valid for a wider class of flows, with (1.12g) replaced by 

P=yhA (3.65) 

with y an 0(l) factor. The equations (1.12a-e') with (3.65) do arise in 

a physically sensible way in the present context, incidentally, for 

they describe subcritical liquid-layer flow over a hump of length 

Lh-'y-'X-'(1-Fr)-' and height t 27- 1 a-2 (1-Fr)-1 in terms of y and the 

flow parameters defined in $1. In terms of the two-parameter system 

(1-12a-el), (3.65) our main interest is in the double limit h -3 ", 

y --ý 0, with 7yh = 1. To throw more light on that problem, we give 

first the following brief description of the flow in the limit h --+ 4a 

with -y fixed and of order unity. 

Ahead of separation, a classical boundary layer of thickness 

0 (h'' /2) is again provoked between the majority of the lower deck, 

wherein the solutions are 

U=Y+A+hG 

f z(Y+A+hG)2 +P 9 

(3.66a) 

(3.66b) 

and the wall at Y=0. In the classical boundary layer U, f are of 

order h, h112 respectively. From (3.66b) and (3.65) we may then infer 

that 
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A= hA0(X) +h 2AI(X) + ... (3.67) 

where 
i 

Ao(X) _-y- G(X) + 
(y2 

+ 2yG(X)) 2 (3.68) 

The pressure gradient driving the flow in the classical boundary 

layer is then y-1Ao' (X), and in general the Goldstein singularity is 

again encountered at X=X. beyond the top of the hump; here X. 

depends on y, of course, as well as on the hump shape G(X). The 

Goldstein singularity is again removable by the same sequence of 

double structures as detailed above, although the length scales 

involved are now those of Smith & Daniels. Beyond separation the 

detached shear layer of thickness O(h'i 12) (again of the Chapman 

form; see (3.59)) lies at a constant distance hGs from the undisturbed 

wall, assuming constancy of pressure to leading order here; 

specifically 

P= h'y-'Ao(X8) + o(h2) in 04 X-Xs = 0(1). (3.69) 

Above the shear layer the flow is given by the uniform shear 

U=Y+ hA0(X6) + hG(X) (3.70) 

Below the shear layer the flow is relatively slow (U = o(h)) due to 

the uniform pressure in (3.69). The shear layer expands, and begins 

to fill the whole lower deck when X- h3, at which stage the scalings 

(U, $, P, A, X, Y) = (h , h2fºh2p, h , h3X, hy) + ... (3.71) 

are implied by the oncoming flow. With (3.71) the controlling 

equations (1.12) become 

UU - f-uA P'(x) + U0$ 'U= fy (3.72a) 

A U=t=0 at y=0 (3.72b) 

AA^^A U-y+ A(x) as y (3.72c) 

F= yA (3.72d) 
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In addition, the match with the upstream flow provides the following 

starting conditions 

Ü-st'+Ä(0) fort' > G. as x--; 0+ 

Ü--90 for 0 <y <GS as x--ý0+ (3.72e) 

A(O) _-7' -- Gs +(2+ 2i05) 
2 

Finally, the recovery of the uniform shear flow far downstream gives 

the boundary condition 

(U, +, P, A)-'(Y, -12'Y, 0,0) as x -'im (3.72f) 

Thus (3.72) is a closed problem to determine the point of 

reattachment Xreett and the return to the original undisturbed 

uniform shear flow. The solution depends on just the one parameter 

7R y/G$ since we see that Ü/GS, f/Gg, P/Gs, A/GS depend only on 

A/Gs, /GS and 9. We expect, incidentally, that Gs, which itself 

depends on y, will remain of order unity for all values of y since 

separation almost certainly takes place just beyond the maximum of 

the hump in all but a few exceptional cases. 

The solution of (3.72) provides an account of reattachment which 

is consistent with the proposed form of separation upstream. For 

reattachment here takes place under the action of viscosity. In 

addition, the pressure gradient driving the flow is unknown and 

interacts nonlinearly with the boundary-layer displacement. The 

alternative of a mainly inviscid eddy bounded by the wall and a 

(relatively thin) viscous shear layer leads to a contradiction. For the 

eddy would then be of the Prandtl-Batchelor type, with closed 

streamlines and constant vorticity (Batchelor 1956). Then a simple 

algebraic equation follows for the eddy shape, which in turn implies 

that the eddy has constant width, contradicting the assumption that 
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it is closed. 

The problem (3.72) needs a numerical treatment in general. Smith 

& Daniels' computations correspond to the limiting case 7 -4 a; their 

results predict reattachment at k=0.076Gs. Our main interest is in 

the other extreme y -i 0, of course. The necessary numerical 

solutions for a range of values of y would be of great interest, 

partly because they may throw more light on the process of 

reattachment in our original problem (1.12a-e', g), and partly because 

the enlarged problem (1.12a-e t) with (3.65) makes some physical sense 

in its own right, describing flows over humps of the same height as 

those defined by (1.5) but with shorter length scales. However, we 

cannot say with any certainty that solutions of (3.72) exist for all 

(positive) values of y, although Smith & Daniels' solution strongly 

suggests that solutions do exist for some (sufficiently large) values 

of y. 

Some numerical solutions of the complete original flow problem 

(1.12a-e') with (3.65) for a range of values of y with h fixed (and 

reasonably large), which were obtained using the numerical scheme 

described earlier in this section, are given in figure 12. These give 

some insight into the behaviour of the large-h solutions as y varies 

from 0(1) values to 0(h-1) values. Upstream of separation the leading 

order prediction of the pressure (from (3.65) with (3.67), (3.68)) is in 

reasonable agreement with the calculations. The three cases shown in 

figure 12 are for h=8. Separation takes place at X= Xs 0 0.615, 

0.625,0.645 for y=1,1/2,1/8 respectively, so that G. = 0.897,0.879, 

0.839 in turn. The most significant change, however, is the sub- 

stantial decrease in the length of the eddy as y decreases; rather 

surprisingly, reattachment appears to occur much more abruptly 

when 7 is small. 
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Captions for figures. 

Figure 1. Definition sketch for the undeveloped flow in a liquid layer 

over a small two-dimensional hump, showing the coordinate system, 

the undisturbed liquid depth t* and the uniform fluid velocity U* 

outside the thin boundary layer. 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the three regions I-III of flow over a 

hump of (non-dimensional) height H and length L, at a location where 

the boundary layer is of thickness E. Region III is of thickness ö,,, = 

0(H) It E. 

Figure 3. Possible form of a flow with large-scale separation ahead of 

a step of finite dimensions in a supercritical stream, with the free 

interaction of Gajjar & Smith (1983) occurring asymptotically far 

ahead of the step. 

Figure 4. Linearized solutions for the pressure (Q surface displace- 

ment) and the wall shear distributions for supercritical flow over the 

tanh step (1.15). Also shown (dotted lines) are the up- and down- 

stream asymptotes (2.9a, b) of the pressure distribution. 

Figure 5. Solutions of (1.12a-f) (with (1.15) ), for the various values 

of the step-height parameter h shown, generated by the first 

numerical method. Regular separation is seen to take place just 

upstream of the hump when h=2.78. (a) pressure (or surface 

displacement) (b) wall shear (c) wall shape (1-15). 
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Figure 6. Solution of (1.12a-f) generated by the third numerical 

method: (a) pressure, (b) wall shear. Here solutions with substantial 

regions of reversed flow are obtained. Note the rapid reattachment on 

the forward face of the step, and the long upstream response. 

Figure 7. Comparison of the present solutions (with h=5.3) with the 

free-interaction solutions of Gajjar & Smith (1983). (a) Pressure: 

present, o Gajjar & Smith, (b) wall shear: present, x Gajjar & 

Smith. 

Figure 8. (a) Variation of position of separation XS and pressure P 

(at X= -2.39) with step height h. (b) Variation of P with Xs: x 

numerical, --- predicted asymptote (1.14). 

Figure 9. Effect of grid refinement on the numerical solution of 

(1.12a-e', g) with h=8 at various streamwise locations: (i) pressure, 

(ii) wall shear. The symbols 8,13 ,0 correspond to grids (a) At = 0- 5, 

Ay = 0.4; (b) of = 0.375, A=0.3; (c) At = 0.25, Ay = 0.2. 

Figure 10. Separated-flow solutions of (1.12a-e' , g) with (3.1) (sub- 

critical flow over a hump) for h=4,8,12. (a) Pressure and wall 

shear distributions in the vicinity of the hump, showing rapid rise 

on forward face, then rapid fall, separation, and approach to seem- 

ingly uniform conditions (for large h) downstream; (b) on a longer 

scale, showing reattachment and increasing dimensions of reversed 

flow region; (c) streamline plots for h=8,12. 
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram showing the approach to separation 

from the hump surface, and the various length scales and flow 

regions, in the limit h -4 w, 

Figure 12. Solutions of the two-parameter problem (1.12a-e' ), (3.65) 

for h=8 and y=1,1/2,1/8 as shown. Pressure and wall shear 

distributions are shown (a) over the hump, and (b) on a longer scale 

downstream of the hump. (c) Streamline plots showing the substantial 

decrease in the length of the eddy as ry decreases to 1/h. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The stationary hydraulic jump: 

comparison between experiments and theory-. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

§1 Intoduction. 

Craik, Latham, Fawkes & Gribbon (1981) describe some interesting 

experiments on a quasi-stationary circular hydraulic jump, of the 

type commonly encountered in, for example, the initial filling of a 

kitchen sink with water from a tap or in numerous other such 

filling-up processes of smaller or larger scale. Under certain 

circumstances, depending on the local Reynolds number and other 

conditions, even though the jump itself may be very pronounced it 

can remain in practice predominantly laminar, steady and two- 

dimensional (when viewed locally), with only relatively minor fluc- 

tuations and three-dimensionality present; in other situations 

three-dimensionality and unsteadiness are overwhelming features. 

Craik et al (1981) report on some experimental properties of both 

cases. Our main concern here is in the former experimental case and 

in making a quantitative comparison with the recent theory of Gajjar 

& Smith (1983) for steady hydraulic jumps in supercritical liquid- 

-layer flow. The theory is based on the ideas of viscous-inviscid free 

interaction and upstream influence, leading to regular separation, and 

it regards the "jump" as a continuous local phenomenon. Earlier, and 

rather different, theoretical or numerical studies are given by Watson 

(1964), Bouhadef (1978) and others [see also Tani (1949) and 

references in Lighthill (1978), Gajjar & Smith], with the jump being 

treated broadly as an inviscid discontinuous phenomenon, unlike in 

Gajjar & Smith. Other experimental studies are referred to in the 

Craik et al and Gaj jar & Smith papers. 

In the following, §2 summarizes the Gajjar & Smith theory, a main 
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result of which is the prediction (2.4) below for the surface shape Or 

pressure) just downstream of the effective start of the jump. This 

prediction relies on both viscous and inviscid effects, incidentally, 

and it would not emerge from an inviscid approach. Then $3 presents 

comparisons between the theoretical predictions and the Craik et al 

experimental findings. The quantitative agreement is found to be 

quite close, especially in view of the largeness of the Froude number 

and other extreme conditions holding in the experiments and the 

assumption of high Reynolds number in the theory. Additional com- 

parisons of a qualitative nature are also described and overall the 

agreement seems reasonably favourable. Further comments are given 

in S4. 
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52 The hydraulic-jump theory. 

Here we summarize, normalize and re-interpret the Gajjar & Smith 

viscous-inviscid approach. 

The theory assumes inter alia steady, laminar, planar motion 

locally, in the vicinity of the jump, with a large local Reynolds 

number Re and an oncoming liquid-layer flow [depth 1 d] which is 

predominantly uniform with a relatively thin viscous sublayer [of 

depth 84d], relatively far from the source of liquid. All this is on a 

fixed horizontal flat surface, given by yd = Of in cartesian coord- 

inates ad, yd. The subscript d where used stands for dimensional 

quantities, while Re = Ud(°)id/vd where vd is the kinematic viscosity 

of the liquid and ud(°) is the oncoming flow speed at the top free 

surface, pd is the liquid density and Xd = Xd (o) denotes the stream- 

wise location of the jump. Close to the surface the liquid velocity 

components Ud, Vd, in the xd, Yd directions respectively, and the 

pressure pd take the form 

Ud s Ud(o)t(F - i)-', \-'u(X, y) (2.1a) 

Vd = ud(0)t-"Re-'(F - 1)X2V(X, Y) (2.1b) 

Pd = Pd(o) + Pdud(0) 2E2 (F _ 1)-2X-2p(X) (2.1c) 

with 

Xd - Xd(°) + tde5R. e(F - 1)-'X-5X and yd =1 dE2(F - 1. )-IX-2y, 

(2.1d) 

where pd(o) is the atmospheric pressure, F= ud2/gld is the Froude 

number (F > 1) and the oncoming nondimensional skin friction 

'rWIM (td/ud(°))(eud/aYd) at yd = 01 = AI-I is large, of order r-1. 

Then, within the sub-boundary-layer where Y is 0(1), to leading 

order U, V, P satisfy the parameter-free problem consisting of the 
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scaled boundary-layer equations in terms of X and Y, subject to the 

no-slip condition at Y=0 and the sublayer displacement condition 

UY+A as Y --4 cD, where the pressure-displacement relation 

between P, A is P= -A, due to the gravity force (g). The corres- 

ponding shape of the upper surface is given by 

Ll =1+ E2 FRF - j)-2X-2p(X) (2.2) 
d 

in nondimensional form. 

The nonlinear parameter-free problem summarized above yields 

Gajjar & Smith's viscous-inviscid description of the development of a 

hydraulic jump. It allows a free interaction to begin upstream, as an 

exponential departure from the oncoming motion, and computations 

and analysis then show that downstream, for X large and positive, 

the pressure increases in the form 

P(X) - P1Xm (as X4 a3) (2.3) 

where the constants P1 and m are given in (2.4b) below. Hence the 

nondimensional deviation of the upper surface there is predicted to 

have the (convex) form: 

Yi 1d 
= Twsm-2F(F - 1)3m-2P1[x`'Reg Xd0)]1 (2.4a) 

dd 

with P1 = 0.94796..., m= 2(J7 - 2)/3 = 0.43050... (2.4b) 

This prediction and others are compared with experiments below. 
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13. Comparisons with experiments. 

Craik et al experimentally established the quasi-stationary 

hydraulic jump, in an approximately radial flow on a flat horizontal 

table, by making an axisymmetric water jet (of radius a) impinge 

vertically at the centre and then spread out on the table. The 

conditions far from the centre were either controlled or allowed to 

vary freely, this influencing the position (Xd(°)) of the jump 

produced. 

For a given volume flux Q in the jet, conservation of mass and 

momentum implies the relations 2nxdldud(0) =Q= 7ra2ud(o) to leading 

order provided that, as assumed in the theory, the upper-surface 

pressure remains at pd (o) and the water-layer velocity Ud remains 

predominantly at Ud(o), between the centre Xd =0 and the jump 

Xd = Xd(o), Hence the equations 

82 

Fý=g1= 
Q2 

4n2xd o agjd3 

Re (= u d: i= Q 
2nxd 0 Vd 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

express t d, F, Re in terms of the quantities Q, a, xd (o) measured by 

Craik et al. To apply (2.4) we need also the skin-friction parameter 

T"� as xd -+ xd(0) -, which follows from the classical boundary-layer 

properties assumed to hold upstream of the jump as 

rw = �3AReI ( 1d 2 
[ä = 0-332... ] (3.4) Id 

where $ is the traditional planar Blasius skin-friction value and the 

extra factor 43 is due to the axisymmetry of the oncoming flow (see 

Watson 1964). The results (3.1)-(3.4) now allow the prediction (2.4) for 
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the upper-surface shape, downstream of the jump, to be worked out 

for given experimental values of Q, at Id(o)' For water flow (2.4) then 

has the form 

- led 15m/2-3(o)z-sm/s Y, 
td = (0.0352) 

aism 4-ý 
(Xd - xd(ý))m 

(c. g. s. ) (3.5) 

in c. g. s. units, we note, with vd taken as O. Olcm2/sec and g as 

981cm/sect. In some of Craik et al's measurements for water flow the 

value of a is not given, however [e. g. in their figure 6], and in such 

cases we estimate td from their graphs and convert the prediction 

(2.4) to the form 

4d13m/z-z(Xd(o)): om-; - Xd _ X, 1(o) 
Ql sm 2-3 

(Yd 
td _ (0.0149) 

1d 

(c. g. s. ) (3.6) 

instead, using only (3.2)-(3.4). 

To start comparing theory and experiment quantitatively we 

address first a single representative case, Q= 18cm3/sec., xd(c) = 

3.2cm., td=0.015cm., read from figure 6 of Craik et al. Here 

yield the values F= 242.1, Re = 89.53 and TW = 0.3725 in 

turn. So (2.4) predicts an increase yd-td = 0.0292cm. in the 

free-surface height at a representative position 0.25cm. downstream 

of the jump (i. e. at Xd = 3.45cm); the same result follows from (3.6). 

This is fairly close to the measured result in Craik et al's figure 6. 

Applying the above theme to other Xd values and to the other two 

experimental cases available, we obtain the direct comparisons shown 

in our figure 1. Conversely, (3.6) predicts a universal form holding, 

as Q, t d, Xd (°) vary, and this is tested in figure 2. All three 

experimental curves there (for Q= 11,18,29) collapse quite near the 
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predicted universal form just beyond the jumps. In both figures, the 

quantitative agreement near the jumps is reasonably encouraging. 

Several other comparisons of a more qualitative kind can also be 

made. First, the local Reynolds number Re used here is typically 

about 100 in the quantitative comparisons described above where 

steady laminar flow is supposed and hence it lies below the approx- 

imate critical value of 147 for instability noted by Craik et al [their 

R, j is equal to our Re]. Second, Craik et al (their pp. 360,361 and 

figure 10) observe that the eddy length falls as the size of the 

downstream disturbance is increased. This can be explained theoreti- 

cally to some degree by examination of the scalings in SS2,3. It is a 

familiar feature in viscous-inviscid interactive flows [see also 54] that 

increasing the disturbance size forces upstream separation to move 

further upstream, thus decreasing xd(o). So then, for fixed Froude 

number F, the typical length scale of interaction, and therefore 

probably of the eddy, varies like Re-rw-s c xd(0)4Q_3/2 (from (3.1) 

-(3.4)) and hence decreases, as observed experimentally, for fixed 

flow rate Q. The predicted decrease of length like (xd(°))', for given 

Q, is not inconsistent with the experiments, and neither is the 

combined dependence on xd(0)4Q_3/2 for varying xd(o), Q in Craik et 

al's figures 9 and 10, although there the disturbance conditions 

downstream are not always controlled. Likewise, (3.1)-(3.4) would 

imply an increasing of rw, a decreasing of t and hence a relative 

rise in the top-surface displacement in (2.4), as the downstream 

disturbance is increased, and this again is not out of line with the 

observed trends. Third, the observed small rise and then dip of the 

water depth just prior to the main jump would seem to be account- 

able by surface-tension effects, as indeed Craik et al suggest. More 

specifically, surface tension can add a term c d2A/dX2 to the 
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pressure-displacement interaction law, giving P= -A + -yd 2A/dX2 

where -y is a scaled surface-tension parameter (see chapter 6). The 

free interaction may then be capable of producing a rise upstream, 

followed by a fall and then a rise of the pressure, and hence the 

liquid depth, culminating in the downstream behaviour (2.3) which is 

dominated by gravity effects. Fourth, and as an alternative, we 

consider the three representative experimental runs (a) Q= 11.6, 

a=0.155,71d(°)=2.3, (b) Q= 19.8, a=0.18, Xd(°) = 3.2, (c) Q=26.0, 

a=0.215, xd(0) = 4.0, in Craik et al's table 1, where again we use 

c. g. s. units throughout. These runs are analogous to those shown in 

our figure I. For run (b), for instance, (3.1)-(3.4) predict the values 

td=0.005065cm, F= 7630.5, Re = 98.48, irw = 0.227, in turn, and 

hence (2.4) implies a relative increase (y d- t d) /ld of 13.82 at a 

distance Xd-Xd(o) = lcm. beyond the jump; (3.5) yields the same 

value, as a check. The corresponding predictions for runs (a), (c) 

are relative increases of 13.01,11.68 at 1cm. beyond the jumps. The 

closeness of these relative increases, and perhaps even their 

ordering in sizes, i. e. (b), (a), (c), are not inconsistent with the 

analogous cases in Craik et al's figure 6. and with the closeness of 

the downstream depths shown in their table 1. Notice also that the 

relative estimates for (a) - (c) are larger than the relative increases 

in figure 1 but this is compensated by the smaller values of td 

estimated here. Fifth, Craik et al's experimental description, in their 

pp. 359,360, of the motion near separation and around the 

subsequent eddy all appears to tie in with the theoretical descrip- 

tion, in which the free interaction causes the majority of the 

fast-moving incoming liquid layer to be converted into an out-going, 

detached, shear layer riding over slower flow nearer the solid 

surface. 



S4. Further Comments. 

The quantitative and qualitative comparisons in 53 between 

theory and experiment seem reasonably affirmative and encouraging 

on the whole. Of course, a number of factors need to be borne in 

mind, especially the extreme values of certain parameters and the 

experimental difficulties of measurement. The theoretical predictions 

are a little sensitive to the value of the liquid depth td and skin 

friction -rw just prior to the jump, for instance, since from (3.2) the 

Froude number F -c td-3 for given Q, Xd(°) for Fc aº-6 from (3.1)1, 

but td, rw are difficult to measure accurately in practice, as is the 

jet radius a. Although the values of -#d' rw could be deduced instead 

from simple extra theoretical notions, such as in (3.1), these in turn 

introduce extra approximation. Further, the Froude number F can be 

very large (Z 102 - 104) and the thickness parameter t is about 2 in 

practice, whereas the theory takes F to be an 0(l) parameter and r 

is assumed to be small. The sometimes excessive Froude number in 

fact is a most significant numerical factor in (2.4) as regards the 

experimental comparisons, because F in (2.4a) is raised to the power 

3m-1 (= 0.29150... ) effectively [since F-1 is approximately equal to F] 

which is comparable with the powers 5m-2 (= 0.15250... ), -m (= 

-0.43050... ) of -rv, Re, respectively, but these last two parameters are 

not so excessive. Nevertheless, with allowance for the relative 

smallness of the Reynolds number Re as well as the extreme para- 

meter values above, it would appear that all the main features of 

stationary hydraulic jumps observed experimentally by Craik et al do 

lean fairly strongly towards the Gajjar & Smith theory. 

Certain related theoretical matters should also be considered 

here. The first is that the complete shape of the free surface beyond 
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the jump starting from the form (2.4) is dependent on the flow con- 

ditions downstream, as is the jump location, but the theoretical 

dependence of both is unknown as yet. It requires more under- 

standing of the complex problem of large-scale separated flow. The 

computations of liquid-layer flow past a small forward-facing step 

presented in chapter 2 are aimed at that end. Although the computa- 

Lions prove difficult we note that they do confirm the increase of 

upstream influence and upstream separation with increasing step 

height, and the emergence of the free-interaction result (2.4), in line 

with experimental findings. Next, it seems evident that a large- 

Froude-number analysis should be pursued, possibly comparing F 

with various powers of Re. This may also provide some theoretical 

insight into the different categories of free-surface shape, depending 

on the value of F, suggested empirically by Ishigai, Nakanishi, Mizuno 

& Imamura (1977). Another very useful development, again implied by 

the experimental comparisons above, and one that we would empha- 

size, is to consider the longer-scale stage where Xd(°) is O(SdRe), so 

that t is 0(1) and the motion of the whole layer is controlled by the 

interactive boundary-layer equations. Finally, it would seem worth- 

while for the theory to be extended also to the study of unsteady 

effects, and in particular the instabilities which are found experi- 

mentally to originate in the separated flow downstream, as well as to 

the study of non-stationary hydraulic jumps or bores. Throughout, 

the significance and sensitive nature of viscous-inviscid interaction 

in the presence of a solid surface would need to be incorporated; 

these certainly seem the crucial aspects of the above hydraulic-jump 

experiments, according to §§2,3. 
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Captions. 

Figure 1. Comparison between theory and experiments, for various 

flow rates Q (cm3/sec) as shown, for the stationary hydraulic jump. 

: theory (from equation (3.6)); ---: experiments (from Craik 

et a], figure 6). 

Figure 2. Alternative comparison based on the universal form (3.6), 

re-expressed as Y= Rm with -P = (yd-ld)/«Sd, *= (xd-Xd(0))/ld, where 

a= 
0.0149Q15m/ 2-3 

la3m/z-3(Xd(0))I0m-a 

: theory. Experimental results: 

x, Q= llcm3/sec (Rd (o) 
= 2-7cm, td = 0.02cm), 

o, Q= 18cm3/sec (xd (°) = 3.2cm, ld = 0.015cm), 

o, Q= 29cm3/sec (xd (°) = 4.35cm, ld = 0.02cm), 

the values of Xd (° ), td being estimated from figure 6 of Craik et al. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Large-scale separation in a 

fully-developed stream. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Large-scale separation in a fully-developed stream. 

We continue our investigation of steady two-dimensional laminar 

liquid-layer flows over obstacles with a discussion of the effects of 

including vorticity in the mainstream. There may, in some circum- 

stances, be a gradual adjustment from an undeveloped flow over a 

flat horizontal surface, like those studied in chapter 2, to a fully- 

developed flow when the boundary layer eventually grows to fill the 

entire liquid layer. In the high-Reynolds-number limit this adjustment 

takes place on a vast O(R) length scale; here the Reynolds number 

R= U* t */v where U*, t* are the velocity at the free surface and the 

depth of the fluid at a station where the flow is fully developed, and 

v is the fluid's kinematic viscosity. Although the adjustment is 

clearly a result of diffusion of vorticity from the wall, a complete 

theoretical description of the process has so far not been found, by 

the way; indeed, it may be that the boundary-layer equations, which 

control the motion across the entire depth of the fluid on the long 

O(R) length scale, have no steady solution for free-surface flows over 

a horizontal wall. 

Leaving these theoretical difficulties aside, we consider disturb- 

ances, in the vicinity of x=0, say, where the flow is fully or partly 

developed (see figure 1), that provoke a response on a length scale 

which is shorter than O(R), the development length of the boundary 

layer. The undisturbed flow is given in non-dimensional form by 

u= U8(y) , -0 = ts(y) ,p= o(1 - y) in 04y<1 (1) 

to leading order, where the inverse Froude number Cr   gt*/U*2 

(= Fr-1), the external pressure is taken to be zero, and 
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UB(Y) = ti(Y) , UB(O) = fe(O) =0 
(2) 

U8(1) =1, U (1) =0, Uj(O) =A. 

On a length scale L(R viscous effects are confined to a thin layer 

of thickness O (L' 13 R-1 /3 ) adjacent to the wall, in view of the 

behaviour of the basic velocity profile close to the wall. Outside the 

wall layer the flow is governed mainly by inviscid mechanics. Now 

suppose first that gravity effects are negligible so that v is small. In 

such circumstances the flow is analogous to that in a two-dimensional 

channel. The free surface of the liquid layer corresponds to that 

streamline in the channel flow on which the vorticity is zero; recall 

that the vorticity is conserved to leading order on streamlines that 

lie outside the viscous wall layer. (The correspondence between these 

to flows is not quite exact, incidentally, since we have the additional 

constraint of constant pressure along the free surface in the 

liquid-layer flow). Smith's study of asymmetrically constricted 

channel flows (Smith 1976a) is therefore relevant here. He shows that 

there is a significant response on an O(R' -') length scale, which, 

although long, is still much shorter than the development length of 

the boundary layer. For then the curvature of the streamlines in the 

mainstream of the flow, which is caused by the displacement effect of 

the wall layer, is just sufficient to cause a variation of the pressure 

across the liquid layer of the same order of magnitude as the 

pressure in the wall layer. So there is an interaction between the 

inviscid mainstream, in which y= O(1), and the viscous wall layer, in 

which y= O(R-2/7), on that length scale. The expansions implied in 

the two distinct regions of the flow indicate that gravity first begins 

to exert its influence when a rises to O(R-217 ). Specifically, we find 

in the mainstream 
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u= UB(Y) +R 7u, (X, Y) + ... 
(3a) 

--a 41 2-- 'to(Y) +R"l (X, Y) + ... 
(3b) 

P= RQ(1 - y) +R 7p1(X, Y) + ... 
(3c) « 

from Smith (1976a) (using also (1)), where o= 4'7R -2/'. Substituting 

these expansions into the equation of continuity and the x-momentum 

equation, and solving, we obtain 

*, = A(X)UB(Y) , ul = A(X)Ua(Y). (4) 

The y-momentum equation gives 

Pig = UB(Y)*ixx º i5) 

which on integration and use of (4) yields 

. 
(6ý Pi(X, Y) = P(X) + A"(X) Jo 

' 
UB(s) ds 

The pressure and displacement functions P(X), A(X) are unknown at 

this stage, but are related to the (unknown) displacement of the free 

surface at y=1+ R-2/7 71(X) + ..., where the dynamic and kinematic 

boundary conditions give, in turn, 

71(X) A(X) 

P(X) + A"(X)j1U13 (s) ds = CM(X) 
0 

In the wall layer, wherein Y  R11" y= 0(1), the expansions are 

uaR 'U(X, Y) + ... 

R't(X, Y) + ... 

p oR '+R 7( - aY + P(X) )+.. . 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(8a) 

(Sb) 

(8c) 

(where the expansion for p follows from the y-momentum equation 

and matching with (6) ). Then the x-momentum equation and continuity 

yield the boundary-layer equations at leading order: 

UUx - tXUy =- P' (X) f Uyy 
IU= $y 

. (9a) 

The join with the mainstream and the oncoming flow upstream 
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requires 

U- A(Y + A(X)) as Y -+ m (9b) 

(U, f, P, A) ---+ (xy, AY2 z 
, O, Q) as X --ý -m , (9c) 

while the no-slip condition at the wall gives 

U=t=0 at Y=0. (9d) 

Finally, eliminating q(X) between (7a) and (7b) gives the pressure/ 

displacement relation 

P(X) äA(X) - A�(X)fI 
0 

Ui(s) ds (9e) 

Equations (9a-e) serve to determine the leading-order solution in the 

wall layer (at least when appropriate downstream conditions are 

given). One solution is evidently a continuation of the uniform shear 

flow (9c) throughout the current stage. However, other (non-trivial) 

solutions, starting in the form 

P(X) ~ becx as X -+ -a, (10) 

are also possible. The exact value of b in (10) depends on the entire 

solution (and in particular on the ultimate downstream form as 

X --* "); x on the other hand is readily found to be the unique real 

solution of 

x1/3 Q+ qX2 (11) 

where -y = -3Ai' (0) () 0) and 

1 
q- 

Jo Ui(s) ds . 

The resealing (X, Y, U, f, P, A) -* (v9X, öY, 0U, äaf', (r2P, vA) of (9) suggests 

that, in the limit a -4 o the flow in the wall layer is still governed 

by (9a-d) but with (9e) replaced by 

P-A (12) 
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in terms of the resealed variables, to leading order in a". Thus the 

curvature of the streamlines has only a minor influence when o is 

increased beyond the present O(R-2 /7) stage. When a rises to order 

unity, so that Q= O(R217) formally, the above scalings suggest that 

the flow again responds on the O(R) [= O(R' /7 3) ] length scale, and 

that there are no subscales in the y-direction. 

Let us now suppose that a= 0(1) and that the flow encounters a 

small hump in the vicinity of x=0. For definiteness, we suppose that 

the hump length L is of order unity, comparable with the depth of 

the fluid. Such a hump is expected to force a response locally on the 

same 0(1) length scale. The only other important streamwise length 

scale is O(R), as explained above. The interaction on the long O(R) 

length scale produces only a relatively small linear response however 

(as in Smith, Brighton, Jackson & Hunt's (1981) study of short humps 

in external flows) so that, inter alia, separation is not a possibility 

there. A complete analysis of the leading-order flow perturbations 

should take into account the flow features on the O(R) length scale, 

therefore, but the major nonlinear response occurs only on the 0(l) 

length scale of the hump. For humps of relative length 0(1), then, 

the first critical height scale that produces a nonlinear interaction is 

O(R-113 ). Thus, we begin by confining our attention to humps of the 

form 

yR 3hG(x} (13) 

where h is an 0(1) height parameter of the hump. The flow on the 

0(1) length scale essentially divides into two regions: the mainstream, 

region (I), in which y= 0(1), and the wall layer, region (II), in 

which Y= 0(1) where y= R-1'3Y. [A viscous layer is also required 

adjacent to the free surface, but it has no effect to our order of 
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working. ) The basic flow (1) implies that the expansions 

1 --1 (R 3U, R 3t)(x, Y) + ... 
I 

(14) 
p=Q- QR 3Y +R 3P(x) + ... 

hold in region (II). From the x-momentum and continuity equations we 

obtain the boundary-layer equations 

UUx txUY =- P'(x) + UYY 
'U= 

ty (15a) 

subject to the conditions 

U=t=0 at Y= hG(x) (15b) 

(U, t, P) --+ (ICY, 2AY2,0) as x --ý -ý (15c) 

In the mainstream we may then expect the expansions to proceed in 

powers of R-1 3: 

-L - 

u= U8(Y) +R 3uo(x, y) +R 3ul(x, y) + ... (16a) 

-L -a 
_ 'tB(Y) +R 3'00(x, Y) +R 3*, 1(X, y) + ... (16b) 

p= o(1-Y) +R 3p1(X, y) + ... (16c) 

in order to match with (II), with the free surface given by 

Y=1+R', no(x) +R 371 (x) + ... (16d) 

It turns out, however, that uo = *0 = 10 = 0, mainly because of the 

condition p= constant at the free surface. The match with region (II) 

then gives 

as Y--* w. (15d) 

The matching condition (15d) reflects the lack of displacement that 

the wall layer produces in the outer flow; a hump of height O(R-1 /3) 

causes a displacement of the free surface of O(R-z/3) only. This lack 

of displacement effect is also apparent in other such boundary-layer 

flows when the length of the hump is less than the interaction length 
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scale; see Smith, Brighton, Jackson and Hunt (1981) for short humps 

in external flows. Again, (15a-d) is also relevant to the flow in a 

symmetrically constricted channel (Smith 1976a) where the lack of 

displacement derives from the necessary symmetry of the flow in the 

core of the channel. In the present case, a significant displacement 

effect only occurs when a falls to O(R-' 13 ), formally, but before that 

stage is reached the longer O(R1 1') length scale, mentioned above, 

reasserts its influence on the dominant flow features. 

Equations (15a-d) form a closed system [given appropriate 

downstream conditions] and solutions have been obtained for ht1 

(when linearisation is possible) and h= 0(1) for a variety of hump 

shapes (Smith 1976a). An important feature of the flow is the lack of 

upstream influence, to leading order, so that if G(x) =0 for x<0 

then 

U= XY ,f= 
4XY2 

,P=0 for x<0. (17) 

In region (I) the (non-trivial) leading-order perturbations in (16) 

satisf y 

Vainx - Ue1'lx =- Pax (18a) 

Us'O1 xx= Pay (18b) 

U1 = '19 (18c) 

from the x- and y-momentum equations, and the continuity equation 

respectively. Elimination of p,, yields 

to 

1'ixx + *lug ° U11(y) 'ý1 (19a) 

The conditions at the free surface require 01(x, 1) + 'q (x) = 0, 

aq1(x), which combine to give 

'old = a*, at y=1 (19b) 
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using (10), while the match with region (II) gives 

101 _ )-1P(x} at y=0. (19c) 

In addition, we impose the up- and downstream conditions 

-G, -4 0 as x -* -" (19d) 

*i = o(exp) as x -* ", (19e) 

Once P(x) has been determined from (15), solutions can be found for 

eil . The system (19a-e) is different from that describing the flow in a 

symmetrically constricted channel (Smith 1976a) because of the free- 

surface condition (19b). In effect the channel flow is a special case 

of the present work, with a=W. Tillett (1968) derived the same 

system (with o=" again) for a jet of fluid emerging from a channel; 

in that case P(x) a0 also. 

Upstream of the hump the solution of (19a-e) can be written 

m 
1ý1(x, y) =n1 eý"x nnfn(Y) (20) 

where the constants ern depend on the flow downstream, and an are 

the eigenvalues (with 0<a, < az< ... ) and fn the corresponding 

eigenfunctions of the system 

11 

f"+ (a2 
-Ü 

)f=0 
UB (21) 

f(0) =0, f' (0) =1, f' (1) = af(1) 

The eigenvalues of (21) depend on the oncoming velocity profile 

U8 (y) as well as on v, of course. The dependence of the first few 

eigenvalues on a when the undisturbed flow is half-Poiseuillean, with 

UB(y) = 2y-y2, is graphed in figure 2. Tillet- (1968) calculates the 

first five eigenvalues in the limit case where v=a, finding 

an = 2.587,5.969,9.196,12.384,15.556 for n=1,..., 5. In the 

neighbourhood of the origin of figure 2, we find from (21) that 
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Q=-ý2+ O(a4) 

for an arbitrary shear flow (21) gives 

a=- a2q + 0(a4) . 
(22) 

However, only the top half of figure 2 (a ) 0) is relevant to 

liquid-layer flows. The behaviour (22) indicates that a, (the smallest 

positive eigenvalue) remains order unity as a -9 0+. 

The analysis of the flow in regions (I) and (II) in the limit 

h -+ a gives certain vital clues to the form of the flow over humps 

larger than those given by (13). First, Smith & Daniels (1981) show 

that P-h2 over the hump when h»1; see also Chapter 2. They also 

give a self-consistent account of separation and reattachment based 

on Kirchhoff free-streamline theory. Reattachment then takes place on 

a long O(h3) length scale. The pressure remains O(h 2) throughout, 

and forces *i, in the mainstream to become O (h 2) also, via (19c). This 

in turn forces flow perturbations of O(h2R-2 /3) in the streamwise 

velocity in the wall layer ahead of the hump. The response in region 

(II) then becomes nonlinear when h2R-2 /3 - R-1 "9 i. e. when h rises 

to O(R1 / 6) formally. Thus moderate humps of height R' '6 hM (with 

hm = 0(1)) provoke a significant response and separation ahead of 

the hump. As the hump height is increased further, hM » 1, the point 

of separation x=x, ep is pushed increasingly far upstream; it can be 

shown, in fact, that 

xBep =-2 1n(h, ) + 0(1) as hm --ý e. (23) 

The arguments leading to (23) follow Smith's (1978) analysis of the 

analogous flow in a symmetrically constricted channel. Eventually, 

when the hump height is order unity, comparable with its length and 

with the fluid's depth, that is, when hm rises to O(R1 /6) formally, 
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separation takes place in the manner of a free interaction asymptot- 

ically far upstream at a distance O(ln(R)) ahead of the hump, from 

(23), as well as on the hump itself. We now go on to describe the 

grossly-separated flow over a hump, again using Kirchhoff 

free-streamline theory on the grounds of self-consistency. We 

observe that the nonlinear adjustment of the flow ahead of the hump 

takes place on a length scale which is much shorter than the O(R) 

length scale mentioned earlier, so that even for grossly-separated 

flows we need not consider the adjustment on that longer scale. 
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Large-scale separated motion. 

The proposed asymptotic structure of the grossly separated motion is 

shown schematically in figure 3. The up- and downstream free 

streamlines CoCI and C2C3, which bound eddying motions, are taken 

to be at constant modified pressure, p+oy, according to the Kirchhoff 

model. Within the eddies there is then a relatively slow recirculatory 

motion, being driven only by the necessary entrainment of fluid into 

the thin shear layers surrounding COC10 C2C3. The separation of C2C3 

from the surface of the hump takes place in the manner of a triple- 

deck interaction (Smith 1977, Sychev 1972) on a short O(R-9 "°) length 

scale surrounding Cz. The separation process forces a small O(R'1 /16) 

correction to the mainly inviscid flow in the mainstream. The same 

kind of asymptotic structure has been proposed by Smith (1979a) for 

the high-Reynolds-number flow in a severely, symmetrically 

constricted channel; our analysis below therefore follows his. 

Thus, in the mainstream, which is that part of the flow bounded 

by the free surface, C, CI, C2C3, and the hump between C1 and C2, 

where x and y are 0(1), we have 

('l', u, P) = (*o, uo, po) + R-1 /16 ('o1, u1, P1) + ... (24) 

Then Mio, uo and po satisfy the inviscid Euler equations, which on 

integration yield the vorticity equation 

*oxx + 1&oyy =- ci(*/) (25a) 

where the function rw is determined by the oncoming flow: 

cj(fe) =- t8yy " (25b) 

The boundary conditions for (25a) are 

fe(Y) as x --) -", (25c) 

*0 =0 on CoCI, C2C, and the body surface, (25d) 
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*o = t6 (1) on the free surface, (25e) 

Po =0 on the free surface, (25f) 

Po + ay =a [uo = 0] on COC1, (25g) 

Po + ay =a+ Poo [uo = u$] on C2C3. (25h) 

Here pool us are constants, and the statements in square brackets 

follow from Bernoulli's theorem. The shapes of the free streamlines 

and the free surface are also unknown, as are the positions where 

COCI and C2C3 meet the solid surface; we write 

C0CI :y=F, (x) + ... ,x<x, + ... , (26a) 

C2C3 :y= F2(x) + ... ,x> x2 + ... , (26b) 

free surface :y=1+ 71 (x) + ... , (26c) 

where the corrections in each case are O(R'' 116). In addition to the 

boundary conditions (25c-h) we require separation at x= x2 to be 

smooth. Finally, the specification of the problem is complete when the 

ultimate downstream form is also given. As x -- -, we expect a 

parallel flow to emerge, with 

F�(x) -i C (27a) 

'n (x) -4 d (27b) 

for some unknown constants c and A; also 

Uo (y) for c<y<1+0 
uo --ý (27c) 

0 for 0<y<c 

Po -+ 0(1 +A- Y) (27d) 

when x -' a. Here, (27c) reflects the lack of any significant flow 

between C2C3 and the wall when x= 0(1). If we take f to be the 

independent variable, rather than y, then Bernoulli's theorem, 

together with the proposed downstream form (27a-d), gives the simple 

result 

U8 ('o) = U0 ('o) + Zoe (28a) 
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Evaluating this expression on the streamline 0=0 yields the 

following relationship between the slip velocity uß along C3C3 and the 

ultimate displacement of the free surface: 

u2 
d=_s 

2a 
(28b) 

predicting a fall in the level of the free surface (A < 0) for 

separated flows (us ) 0). From conservation of mass, we deduce 

U r2 c=1 --Q 
dgl` 

20 
o (us + UB( ))''2 

(28c) 

using (28a) and (28b), where Q  *13(l) is the flow rate. Alternatively 

(28c) may be written 

Ji c=1-- 
UB(Y)dY (28c') 2Q ' 

o (u6 + U8(Y))1'2 

From (25h), (27d) and (28b) we obtain 

Poo = Qd =-2 u6 (<0 for u$* 0). (28d) 

In addition, the drag Co on the hump can be found in terms of the 

parameter u8 by considering an integral momentum balance; we obtain 

Co =2 
(1 

- (1+e)2) + 
Jo (U8(') - Uo(*)) d* 

q+ 2ßý 14I+ Jo U8(Y)(us + U82(Y))112 dy (29) 

It is a simple matter to show, incidentally, that 

dco = use , C0(u8= 0) =0 du, (30) 

from which we may deduce that CD >0 as long as the motion is 

separated (c > 0). 

So the ultimate downstream form (on the x= 0(1) length scale) is 

determined once the parameter u$ is known. The requirement that 

separation be smooth at az fixes u8, probably uniquely. 
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In general, the basic problem (25) (with (27), (28)) requires a 

numerical solution, which is by no means a straightforward task in 

view of the unknown positions of the boundaries and the mixed 

boundary conditions. However, analytical progress can be made in 

certain cases, when, for example, the hump is relatively long. For 

suppose the hump is given by 

y= F(X) , with x= LX and L A, 1. (31) 

Then, on the length scale of the hump, X= 0(1), the governing 

equation (25a) suggests the expansion 

10o = 100(X, Y) +1 L-zrer(X, Y) 9 
(32) 

r=i 

of which the first term satisfies 

'1'oyy =- x'('00) (33) 

The flow is therefore quasi-parallel to leading order. As such, we 

may use the results of (28) above, identifying c with F(X) at stations 

where the flow is attached; also us, 0 now depend on X. Using (28c') 

we deduce the relation 

1 

F(X) =1- u2yX 
- 

Ue(x)d_ (34) 

o (us(X) + U8(Y))''2 

between the hump shape and the leading-order slip velocity us (X) 

(which drives the classical boundary-layer flow between C1 and C,, ). 

We may draw some important conclusions by considering the graph of 

F vs. us: see figure 4 for the representative case when the oncoming 

flow is half-Poiseuillean. Other basic velocity profiles (satisfying (2) ) 

give similar features. For example, it can be shown from (34) that 
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us as uß -ý 0+ 
F 

uz 
-ý as us 2c 

(35) 

moreover, F (as a function of us) has a single maximum, F say, in 

us > 0, and F< 1 for all (finite) values of o and all velocity profiles 

(provided only that UB(y) >0 for 0<y< 1). We can immediately 

deduce that the governing equations have no solution, in the long 

hump limit, if the maximum height of the hump F... > 1. More 

precisely, for given upstream conditions, a and Ue (y) are fixed, so 

that F is fixed, which in turn imposes a maximum obstacle height for 

which solutions of the steady problem (25) (with (31)) exist. The 

implication of this result is that a hump with Fmax >F "blocks" the 

flow, causing an adjustment (in an unsteady fashion) of the upstream 

conditions, which alters a and UB (y) and hence also F. When 

eventually Fmax <Fa steady solution of the above form may 

(possibly) emerge. 

Assuming that Fmax < F, so that a solution can be found, figure 4 

shows that us increases over the forward face of the hump, reaches 

a maximum at X= Xma x (where F=F. � x ), and thereafter decreases, 

provided the flow remains attached. However, smooth separation can 

only take place if there is no finite adverse pressure gradient. 

Therefore, separation must occur at X=X. s.. Beyond separation us 

is uniform (see (25h)), so that 

F2(X) s F.. � + O(L-2) (36) 

gives the shape of the free streamline C2C3 as a straight line, to 

leading order; then cX Fm8X also. 

We observe that there is no significant upstream influence on the 

long O(L) length scale of the hump. Instead, the major upstream 

effects are confined to 0(1) distances ahead of the start of the hump, 
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which is at X=0, say. The details of the flow in the neighbourhood 

of X=0 are strongly dependent on the initial shape of the hump. 

For definiteness, we take F(X) =0 for X<0, and F(X) - KX for 

X -ý 0+ with K the initial O(1) slope of the hump. On the x-scale the 

hump has the shape F= L-' Kx + o(L-1) in x>0 so that IFI41 and 

linearisation of (25) is possible. Thus we set 

'1Go = to (y) + L-2 (x, Y) + ... 

uo = UB(y) + L-2u(X, Y) + ... 

(37a) 

(37b) 

where the correction to the basic flow is O(L-2) because X40 =0 on 

the body surface, and tB (y) - %Ay2 as y -* 0+. The position of CoCI 

is determined by the condition that uo =0 along it; therefore 

F1 = L-2)-1ü(x, 0) + ... (38) 

from (37b). So the upstream eddy is relatively thin. Reattachment 

occurs when COC 1 intersects the hump surface, which suggests that 

xl = O(L-1) in view of (38). Therefore CoC1 does not appear in 

x O(1)when x>0. 

Substituting (37) into (25) we obtain 

loxx UB(YLL 
Y/ 

0 as x- -m 

, O(X, O) 0 (X<0) 
e 

ti N 

*9 (X, 1) _ cr (X, 1) 

AK 2x2 (x>O) 

(39a) 

(39b) 

(39c) 

(39d) 

cf. (19a-e). The solution of (39) which matches (in the limit x -ý W) 

with the longer scale flow downstream (as X -9 0+) is 

in 
1 TrneanXfn(Y) (X < 0) 

, 
n=i 

7T ne«nXfn(Y) + X2K2 ffi(Y) + 2g2(Y) 
) 

n=1 

(40a) 

(x > 0) (40b) 



where 1 
=1-J U2(s) ds g2(y) Ua(y)f a- 

) 

ga(y) U8(y)t Q jUBM92(t) dt - 
Jluj2(s)dsJSU8(t)g2(t)dt } 

o 
and 

, X 2K2 gi(t)f(t) dt zF -1 
TI 

z=- 

2«n {o f2 (t) dt } (40c) i 
2J fn(t) dt 

0 

From this solution we may compute the slip velocity along the hump 

in x= 0(1): 

us(x) = A(KL-lx) - X2(KL-'x)21n(KL-lx) + 0(L-2) (41) 

when UB(y) - Xy +Xzy2 as y --> 0+. We may also determine the posi- 

tion of reattachment, which, to leading order, is the point where COCI 

(given by y= L-2A-'ü(x, 0)) meets the hump (y = L-'Kx): 

co 

xl =- (XKL}-1 Z Trn (42) 

which is positive (as it should be for physical sense) since each nn 

is negative (see (40c)). 

The above is an apparently complete description of the flow in 

the vicinity of a long hump, apart from the details of separation at 

C2 and reattachment at Cl,. The separation of the upstream free 

streamline at Co and the reattachment of the downstream free stream- 

line take place on longer x-scales. It can be verified that the 

upstream separation takes place at an O(ln(R)) distance ahead of the 

hump (and is given by (23) with hm = R116) using the solution (40a), 

which is appropriate in the limit x -' -- for any hump shape, not 

just those with length Lv1; the details of the separation at Co are 

the same as those given in Smith Is (1979a) study. The reattachment 

of C2C3 takes place on a longer O(R) length scale, when the viscous 

shear layer surrounding the dividing free streamline expands and 
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eventually 'fills' the entire liquid layer. The reattachment process 

therefore takes place under the action of viscosity, thereby 

preventing a strong backward jet of fluid into the reversed-flow 

region. The existence of such a jet would contradict the assumption 

that the eddy flow is relatively slow. The proposed flow structure, 

based on the free-streamline theory, seems to be self-consistent 

therefore. 

Some qualitative comparisons may be made between the present 

theory and the experiments of Huppert & Britter (1982). In their 

experiments the Reynolds number was large, of the order of 103-104, 

and moreover the long-hump theory above seems to be appropriate 

for the topography chosen in the experiments (apart from the initial 

hump shape). The conclusion that downstream separation is associated 

with a drop in the level of the free surface (from (28) ff. ) is borne 

out by their finding; see their figures 3a, b. Furthermore, separation, 

when it takes place, occurs close to the crest of the hump, in line 

with the present theory (from just before (36) ). On the other hand, 

upstream separation was not observed, which is not entirely 

surprising since, firstly, the initial shape of the topography was not 

wedge-like, but rose more gradually, and secondly, the predicted 

O(ln(R)) distance of the point of separation ahead of the hump is not 

very large anyway for the range of Reynolds numbers taken in the 

experiments. 
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Captions for figures. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a fully-developed liquid-layer flow 

over a horizontal surface, indicating the high-Reynolds-number 

structure in the presence of a disturbance of characteristic stream- 

wise length L. 

Figure 2. Dependence on a of first four eigenvalues «i (i = 1,..., 4) of 

(21) when UB (y) = 2y-y2. Only the region o>0 is relevant to liquid- 

layer flows. Points marked 0 correspond to a=- (Tillet 1968). Note 

that upstream influence decreases slightly (i. e. ai increases) as a 

decreases (i. e. as the Froude number increases). 

Figure 3. The main features of the grossly-separated flow over a 

hump. The free streamlines COC� C2C3 separate the fast oncoming 

stream from relatively slow eddying motions. The upstream separation 

of COCI and the downstream reattachment of C2C3 take place at 

distances O(ln(R) ), O(R) from the hump, respectively. 

Figure 4. The slip velocity us along the hump surface as a function 

of th hump shape F, for various values of o, from (34) (using UB (y) 

= 2y-y2). 
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PART II 

Unsteady liquid-layer flows. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

A viscous instability of a nonlinear 

surface wave on a flow with shear. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

51 Introduction. 

Many studies have been made of waves propagating on the 

surface of a layer of water, and as a result numerous equations and 

systems of equations have been developed to describe them. The bulk 

of the theory to date has been concerned with inviscid fluid motion, 

and moreover many practical situations seem to be modelled quite 

successfully by linear inviscid theory. Nonlinear effects can become 

important when the wavelength of a small disturbance is sufficiently 

large compared with the depth of the fluid. Viscous effects have 

received comparatively little attention, on the other hand, no doubt 

partly because in practice high-Reynolds-number liquid-layer flows 

tend to be turbulent, on the whole, so that an elaborate viscous-flow 

theory based on laminar flow may be of little relevance, and partly 

because of the widely held view that when viscous effects are 

included in a laminar theory they often tend to be dissipative and 

are therefore unlikely to lead to particularly interesting (i. e. 

unstable) behaviour. However, we are able to show below that, on the 

contrary, viscous effects can destabilise ä realistic flow of 

partly-developed or fully-developed form, in some circumstances at 

least. 

In this chapter, in an attempt to gain some insight into the 

possible instabilities of some of the steady flows studied earlier (in 

Part I), we discuss the stability of a parallel shear flow in a layer of 

viscous fluid over a flat horizontal surface. To make progress 

analytically we restrict attention to a disturbance in the form of a 

weakly-modulated travelling wave which has amplitude 6, say (with 
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69 1), primary wavelength 0(6-1 /2) and phase velocity 0(1) (com- 

parable with the mean flow), and which grows or decays on long 

temporal and spatial scales of relative order 63. The above scalings 

are the familiar ones of classical inviscid KdV theory governing the 

development of nonlinear dispersive waves in shallow water. Our aim 

below is to introduce viscous effects in such a way that they are 

comparable with the effects of nonlinearity and dispersion, as a first 

step in a viscous-flow approach. We propose that the high-Reynolds- 

number flow can be analysed in terms of a two-layered structure, 

initially at least, in which the majority of the flow is governed by 

inviscid dynamics, while viscous effects are confined to a thin layer 

adjacent to the wall: see figure 1. The (thinner) viscous layer needed 

at the free surface can be neglected to our order of working. Now, 

the vertical displacement of the streamlines in the main stream is 

0(ö), comparable with the amplitude of the disturbance, so that we 

expect the thickness of the viscous layer to be 0(6) also, to reconcile 

the disturbance with the no-slip condition at the wall. Then a balance 

between the pressure gradient (px 616-112), unsteadiness 

(Ut -, 616- 112) and viscous effects (R-11u., N R-16162) in the wall 

layer gives 

R-2 I' (1.1) 

The viscous region is then a classical Stokes layer. We find the 

viscous effects to be very significant in certain cases. 

We adopt a multiple-scales approach in the analysis of the 

unsteady flow, setting 

a_sa -s a 
öx +R TX +R+... (1.2a) öx 

öt =-Rsc Tx + R5 + ... (1.2b) 
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in the Navier-Stokes equations, as implied by the previous para- 

graph. Here c is the (real) wavespeed of the disturbance. 

In §2 we analyse the stability of a simple model of a flow with 

shear, using a 'straight-line' velocity distribution. The main 

conclusions we draw are that, firstly, growing modes exist, the 

instability being a result of viscous effects, and secondly, a 

finite-time breakdown of the equation governing the evolution of the 

disturbance (a viscosity-modified KdV equation) is possible. The 

repercussions of the finite-time breakdown are discussed at the end 

of the section. The stability of more realistic flows are discussed in 

53; the major complicating feature is the existence of a strongly 

nonlinear critical layer within the layer for some modes. However, it 

is shown that the presence of the critical layer does not alter the 

evolution equation of the disturbance, and, as such, the conclusions 

drawn from 52 concerning the simpler straight-line profile still hold 

for more general profiles. 
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52 A Simple Prototype. 

We begin by analysing the stability properties of a simple shear- 

ing motion given by the ? straight-line' profile 

UB (y) =1 for A-' <y<1 

= Xy for O<y<)-1 . 

(2.1) 

This is perhaps a slightly crude model of an actual shear flow, but 

its stability properties are relatively simple to derive and 

understand, and they do give some insight into those of smooth 

velocity profiles studied in the next section. 

The Rayleigh zone (in which y= 0(1)) divides into two parts, I+ 

and I-, above and below the material line, y= C(X, X, ir), across which 

the vorticity is discontinuous: see figure I. In region I+ the solution 

expands in the form 

u=I+ R5 ui +R uz + ... (2.2a) 

lý-'- 21 X+ Rý + Rý z+... (2.2b ) 

p= (Y(1 - y) +R pi + R' Pi + ... (2.2c) 

and the free surface and material line bounding region I+ are given 

by 

Y= 1+ Rs 71, +Rs 7712 + ... 

Y=ý-1 +R5 +R5ýz+ ... 

(2.3) 

respectively. In (2.2) u, etc. are functions of X, X, -r and y, and the 

inverse Froude number a= gt*/U*2 (= Fr-1) is defined relative to 

the undisturbed depth 1* and free-surface velocity U* of the fluid. 

Similarly, in region I- we have 

u= Ay +Rs U1 +RS U2 + ... (2.4a) 
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XXY2+Rs01 +Rsf2+... (2.4b) 

p= v{1 - y) +R3 pl +Rs Pz + ... (2.4c) 

Substitution of these expansions, together with (1.2), into the 

x-momentum and continuity equations gives 

ttttttt L (ui, 'IG4, Pi ) Mi , ui = 'iii for i=1,2 
F 

and the y-momentum equation gives 

ply=0 

Pty = i1 - C)*+IXX Pzy = (XY - C)*IXX 

where the operators appearing in (2.5) are defined by 

L+{uýýýP) _ {1 c)ux + Px 

L (u,, O, P) = (Äy - c)ux -Xx+ Px 

M1 t=0, M2 =- u17 ut, - uiuix + *ixuiý pix 

M2 =- ui. -AYuiX - uiuix + '7XUiy + A*IX - PAX 

The relevant boundary conditions are as follows: 

(i) free surface conditions : at y=1 

Pi = Qni 

Pz = Q72 - ? iPiy 

'ix +0- C)flix =0 

*sX + ý1 - C)n2X =- ? 1U1X - ? 1XUi - nIX - fir - 
iX 

(2.5a, b) 

(2.5c) 

which derive from the dynamic and kinematic conditions respectively; 

(ii) jump conditions between regions I+ and I- : at y= A-1 

Pi = Pi 

P2 + CIPiy = Pz +6 Ply 

*ix + (1 - 66x =0= fix + (1 - C)ýix 

sx + (1 - c)ýzx +67+ UUUix + ClUIX + t1X + iX =0 

'02x + (1 - c)tzx + CIT + uitix + ýiuix + CIX + *iX + XCItIX =0; 
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(iii) at the wall, y=0, 

=o '02_ 

in anticipation of the result that the efflux of fluid from the wall 

layer gives an 0(1) value for ifr (see (2.10b) below). 

At first order, the solution of (2.5a-c) (with i=1) is readily found 

to be 

(I- c 

(z. 6) 
Pi U Lk 

where we have used the conditions given in (i) and (iii) above, and 

also the dynamic condition in (ii). Then the kinematic condition of (ii) 

gives the following equation for the phase velocity: 

ý- c(ý-c)2 
" (2-7) 

The right-hand side of (2.7) is sketched in figure 2. Since X>1, 

there are always three real roots c_, co, c+, satisfying (9) (and no 

complex ones, of course) with c_ < 0,0 < co < 1, c.. > 1. 

It is interesting to note that there is always one neutral wave 

which propagates upstream against the flow no matter how strong the 

flow is. (A strong flow has ac 1). This is contrary to the classical 

inviscid result which states that, in a supercritical (v < 1) uniform 

flow, disturbances of all wavelengths (of which the longest are the 

fastest) are swept downstream. The two long-wave velocities given by 

the classical inviscid theory are reproduced by (2.7) in the limit 

A»1, as they should be on physical grounds, since in that limit the 

basic flow is uniform across almost the entire layer: 
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cc - , �c (2,8) 

C 

as A -* m when o<1. In (2.8) the leading terms of c+ and co are the 

classical results. If a>1 (subcritical flow) the roots of (2.7) (in the 

limit X -+ w) are again given by (2.8) but with co and c_ inter- 

changed. The appearance of the third mode could have been 

anticipated from an unsteady analysis of the interactive boundary- 

layer flows studied in chapter 2. Also, (2.8) is equivalent to Burns' 

formula (Burns 1953) 

dy 
0=0( U6 ) _c)z 

with- the profile (2.1), which he derived for neutral waves 

propagating in an arbitrary shear flow, although, as he states, his 

derivation is only valid (and the above integral only convergent) on 

the assumption that c4 (0,1); see 53 however. As such he did not 

find the root co. 

An equation determining the arbitrary function 71, in the above 

solution is found from a compatibility condition that arises in the 

second-order system. From (2.5c), the second-order pressure 

perturbations in the two regions I+ and I- are found to be 

z=6- Txx 
i 

°'(y-1j 4 (I 
- ctCy-i) 

IZx 1(a3y3-1) -1<(A, 2 1) c% 32 

(zýýaý 
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where the dynamic conditions of (i) and (ii) have been used. Then, 

integrating (2.5a, b) with i=2 gives 

Vk = 
liaxx 1- 

ýý3 +_ c)2 ýýz 

0 -c) 6y2y 

_ 
o-(ý - 1) 

- 
11T +C 71X 

+ 
all Tx 

_ c) zx (1- C) () z 

-ý , z+ 
c 

, x) 'i-2X - 7 c. -cý (ß. 9b) 

1 
7', ßx = 

It 
+C 7ix +c7, qlx 

3 

W. 
11AXk + Va- P2X (y 

a- gZ(A- c)ý +) _ 
As - c) ýC- -x 

c 
vx 

where we have used the conditions in (i) and (iii). The two solutions 

(2.9b) are only compatible with the kinematic condition of (ii) if 

++n_ (ý- c) vý 

X 
tý' ýý 

ýý 
ý+C 

71x 
ý ýZ 

ýr ýrX 
ý3 

/IXXX 
oQ, 

where the coefficients of (2.10a) are given by the following 

expressions: 

a(A-, ) a. Iý, = + x(I -c)z 
+ acs 

0'2 

Kz= - 3X c3 - 6c' 4 4-c -3 C)2- 

f 

K3_ 3 
cr 2_c- 3A+3ýzý _ý3c' 1 
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the only result worthy of note here is that K, is positive for all 

values of the parameters A and o. 

In the viscous layer, region II, in which y= R-2/5y with 

Y=O (l), the flow quantities expand as 

u- 
RI/s U, + ... 

*= k- ý-/f ,, 
I 

-- o- R -i 

in view of the behaviour of the solution in I- as y -4 0. Substitution 

of (2.11) into the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations results in 

-C `^ºx -- 
Nix + uºrY 

) 
PY =0, LI1 

- yY `2.1la, 
b-ý) 

The join with I- then gives P1" off, and 

00 T, =' Y+ 'ý * as y -ý (2.2) 

while the no-slip condition at the wall requires 

U, _, =o af 
v=o (ý 

.z) 

The solution of (2.12a-e) which decays as X --* -,, D can be found by 

taking a Fourier transform with respect to X, which gives 

Qt 0ý /1 I 
- CC mi 

(2. I3) 

where m2 = -i«c, Real(m) > 0; here " denotes the Fourier transform, 

and a is the transform variable. Inverting (2.13), we find the efflux 

of fluid from the viscous wall layer: 

00 JE 

IT c 
3/1 

x (ý-x) 

_ 
an, d 

I. I. I CI j, L-00 ýý (X - E)'`2 ,C<0 4 

(). º ob) 
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Thus (2.10a, b) together give a nonlinear, integro-differential equation 

for the free-surface displacement, which is in the form of a KdV 

equation with viscous modification. (An inviscid fluid gives 0=0. ) A 

similar equation is derived by Kakutani & Matsuuchi (1975) for the 

evolution of waves on a fluid layer at rest; an extension of their 

analysis to continuously stratified fluids is given by Koop & Butler 

(1981). Cowley (1983) derives the equation for elastic jumps on 

fluid-filled tubes. The novel feature here is the existence of growing 

modes, as we now show. 

By linearising (2.10a, b) we may consider the initial growth or 

decay of the three possible marginal waves on the slow 0(R415) time 

scale. Suppose a disturbance of (real, positive) wavenumber a is 

given by texp[i«(X-7-r) ] with rc1. The (complex) wavespeed is given 

by c+R-21 y where c satisfies (2.7) (and is real) and y satisfies the 

dispersion relation 

ý(, - -K3d 
+z 

mc 
(2,10 

with m2 = -i«c, Real(m) >0 again. Thus the growth rates due to 

viscosity on the slow time scale, for the three marginal modes, are 

given by 

2c 

_m j 
6(i - c) a 

c2 K, 21'! 

toi C- ýo C+ 

QC, {c= c_ . 

(2. c) 

So a small sinusoidal disturbance propagating with speed co grows 

exponentially fast (initially, at least) on the slow time scale. The 

other two modes decay. In the limit A»1, the decay rate of the 
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upstream-travelling wave (c_) is 

k (2. i6) 
2 C- 

when a<1 (supercritical flow) which is very fast (albeit on the slow 

time scale); alternatively, the length scale on which this mode 

decreases in amplitude is very short. As such, these waves are less 

likely to be observed in practice. More important is the growth of 

the 'middle mode' co. In the case of subcritical flow the existence of 

this growing mode could have been anticipated from the unsteady 

version of the boundary-layer problem studied in chapter 2 (section 

3); the instability can therefore be associated with the growth of 

Tollmien-Schlichting waves. In the limit A*1 again, the initial growth 

rate of this mode for supercritical [subcritical] flow is 0(1) [O(X3 / 2) ]. 

Our main interest is in the combined effects of nonlinearity and 

viscosity when the disturbance size grows to 0(1) (or larger). 

Following Kakutani & Matsuuchi (1975) we can show that there 

are no (non-trivial) steady solutions of (2.10a, b) satisfying the 

physically sensible conditions 

19-0 IIx -0 aS 
X 

-* 
± oo (2.17) 

To simplify matters we shall absorb the X-derivative into the ir-deriv- 

ative by a Galilean transformation (i. e. set )X =0 in (2.10a)) and 

confine attention to c>0; an exactly similar analysis holds when 

c<0. In addition, we note that I K31-1 /3 1 K21711 depends only on 

1K 31-1/! 'X, K' -r, and the parameter 

-`) (i18) 

K f''6 3 
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(as well as on the signs of K2 and K3). By a suitable normalisation, 

then, (2.10a, b) can be written 

x 

- ix IXXX 

/1-1"ly -_ ý1ýý(c; z) df (2.19) 

where we have chosen, without significant loss of generality, the 

coefficient of the nonlinear term sign(K2) = -1, and that of the 

dispersive term sign(K3) = -1 also. Equation (2.19), as it stands, does 

hold when A 3,1, for example. Then we show in Appendix A that 

,2 

dz -ý 

°° ºz 
N aý r' µaZI^ 

Cý 

/ 
! ', 

ýý 

, (2-20) 

The integral on the right-hand side of (2.20) is positive definite, so 

that the energy of the disturbance increases without bound for 

0<c<1, and decreases to zero for c>1 (and also for c< 0). The 

energy growth found for the middle mode contrasts with the findings 

of Kakutani & Matsuuchi concerning viscous effects. 

A physically plausible disturbance which satisfies (2.17) and 

moves with phase velocity co cannot, therefore, develop into a steady 

solution in either a fixed or a moving frame of reference. On the face 

of it, two distinct types of behaviour seem possible for the growing 

mode: the energy created by the instability may be carried away 

from the initial location of the disturbance by a wave-like motion; or 

the disturbance may remain localised, forming, for example, a sharp 

peak in the displacement. The second of these suggests the poss- 

ibility of a finite-time breakdown of the proposed flow structure. The 

existence of a finite-time breakdown can be shown analytically when 

viscous effects (which are gauged by the magnitude of the parameter 

µ) are relatively weak (µ 4 1). The central problem (2.19) was derived 
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assuming µ= 0(1) effectively, but since (2.19) is independent of the 

Reynolds number the following multiple-scales approach is valid in 

the limit As --* 0. First, we note that when µi0 one solution of (2.19) 

is the familiar solitary wave moving with speed 80 say, in the 

negative-X direction. Then, for 0<µ41, we set 

az ax aT 

The solution of (2.19) may be expanded as 

r`I(X)z) (X, T) -* p'1(XT) -i... ' (2.22) 

Substitution of (2.22) into (2.19) yields, at first order, 

-c ýýx + ýb ýoX + ýazzX =O 
(2.23) 

which has the solitary wave solution 

,ý=R (T) (T) sei, z (z. 2) 

In general, an initial disturbance will not take the form of a solitary 

wave, of course. However, an arbitrary initial disturbance satisfying 

fm 171(X, 0)dX < c, will evolve under (2.23) into a number of almost 
CIO 

independent solitary waves, the exact number depending on the value 

of this integral (Segur 1973). The analysis below then applies equally 

to each soliton. 

At second order we obtain 

I\. NNn. i`r h 

ix 1 cýT +( ?" 11 )X + Ix» 
Tx =0 aL X= -too 

"t XY (2.25) 

A solution of (2.25) exists only if a certain solvability condition is 
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satisfied. This is found by multiplying (2.25) by ýo and integrating 

overXfrom-wto w: 

00 
40 

~(X T) dX =- (X T) °ý(c'T) JUX (2 ) 
2 dT _00 ° -0 

7x (i - XYI 

i. e. 

c" = Li-I c1 14 (2'z7) 

SIT 

where the constant 

I-Z 
Se. ýht V" 

_419 

sei, la tow, Lu. 
,, z Ju d. Y 

is positive. Imposing the initial condition c(0) = 1, say, we find that 

E(T) =I 
-IT) 4- 

(2-28) 

Thus the solution breaks down at the finite time T= To = I-1 (or at 

Ir =i 1I-1 in terms of the original time variable). As T -* T0- the 

above solution gives 

0 (T, -Ti ukeº, X=0(i) (2.19a) 

where the coordinate X is defined by 

- I(To-T) 
+ (T. -TN 

t`I5 (T° -T)"' 

The first term in (2.29b) simply gives the location of the centre of 

the solitary wave relative to its position at r=0. 

The above analysis for µ 4K 1 suggests that a finite-time break- 

down may also occur in a similar fashion when p= 0(1), but on the 

original time scale, i. e. as T -4 ro-, say, with -ro = 0(1). A preliminary 
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investigation, based partly on the small-u solution above, suggests 

the following possibility of the nonlinear terminal form when µ= 0(1). 

We expand 

nC rj(x) +Z ný ixt 
.,. aS , -a of (Z 3o) 

l' lt 

where T= ro-r, and 

X+ (tL-t)3A 
( TG - z)t 

the similarity variable therefore requires the disturbance (a) to 

move increasingly rapidly upstream (since we take A to be positive: 

see (2.36) below) relative to the present frame of reference, at least, 

which itself is moving downstream (relatively fast) relative to the 

wall, and (b) to be confined to a thinning region of streamwise extent 

of order (-ro-, r)2 R' 15. Substitution of (2.30) into (2.19) gives, at 

O(T-'°) 
f 

1.11;; 

- 3P (2-32) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to X. Equation (2.32) 

has the solitary wave solution 

x j3-a 

1 
(i. 33 

in which, without loss of generality, we suppose the centre of the 

disturbance to be at 0. At O(T's) we obtain the following equation 

for 1 

ry It IJ +1? 1 70 = /A (2.310 
x 

We require 3 1(3 m) _ ý; (ý m) =0 so that the expansion (2.30) remains 
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valid. As such (2.34) gives rise to the solvability condition 

00 60 

lo(' d dx . 
(2.35) il-L 

On substitution of the solution (2.33) the solvability condition reduces 

to 

DA) 
3(/4 I) 

for 1> (2.36) 

which gives a positive value for A, as assumed. Notice that if µ is 

negative (corresponding to the two modes with c= c_, c+) then the 

first of (2.36) cannot be satisfied for A real, so in that case the 

terminal form (2.30) cannot be attained. We should point out that, for 

r< ro, A is a function of TD-r, in fact, and not a constant, but it 

remains 0(1) as T --' 0+ and takes the value given by (2.36) at T=0. 

Further terms in the expansion of A near the breakdown time can be 

determined, in principle, by solvability conditions that arise at higher 

orders. 

We observe that the terminal form (2.30) is, to leading order, 

controlled by inviscid dynamics, which give rise to the solitary wave 

solution. In the original frame of reference fixed in the wall, the 

solitary wave moves downstream with speed co to leading order, but 

begins to slow down due to the increasing effects of viscosity (on 

the slow O(R3,15) time scale) as 'r -> ro-. The amplitude and 

streamwise extent of the soliton, and indeed the entire breakdown 

phenomenon, are fixed nevertheless by the relatively small viscous 

effect, so that viscosity remains important throughout. 

The rapid growth of the disturbance continues until a new 

balance comes into play. The breakdown structure suggests that the 
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relative amplitude O(R-2 JST-4) and streamwise extent O(R1 fs rý j of the 

disturbance both become 0(1), comparable with the fluid depth, when 

T O(R'' ý' °) formally. At that stage the full (steady) Euler equations 

control the flow in the majority of the layer, with unsteadiness 

(operating on an O(R' /2) time scale) confined to a thin viscous wall 

layer. Viscosity is again important (as in (2.32)-(2.36)) in determining 

the exact amplitude of the inviscid solution. At this stage, however, 

the unsteady nonlinear flow in the viscous boundary layer may itself 

break down within a finite time, creating bursts of vorticity into the 

inviscid zone (see also Smith & Burggraf 1985), and thereby perhaps 

destroying the entire laminar structure of the flow. 

Finally, we should emphasise that the breakdown structure (2.30) 

is only one possibility; other terminal solutions may be possible 

(although none has been found). Indeed, unsteady solutions valid for 

all time might conceivably occur, with the increasing energy of the 

perturbation being propagated away into the far-field in the form of 

free-surface waves. The small-p analysis above suggests that a 

finite-time breakdown is almost certain to occur, however, although 

numerical solutions of the full problem (2.19) are needed to settle the 

issue decisively. The numerical task of integrating (2.19) is by no 

means straightforward, incidentally, because of the rapid growth on a 

short length scale of the disturbance (assuming the form (2.30) does 

emerge) as well as its increasingly rapid propagation upstream. 
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13 Smooth basic flow. 

The stability properties of more realistic fully- or partly- 

-developed shearing motions, with smooth (i. e. twice-differentiable) 

velocity distributions UB (y) throughout the liquid layer, are similar 

to those of the prototype 'straight-line' profile studied in the 

previous section, although some complicating features arise in the 

analysis. We consider velocity distributions with 

ý, tg(o) = 0, U$(1) =1, U8, (I) - D, U (ý)<Q . 
(3. ý) 

Then, if a neutral disturbance with phase velocity cE (0,1) exists, 

there will be a critical layer at y=y,, where UB (ye 
,)=c. 

There is no 

need for a critical layer when the basic flow is given by the 

straight-line profile, since the solution is regular throughout the 

Rayleigh zone, mainly because UB(y) =0 everywhere - we leave aside 

the exceptional case where y,, and the junction of the straight lines 

coincide. For smooth velocity profiles we suppose a critical layer is 

present. Then, for the fundamental disturbance (of long wavelength 

O(R1 /s) and small amplitude O(R-213)) under consideration, the 

critical layer is of the strongly nonlinear kind, with thickness 

O(R- i/5), as implied by the behaviour of the solution in the Rayleigh 

zone close to the critical layer (see for example Bodonyi, Smith & 

Gajjar, 1983), rather than of the nonlinear-viscous kind (Haberman, 

1972) or the classical linear viscous kind (Reid, 1965). The asymptotic 

structure of the flow is depicted in figure 3. The Rayleigh zone is in 

two parts, regions I+ and I-, separated by the nonlinear critical 

layer, region CL. The viscous Stokes layer adjacent to the wall, 

region II, is again of thickness O(R-2/5)., 

In the following, we analyse the flow in I3, where the expansions 
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are 

8(4) 
Llý 1 Ll 2 

'+ý _ lp8 IP-3+... (an) 

± (3-2c) 
P 

in which we have set t= R-1 / s. Additional terms (e. g. at 0(1: 3 )) are 

necessary for a complete match with CL, but they do not affect the 

analysis presented here. The behaviour of the undisturbed flow in 

the neighbourhood of the critical layer is 

Uß ' yr-) z, 
Z(y- ICS +6 i13ýy-'jý) +... (3.3) 

The free surface is given by 

=4 EZI (x, -z) + ... ; (3.2i) 

we shall neglect the o(E z) correction to (3.2d), which remains 

arbitrary to our order of working, and which, in any case, does not 

effect the second-order system. Furthermore, in what follows we shall 

take öX =0 for simplicity. Then, the (streamwise) velocity jump at 

yC+ O(t 2 ), denoted by ((u1 ) )yc_ , fixes the phase velocity c, while that at 

0(t4)1 ((U2)) yC+ 
yc , determines the equation for 71. An analysis of the 

critical layer, which is required to determine ((ui)) VC (i = 1,2), is 
yý 

given later. 

Substituting the expansions (3.2a-d) (and (1.2a, b)) into the 

Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, we obtain the following 

solutions for the fundamental disturbance 

+_t+ du' 
'ýy, = Inl (y) 

z ') 
(3.3) 

1 (7 
11 

w(y 
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Syr 
_6 W( j1 (3.36 

'1 yýW cy i 

crTi (3.3c) 
P-P 

where W(y) = U8(y)-c. In obtaining (3.3a, b) we have used the 

kinematic conditions at the free surface [see (i) of 521 and at the 

wall [see (ii)], while (3.3c) follows from the dynamic condition at the 

free surface [(i)] and the fact that the pressure jump across CL is 

o(E z ). (The behaviour of 0 in the neighbourhood of y= yc ,, 
based on 

the first two terms of (3.2b) and the solution (3.3a, b), is given in 

appendix B. These expansions will be needed later since they 

determine the development of the solution in the critical layer. ) 

Notice that if c* (0,1) then the solution (3.3a) holds across the entire 

layer, and Burns' formula is recovered using the condition Ot =0 at 

y=0. When cE (0,1), however, the result 

((u, )) y` =D (31+) 
from the critical-layer analysis given below yields the new formula 

W2(v 

where the stroke through the integral sign denotes the finite part of 

the integral, which is defined in the usual way, i. e. 

fi 

+ _ 
az di 

yc 
A yyýy 

We digress briefly to consider the properties of (3.5). Firstly, as 
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Burns noticed, velocity profiles satisfying (3.1) have exactly one 

neutral wavespeed c>1 (c+, say) and one with c<0 (c_) for each 

value of o. Moreover, c.. increases and c_ decreases as a increases. 

In general, nothing can be said about the existence of a neutral wave 

with cc (0,1). If, for example, the shear flow is half-Poiseuillean, with 

UB(y) = 2y-y2, then (3.5) gives 

ýc(c-a) Z(cc_, 

(3.6 

2c(c_I) ý(ý_c an ý_ a_c 

The right-hand side of (3.6a) is sketched in figure 4a. We see that c.. 

and c_ are the only (real) roots of (3.6a). But if the flow is given by 

the cubic distribution UB(y) = 1-(J-y)3 then we have 

[nj tan + X13 
ar ic -(C- 

ý) q (c - (); ý 'f-ý' 'ý ýy -f 
(3.66) 

where y= (c-1)1/3: see figure 4b. In this case there is always one 

root c= co, say, with co E (0,1), just as in the straight-line profile of 

§2 (cf. figure 2). 

The equations governing the O(E4) perturbations in I* can also 

be solved explicitly. Using the conditions at the free surface and at 

the wall, we obtain 

c ýx = wry> >, i_ Z (, _C) 
c1 1P2x Wý1) f', 

w: Z ) w(y)'ýx 
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yf +j+ (3-7c) 
pz 'ýxX ,yý. W (y ý5 

pz xx , WzCy)dy . 
(3.7d) 

ý yc 
Here we have also used the fact that the pressure jump across CL is 

o(c " ). The operators Mt in (3.7a, b) are the forcing terms in the 

x-momentum equation arising at this order, 

tf± 4+ +t 

M=p; +u Tý + u. uýx - 1- u1, , 
(as) 

and are functions of X, r and y. The efflux from the viscous Stokes 

layer -** [see (iii) of 52] is again given by (2.10b). 

When c4 (0,1) the solution (3.7a) holde across the entire region in 

which y= 0(1), so that the equation governing the evolution of q 

may be deduced from the condition *t = ** at y=0, i. e. 

c' 
N-"4 

_. 
-4.. x, 

* 
. 

Using (3.8), (3.3a-c) and (3.7c) in equation (3.9), we obtain 

2- d_ 
- 3c-z I oty 'ýz 

fw3(y) 'ß'1x 
fc 

W4-(1 

n Iý2(y') d "d'd rx c l X. Xao W21(y) Wz(y") y 

(3.9) 

(3. o) 

A linear analysis of (3.10), along the lines of that given in $2 for the 

straight-line profile, shows that marginal waves with ct (0,1) are 

stable to small disturbances on the long O(Z-s) time scale. So viscous 

effects are stabilising for such waves, just as they are in the special 

case of the previous section. 
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When cE (0,1), however, the situation is more complicated. The 

evolution equation for q can be determined in terms of Q, the jump in 

the streamwise velocity at 0(t 4) across the critical layer: 

. 
9c + 

c 
Johnson (1986) gives an analysis of the equivalent inviscid problem, 

in which he assumes A=0. He shows that (3.10) again holds 

(although the viscous contribution 0* =0 in his case, of course) but 

with the integrals being replaced by their finite parts. We go on to 

consider the critical-layer flow, firstly, to confirm the suggestion 

(3.4) above, and secondly, to evaluate the velocity jump A. Our 

analysis of the critical layer follows that given by Johnson (1986), 

although it is necessary to go to higher order to determine A. 

Furthermore, we consider the velocity jumps across relatively thin 

viscous layers that arise within the critical layer. 

The Critical Layer. 

Within the critical layer CL we write y= yc+ EZ with Z= 0(1). 

, 
(see appendix The behaviour of the solutions (3.3) in I3 near y= yc 

B) implies the development 

cZ + E2' 
Q+ 

ý3 
, -º- ýl+ 

5T3+ 

. _. 

LA = ý. E Li. E2 (A, +E. 3u., tEU3 ý' ... 

cr (i - y, ) - OEZ + E2cri +E"P2ý... 

(3. i aý 

(3.116) 

(3. c) 

in CL, essentially. Additional terms are also strictly necessary to 
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achieve a complete match with I3, but these do not interact with the 

main terms above and neither do they alter the essential features of 

the critical-layer flow. In (3.11a, b) 

(3.12) 

throughout CL, from the Navier-Stokes equations and the match with 

I*. Thus, to leading order, the streamlines are given by 

Z2 4 c-g(Xyz) _ ZýXGs 
t-aný (3 13) 

in the frame of reference moving with the neutral wavespeed c. The 

streamline pattern is changing on the slow (-r) time scale. In the 

following unsteady critical-layer analysis, we suppose that the initial 

disturbance to the flow is such that the free surface is in the form 

of an isolated hump, as depicted in figure 5. Then the initial 

streamline pattern contains no closed streamlines: all the streamlines 

extend to infinity (the far-field). Two dividing streamlines separate 

those which turn back on themselves from those which do not. These 

streamlines are given by 

± Zc(x, 
i) wi-L Z 

r2 cr 0- 
- Aý 

where 71m(-r) is the maximum elevation of the free surface. So CL 

divides into three regions (see figure 5): the interior region CO 

between the two dividing streamlines, and CL+, CL' above and below. 

As the free-surface shape evolves, this simple pattern may change, 

with closed streamlines emerging (if the free surface develops two or 

more peaks). For simplicity, we suppose that the streamlines remain 

open, although we expect that the formation of closed streamlines 

does not alter the main results of the analysis. 

It turns out that the vorticity in the far-field plays an important 
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role in determining the solutions at each order in the three regions. 

For consistency, the vorticity cannot be prescribed arbitrarily 

throughout CL at an initial instant, because, to leading order, the 

vorticity is constant along a streamline. Therefore, we suppose that 

in CL= the vorticity approaches the undisturbed steady-state 

distribution far ahead of the disturbance (as X -4 w), whilst in CO it 

tends to a constant value: 

Z /` 
C2 TZZ _-> 

u0 (c 
FZ) = 

X, + FX ý, L +Z /13 t... ýn 
CL 

Li. o. S X, (3. ßs) 

The slight irregularity in the solution at the separating streamlines 

can be removed by thin viscous regions there; these are considered 

later. 

From the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, the problem 

for (U 1, t, ) is 

7 uix X 

A differentiation with respect to Z gives the vorticity equation, which 

is most easily solved by transforming to the new independent 

variables 

=Xz=_1X, Zz + 0-, ` (3.4 7) Xzý 

which, for want of a better name, we shall call the ' streamline 

coordinates'. Also, we shall write q(X, Z, -r) = d(X, t, T) for any 

dependent variable q. Under this transformation, (3.16) becomes 

It 
Li X=0 wýºýrý 11 

L- 
1) 

z (3-18) 
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which gives 

= KCB, i) . 
(3.11) 

The arbitrary function K is found by imposing the far-field 

conditions (3.15); thus 

T- 
2c 

T- = 

The solution for f1 in each region is therefore given by 

'fi't = P, (X, -r)7 

= 

Z Z, 

ý z? +Y jzd7, zýzD 
*Z` 

CL` 

(3.20) 

(3.2i) 

where y= 20 (X, r)/A i. In obtaining the above solutions, we have 

imposed the conditions of continuous normal and tangential com- 

ponents of velocity at the separating streamlines; the thin viscous 

layers, of which more will be said later, are relatively unimportant at 

this order. The arbitrary function ß1(X, r) appearing in (3.21) can be 

determined by matching the solutions with those in I*. We obtain 

C-ý1 

=zC. (Z, + , �) -ý- I -4- 
z`- 

--&- C- a, D (3.22a) 

= 6ýýý In Z;, + Mý +1 
Z- 

-+Lý, E (3.2ýb) 
iý ý a; ýY '1 

from the join with I+, I- respectively. Here -ym(r) = 2Q im(-r)/X;, and 

expressions for D and E are given in appendix B. Together, (3.22a, b) 

give D+E = 0, which is just (3.5) in fact. So our earlier assumption 

that the velocity jump across CL is o(E 2) is consistent with the 

critical-layer flow. The above solution also requires an O(E 

correction to the outer flow, so that (3.11a) should read 

CL z*i 
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'tßß + ý2 'ý/J,; ±- 1 X3(1 ym(t)> 
Since the extra term is independent of both X and y, it does not 

affect the higher-order solutions. 

At the next order, the problem for (U2,12, P2) is 

T ix z u2x - °" -x uaz -x, 124 =- PX - u, z - u, u, x+` 1X u, 2 u, u 
P2z=D 

' 
Uz=Tzz 

9 
(3. z3) 

The pressure jump across CL is therefore o(t') as anticipated earlier. 

In terms of the streamline coordinates the vorticity equation is then 

T ix (rYljK +a (Xb2K) (3.24-) -ý2x ýX aý 7ýa 

which may readily be integrated to give 

kx^ 

za,, Jzx-ýy izZ4 Y- ? 

^2 OýX 

a, z az zzýy YYY 

z2T; K2 (z2 + y) (3.2s, ) 

(where -y = 7y(X, -r), 9= -y(E, ir)) above and below the separating stream- 

lines. Some care has been taken in integrating the viscous term so 

that the integrals in (3.25) are convergent. The solution in the 

interior CO is found by replacing K *1 by Kj20 in the above: 

5c) ý2 = KZ (Z+ Y) (3) 
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The far-field conditions (in the limit as X -+ m) now fix K2 in each 

region: 

(rIIý. 
L 

z 

K2(ß) A 3a, z (3. ý6) 

We see, therefore, that ßz is even in Z, whereas A1 is odd. The 

evenness or oddness of the solutions is a major simplifying feature 

of the analysis. For only the even part of 0 contributes to the 

velocity jump across CL. 

The solutions in each region may be written 

= cci + ßiZ +ZZ fZ dZdZ 
1Zc fk 

(3.27) 
LL+`Z 

ZýZ 
ýZ 

Continuity of normal velocity at the separating streamlines gives the 

relations 

(3.2s) 

oc1 -z zý = aZ - f3zZ0 

between the unknown functions appearing in (3.27). Furthermore, a 

relationship can be found between the two unknowns ßz by consider- 

ing the match with I. From (3.27) we see that the finite part of the 

O(t3) velocity perturbation just above CL is 

ao 

2+ 
f7-c, 

2 -R4 
dZ ß 

whilst that below CL is 

-ao Oo 

ßy - 

iz 
ý2 dz 

c 
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since 02 is even. But both expressions must be zero to match with 

the solutions in Ii, giving 

ýf 2=D. (3.? q) 

The discontinuity in the above solution is smoothed out by the thin 

viscous layers surrounding Z= *Z0. 

The 0(t") velocity jump across CL is determined by the system 

governing (U3, f3), which, in terms of the streamline coordinates, is 

r 
I` 

} 
23x ±A= ýýj 

iZ\ 
nzý 

Z 

+ins (nit 
A 

Xfig 
+ uAX) 

A 

1114 T2j + fl 
-Zg 

T 

ik 

ý. 3ý _ý. 

(3.30) 

Using the oddness and evenness of the lower-order solutions, we see 

that the solutions of (3.30) in the three regions may be written 

3= ý3 Z 2+ y± 
«i 

'f' Týrrh $ ýaýcý ire Z 

ýýZ+Y 

W+ 
L3 K3 Y) 

The far-field conditions give K4  0 and 

f 

KY-1 )_"Y? 4 Odd (3,32) 
3(Z Y X, z+ Y 

(and K3* is independent of rr). So we have 

ýt=0dd 
, 

n3=0 (3,33) 3 
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The contribution to the O(E4) velocity jump from the inviscid parts of 

CL is therefore zero. The solution at this order may be written 

1z z 
'3=O3+ 

3Z 
+ n3 äZd7- 

33 ý33 

Matching the finite part of the stream function to the outer flow 

gives 
-e -'Z 

a3 f3d. z jZ=0= oý 34 n3 dz iZ 

so that 

oc3 + ý3 =0 
since 03 is odd. 

(3-35) 

Next, we need to consider the O(t4) velocity jump across the thin 

viscous layers. From the above solution for U3 (from (3.34)) this is 

simply 
rß } (3.36) 

33 

Now, within the viscous layers z= 0(1), where 

3 

1= jc 
±8 ZG(X, z) + E'` 2. (3.37) 

Here and below, whenever * or * occur, the upper sign refers to the 

upper viscous layer surrounding Z= Z0, and the lower sign to that 

surrounding Z= -Z0. The development in each viscous layer is mainly 

a continuation of the outer critical-layer flow: 

u= c±Ei1ýýý+F ýýZ +F2 +E u, + Uz + U3 ý'F 1. t4f.., (3.38a) 

2A, Zp F3(? X, Zz , 
Zý 'ý11= ± £C 7+ ESC Z+6 (AýZ0 

+ S7) ±6 

+ A- q+'- 

(3.396) +Lz+ kk +E T- 'yý + E' +Eý LI + .., 
(3.3k) F, 23 W4 
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o- (º - ý, )+ creZc, - cr Fýz E0`, t p= ý 
Again, the expansions (3.38) are not complete, but the additional 

terms are not required. The match with the outer solutions gives 

ü -- -± a2 Yom, z+ D 

u -- 
xjý 

' ýý2 Z 2 Z 

It 
Z3- + Az 

3 t 6 Y, 
Nt 

u 

4171 

ý- S 
LL7LLýý e' 

4- ý2 3 

asz -3º ± 00 

u -'0, u2 -. ß, uI -> 0) uµ`-ß ß3 as Z->-+a°. 

3.39a) 

(3.39 b) 

The functions A and B are derived from the behaviour of tilt in the 

neighbourhood of the viscous layers, and are rather complicated; 

fortunately, we will not need to know them. 

The total 'viscous' velocity jump (3.36) can be found from the 

equations governing ßiä, which are 

u ZZ 
ýl 

LO U4. 
ý( i' 

Al ZOJ( 
Z U1FZ 

Al ZOX 
U4- 

ý. "- + 

all 
+ U2z ýý 

- 
1x ßßx Z+U, uIz ;X u1 z 

EZ+(p, Z)xJu3 +A, Zu x ! >\ 
x 

(3. ºý0) 

from the Navier-Stokes equations. Substituting the asymptotic forms 

(3.39) into (3.40) we find 

z22 =± /ý 
Zo ß3X ±X, Z 

Cy 3 

4 [Z0 4 (p, Z)X. A 
which, added together, yield 

ý+ 

Cý3 (3.4i) 
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-=D (3) [xz0( 
using (3.29) and (3.35), so that 

+"- c1-r) (3.3) 
3 -z P Zo (X, ) 

The arbitrary function C(-r) can be determined by evaluating (3.43) at 

X=a, far ahead of the disturbance, where it is reasonable to impose 

a zero velocity jump across CL, so that Cn0. 

In summary, the total velocity jump across the critical layer is 

effectively zero (more precisely, o()). As a result, the evolution 

equation for the free surface is simply 

W Y9 9d,, d 
ýy o ty Go ol) 

a' 
30 

c4 

c< 
1-T", 1c 1-, "t 

- OP 

39 (x- f ), a 

which is essentially identical to the special case of the straight-line 

profile. The curvature of the shear flow has no effect on its stability 

properties, therefore, apart from the global influence through the 

integrated quantities in (3.44). 

Hence the conclusions in 52 concerning the alternative 

stabilising or destabilising effects of viscosity carry over to the 

present more general basic flow. In particular, we see that the middle 

mode c= co 6 (0,1) of the cubic velocity studied earlier (see (3.6b) 

ff. ) does yield growth on the long time scale since the coefficient of 

71-. in (3.44) is positive: 

i5- 



i_1c+ ý2 

01, ß/3(y) 6(i-c) ý" c 

when UB(y) = 1-(1-y)3 (using the relation (3.5)). 
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Appendix A 

To derive (2.20) from (2.19) we first use the convolution theorem 

to write the right-hand side of (2.19) as 

(oc. 0e 
. 0CX 

A cc( 

fo 

Then, multiplying (2.19) by 11(X, ir) and integrating over X from -- to 

w, we obtain 

dz 
dX nix + 1'1'xxx 

-go 
00 1 

12; p C< eýxdoc ax. (p2) 

The second integral on the left-hand side of (A2) may be evaluated 

by parts, and is found to be zero using the conditions (2.17). We may 

interchange the order of integration of the double integral on the 

right-hand side of (A2) (provided that the integrals are uniformly 

convergent, of course) so that (A2) reduces to 

00 ý 

!? dX= 
. z1-ß az "'ýý, T) "(`)(ý, t) doc (A3 ) 

(where the superscript (c) denotes the complex conjugate) which is 

(2.20). 
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Appendix B 

In terms of the critical-layer variable Z (_ t-1(y-yc)) the first 

two terms of the expansion (3.2b) for * yield the asymptotes 

'ý/ ý- CZ+z ýýZ2 + 
ýýj 

El- a, 

+ 12 3+ ý'Z 
lxºZ +-W, D)(T Z 

F3 {6 
/l -To X, 

Z 
ý 

Zý Fý [n F+ý (F 
as Z --ý oc (B I) 

2a, 

ý- Cz +t (A1z'+ (79 
ý2 + 

(r122 Z ý1 
i, 
Mý 

a1 {z3 tZz ý+ + a, F ,-ZF3 + XL, x 

(B2) as Z --ý - 
00 

2 a3 

where 

oLl D 
fi 

Je 

+ z' + 
? 32 Lk. (- 

t) +I1 

Ic # Al 
Wk-Tý) - V, (J-jc)ý a, 

-ý 
I-i 

z1 yý . 
The expansions (B1) and (B2) imply that '' expands in the asymptotic 

sequence t, t2, E 9ln (c ), E s, E 4ln (E ), t 4, ... . Johnson (1986) calculates 

further terms in (B1,2) - see his appendix for more details. The log- 

arithmic contributions to the expansions have been ignored in the 

critical-layer analysis of 53 since they do not interact with the terms 

in t, r, 2, E3, etc. 
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Captions 

Figure I. Schematic diagram of a long wavelength, small amplitude 

disturbance on the surface of a flow with a simple shearing motion, 

showing also the regions I+, I- and II defined in §2. 

Figure 2. a vs. c from equation (2.7). 

Figure 3. Structure of the flow with a critical layer [§3], indicating 

the Rayleigh zones I+, I-, the critical layer CL, and the viscous wall 

layer II. 

Figure 4. a vs. c from (a) equation (3.6a) (no critical layer), and (b) 

equation (3.6b) (always just one critical layer). 

Figure 5. Internal structure of the critical layer under a single-crest 

free-surface elevation. Thin viscous layers surround the streamlines 

which separate the three inviscid regions CL+, CO, CL- of the 

critical layer. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The stability of a 

two-fluid shearina, flow. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

$1 Introduction. 

In our discussion of the stability properties of a liquid layer in 

an arbitrary shearing motion over a rigid surface given in the 

previous chapter, we concentrated on the combined effects of a 

non-zero mean flow and small viscosity on long gravity waves. In a 

more general analysis, we may also consider the effects of surface 

tension and the dynamical response of an external fluid. In some 

circumstances, we would expect these two additional effects to be 

negligible. In a situation where, for example, a flow of water under 

air is driven by some upstream source, the motion induced in the air 

above is likely to be so small dynamically that it results in only 

slight variations of pressure, which would only be significant if the 

densities of the two fluids were almost equal. Again, surface tension 

does not significantly affect long-wavelength disturbances such as 

those studied in chapter 5. But, given that, it seems important 

nevertheless to know when they can safely be neglected, and the 

consequences when they cannot; both effects may be important in 

other two-fluid motions. In this chapter, therefore, we consider the 

effects of all the above on the stability of a two-fluid system in a 

general shearing motion. The fluids are taken to be incompressible, 

and the motion laminar and two-dimensional. 

For definiteness, we suppose that both fluids are driven by an 

upstream source, that the upper fluid is moving with speed Uä far 

from the wall, and that the interface between the two fluids lies 

within the boundary layer (so that the depth of the lower fluid d* is 

comparable with the boundary-layer thickness of the combined 
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system; see figure 1). The physical properties of the two fluids (the 

4 

densities put pf and viscosities put p f, where the suffices refer to the 

upper and lower fluids) are taken to be fixed, as is the interfacial 

tension y*, although the latter may easily be varied in an experiment 

by simply adding surfactant (such as washing-up liquid) to the 

interface. The Reynolds number of the flow R=pfU! S*/j (where 0 

is a representative length scale of the flow - see below) is based on 

the lower-fluid properties and is taken to be large throughout. The 

coordinate system we use is 1*(x, y) (with the wall given by y= 0) 

with corresponding velocity components UW (u, v) and pressure pt Um 2 p, 

and time is written (t*/U! )t. In non-dimensional form the equations 

governing the motion are 

+A UX + Lr Uy (UXX + LA 31) PR 

VE u u-, ý + u- LT =- a- + V. " + Lr R 

Lk Ur =0 

ut + uuz +1--x+R xx + uyyý 1(u P 
vý+uur, +vIr, - py -C - (v 

,(+ vyy ) 

AX + iry 

ýI. laý J 
(I. Ib) 

in the upper fluid and the lower fluid respectively. Here, µ= ju* 

p= p*/pf, and a= gt*/Uä2. If the interface is given by y 

the requirements of continuity of the components of the velocity and 

stress there are 

2a, b)j u+= uý 
, 

V'+ =V 
(I. 

+ ý+ uy . UX) + uy O. 2 d) P Rý f ýXý )c I)c 

uff 2 _(U_+UX) ý) + __ R(I +l ( fix) 
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-, )( I- I--- (U- + Vj( I 2p (u. v, IX) = I U, +- (LA+ + UA 
where y= y*/p f S*U! 2, and superscripts +/- refer to the upper/lower 

fluid. 

The propagation of small-amplitude waves of wavelength 0 

depends in part on the relative magnitudes of three main length 

scales (if not more): the boundary-layer thickness, O(d*) here; a 

length scale associated with capillary effects, -f */, of U! 2; and a length 

scale associated with gravity effects which result from the density 

stratification, Uä2/g. Thus, to retain all the important physical 

effects, we suppose t* - y*/p'ýUm2 - U! 2/g i. e. y, o= 0(1) as R -ý ý. 

It remains to determine at what location a viscous disturbance of 

such a wavelength can become neutrally stable, for this fixes d*. 

Perhaps the easiest way to fix the neutral-stability characteristics of 

the large-Reynolds-number flow is to consider the correspondance 

with the equivalent one-fluid system, which is a special case of the 

present flow with p=µ=1, y=0. It is known that the triple-deck 

structure governs Tolimien-Schlichting instabilities on the " lower 

branch' of the Orr-Sommerfeld neutral stability curve for 

Blasius-type boundary layers (see Smith 1979b and figure 2). The 

length scale of the triple-deck structure is O(X-3'4R-s'e) at a point 

where the (non-dimensional) wall shear is ä. The stability is mainly 

governed by the flow in the viscous lower deck, of lateral extent 

O(X-3 '4R-1'°), which itself interacts the the flow in the upper deck 

of lateral extent O(ä-3 '4R-''s). So the triple-deck length scale rises 

to 0(1) when Ä- R-"", at which point the relative boundary-layer 

thickness is O(d*/I*) = O(R-1111). Finally, a nonlinear-viscous- 

-unsteady response is provoked in the lower deck when the amp- 

litude of the disturbance (relative to the streamwise component of the 
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velocity, say) is 0{ý'ß4R-116) = O{R-115). The frequency of the 

disturbance is fixed by the requirement that unsteadiness appears 

explicitly only in the lower deck; then t= rR- ''s with r= 0(1) i. e. 

the above structure governs comparatively low-frequency waves. For 

such a disturbance, the flow in the main deck (the majority of the 

boundary layer), in which Y= 0(1) where y= aY and t  R-11-', is 

given by 

u± = UýM + EA(x, z) LJ '(v) + ... 

)A/W U: 183 + I (1.3) 

-6ý pY+(I-f) +E2P(x, z)+ P 
- 0-E Y 62 P-(X) z) + ... P 

where U6 *(i) is the basic undisturbed flow in each fluid, and 

d= d*/Et*. The displacement function A(x, Tr) is the same in both 

fluids as a result of the continuity of the normal velocity at the 

interface (from (1.2ä, b)). Moreover, the condition (1.2c) of continuous /1 

tangential component of stress fixes the position of the interface as 

Y=d-a (xýz> ... . (I. 4) 
Then (1.2d), the condition of continuity of normal stress, yields the 

relation 

P+ = P- +6C- P)A - Ax. " Y (1-s) 

between the pressure perturbations above and below the interface. In 

the lower deck, y= t2Y with Y= 0(1), and 

Lx =E U(X. ) Y)t) - 
V= ý3V(X, y t) ý"" "" `1 

6) 

-0-E2Y + ý2p(X, z) +... P 
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as implied by the main deck expansions. Using these expansions in 

(1. Ib) we obtain 

ut+ K+ ý/uy -Pc + uyy 

(. fix + ý/y =0 
while the match with the main deck gives 

l, ý ý- Y A(x)z)) aS Y--ý00 

(1.7a) 

(i . m) 

(1.7c) 

where A= AR3 -"I'D is the scaled 0(1) skin friction of the basic flow. 

We also have the no-slip condition at the wall: 

LA = v= 0 at Y=o. (I. 7d) 

Finally, the flow in the upper deck, where y= 0(1), determines the 

relationship between the unknowns P(x, -r), A(x, r). Here, we have 

z) 

1= E' U- (X, y , -Z) 

The governing equations (1.1a) and the match with the main deck 

reduce to the following system for p: 

PJILX 

Pp+ Q-0 - p)A - 1A,,, 
We also need an outer condition on p: 

1PI< 00 as y --ý 00 . 

(1.1Q) 
(1.46, c ) 

0 
. 
9d) 

Although we shall mainly use equations (1.9) as they stand in the 

analysis of the unsteady flow given below, we can easily obtain the 
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pressure-displacement law explicitly. We find that 

ao 

P aAý t) d (LIo) 
P)A + YAXX n a9 x- g 

00 
Thus, the effects of density stratification, surface tension, and the 

motion of the external fluid are all contained in the above law in a 

remarkably simple way, each effect contributing one term to (1.10). In 

the limit p --* 0, y -4 0 we recover the supercritical law derived in 
I 

chapter 
(4. ) For p=0, y*0 the effect of surface tension counteracts 

that of the curvature of the streamlines, possibly preventing a free 

interaction. The law for external flow is recovered in the limit p -9 1, 

y -ý 0. Other limits may be of interest, but in fact we shall consider 

the most general case in the following. 

A simplifying feature of the central problem (1.7a-d) with (1.9a-d) 

is that the solution only depends on two independent combinations of 

the four parameters A, p, 479 y. If we set 

71 

-ý- ys(Pý A-3A V= V* (pj 

then we see that the only remaining parameters in the equations are 

*_ l/S 
S 

--- 1 
(I. IIb 

The new equations are obtained from (1.7), (1.9) by replacing A by 

a*, y by 1, and p by 1 except where p appears in the combination 

o(l-p), which is replaced by S. 

In section 2 below, we shall investigate the linear stability of 

(1.7) with (1.9). Neutral waves are found to exist as long as 

I 
(1-12) 
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in terms of the original dimensional flow quantities, this condition is 

91 (P4 -Pü) i 
*z U)64- PtÄ 

For the common example of air blowing over shallow water, a viscous 

instability then occurs when 

U' > 6.6 r, /sec 
00 

(or U! > 15 mph), taking g= 981, y* = 72.8, p* = 121x10', 

ý=0.998 in cgs units (Batchelor 1967). This corresponds to wind 

speeds of at least force 4 measured on the Beaufort scale. Broadly 

speaking, the effect of surface tension is to stabilise short 

wavelength disturbances, as we would expect physically, and there is 

a 'cut-off' wavelength below which waves cannot grow. The density 

stratification, on the other hand, prohibits long wave instabilities 

(provided the stratification is 'stable' i. e. p< 1). The growth or 

decay of waves depends on the local boundary-layer thickness, which 

increases as A decreases, and it is found that, as long as (1.12) is 

satisfied, J 
there is a unique location at which just one mode is 

neutrally stable, all other modes decaying, and upstream of which all 

modes decay. This important case of marginal stability is analysed 

further in $3, where a Ginzberg-Landau evolution equation is derived 

for the amplitude of the fastest-growing modes near (i. e. just 

downstream of) marginal stability. Such an equation cannot be 

derived in quite the same way for the one-fluid system, where 

marginal stability (of the sort found here) does not exist. 
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12 Linear Stability. 

We suppose first that the disturbance is relatively small, of order 

h say, with h41. Then the flow variables may be expanded as 

follows 

(U, V, P, A, ) =(Y, O)O)O, O) +I, (u� U, P, / , 
)+m... (2.1) P 

This may be conveniently re-expressed as S= So+hS, +O(h2) where 

the 'solution' vectors S etc. correspond to (2.1). We seek 

simple-wave solutions of (1.7), (1.9) by separating the x and i 

dependence as follows: 

where 

Sic) -1 S, = SIE +E (2-2) 

and the superscript (c) denotes the complex conjugate. The 

wavenumber a of the disturbance is taken to be real and positive, 

while in general the frequency w will be complex. Substituting the 

expansions (2.1) into the lower-deck equations (1.7), we obtain 

L( ÄY- w) iß[1 +XV, ire R+U., ' , is U. + Vy =0 (2 c)) ) 

U, = 1/, =0 4E Y=o , 
ü, -ý aA, aSY -->- (2 . ý, d ý 

By differentiating (2.4a) with respect to Y, using (2.4b) to eliminate 

V� and transforming to the variable 

wýºere 
go 

_- zwd -L+4! 
2 

we obtain Airy Is equation 

aý - u, =a aý 

3 

nncL 04 (2.5) 

(2.6 ) 
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for Uif, which has the (bounded) solution 

ul 

The amplitude B1 remains undetermined in the linear theory, of 

course. The boundary conditions (2.4c, d) now give 

(4430., 0 ) 

Co 

where ,c= 
jAi(E)dE 

and the suffix denotes evaluation at E_ 

Elimination of B, between (2.8a, b) yields one relation between P1 and 
N 

A,. Another comes from the upper-deck equations, which have the 

solution 

f 
From the conditions at y=0 we find 

6=P, +0 -p)ý, + ycx2 , b= c (2.9 bc) P 
So (2.8a, b) and (2.9b, c) combine to give the dispersion relation 

X2. A i,, -- K, ©ý oC - Cr I -1o) C . 4) 0. IQ 
PY 

which fixes the frequency ci in terms of the wavenumber a. From 

(2.10) we may obtain the neutrally-stable modes, which have w real. 

These occur when Eo = -2.2981', 's and Aiö/K = 1"001it'' (see e. g. Reid 

1965, Lin 1955) so that 

w =1259 (c4XP (2Ia) 
s' 

i ooix3 = o(ý (a-u (1 F) -2 
(2.116) 

In the special case of one-fluid flow (-y = 0, p= 1) we recover the 

classical results of Lin (1955) for which there is just one neutral 

mode for each value of A (see also Smith 1979b). The variation of the 
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wavenumber of the neutral mode with A corresponds to the lower 

branch of the Orr-Sommerfeld neutral-stability curve. For y*0, 

(2.11) may have two root _(for a), none, or possibly one double root 

(marginal stability) depending on the values of S  yv(1-p)/p2 and A. 

In figure 3a we sketch the growth rate Im(c) of the disturbance as a 

function of a (using the well-known behaviour of the functions 

appearing in (2.10): see, for example, Miles 1960) for various values 

of the controlling parameters. For each value of A*, there is, at most, 

only a finite band of unstable modes. In figure 3b we sketch the 

neutral wavenumbers as a function of A, or equivalently of distance 

along the wall, since x increases as A decreases. For non-zero values 

of -y there are no neutral modes for sufficiently large values of A, 

and all modes decay. From (2.11b) we see that if 

Pa - 6(i-P) - Ya2 =0 
has a (real) solution, i. e. if 

Sý4 
(cf. (1.12) ), then neutral modes do exist. 

We shall concentrate on the interesting and important case of 

marginal stability, where (2.11a, b) hold together with 

7 c4z - 4- a+ 6("- p) =o Cýýýý) 
from (2.11b), using the fact that dX/d« =0 at marginal stability. 

Suppose, then, that («l, c , X1) satisfy (2.11a-c). A small O(P) 

perturbation to X1 gives rise to a band width of 0(6) of unstable 

modes. Expanding 

oC = a, + a,. +S ý3 + 
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we find that the dispersion relation gives 

w, 

which is real so that the wave packet of unstable modes propagates 

with the group velocity c9 " "w/sa = 2c1/3 (where the phase velocity 

cl = c. /c) on an 0(6-1) time scale. Again, the dispersion relation 

gives w, complex in general, so that the amplitude of the disturbance 

varies on a slow 0(6-2) time scale. In the next section we investigate 

the subsequent evolution of the wave packet as nonlinearity comes 

into play. At present, the largest disturbance that can be 

incorporated into a weakly-nonlinear theory is such that h-6; see 

Stewartson & Stuart (1971). Our nonlinear analysis below closely 

follows that given by Smith (1979b) of near-neutral (rather than 

near-marginal) stability of boundary-layer flow. 
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53 Weakly-nonlinear theory of marginal stability. 

To treat both the slow spatial and temporal modulations of the 

perturbations to the marginal state, we introduce the multiple-scales 

transformation 

ýa +ý a 
aX aX ax (3ý) 
aah+ hý a 
az at - ý'ax äT 

according to the argument given in the previous paragraph. As 

before, the x and it dependence appears only through the factor 

B" exp[i(alx-w1T)] 

where «, and wl (and the corresponding wall shear XI) satisfy 

(2. lla-c) (and also al and a, are both positive, of course). We should 

emphasise that marginal stability only exists for the range of values 

of p, y, c satisfying (1.12), but that this range is quite extensive 

nevertheless. We seek solutions of (1.7), (1.9) of the form 

OM. S=S. (3-2) 

In addition, in the neighbourhood of marginal stability the wall shear 

will vary by a small amount, so that 

k2X2 (3.3) 

Su bstituing the above expansions (3.2), (3.3) (and (3.1)) into the 

lower-deck equations (1.7), we obtain at successive orders 

UIx + Viy =0 

uzX+vy+u, X=o 
ujx + ,y+ UI. 

x 

(34) 
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ult +XY UIX +)/+ PX - Uyy 

Uzt A, Y U.. + A, U, -+ PDX ulyy 
PIA - (A, Y- Cl) U, z - U, uIX U U1y 

u3t f OU3x + 
A, V3 + PX - u3YY 

PX - ('Y-c)u2x - UIT -a yuix - a2 V, 

- UIx - u1 Uzx - üz Ulx - V, uzy - V2 Uly 

while the boundary conditions are 

uý -VV= 0 0. E y_o 
ý`1 

-XI A, 

' 
U2 

--310- 
ý1 Al 

(3.5) 

fit- L=t, 2,3 j(3.6) 

u3 -; 0- X, A3 + )2 AI as Y -+ o0 

In the upper deck we have 

fixx , NJ ý 
P +J21+2rixy=0 

ý3Xx + P3ýý + FIXX + p, XX =0 

with the boundary conditions 

(3.7) 

Pý = P1 + (ý -P) Rz -Y AzXx -2 rý, xx Pay =p A1, ß Aýxz 
(3.8) 

F3 = P3 + 0-(1-f)1%-1I%xX -2yAzxx - yAIxx ) 
3y =i 

R3Xx + 
10 

lk`LX +P n1XX P 

aty=0; also 1pi1 <a as y--+, n. 

The solution S, of the first-order system is given by the linear 

theory of the previous section, only now the undetermined amplitude 

BI (X, T) is a function of the slow variables. The forcing terms in the 
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second-order system then require 

I 

(C) (3-9) S1 LS 
2- nE WA Jz -n an 

n_ -Z 

By substituting (3.9) into (3.4-8) and equating powers of E, we obtain 

the controlling equations for each �2' 
First 

U22 - 2E L111 UV, ý C3. ý o) a 69 

where f is given by (2.5) again, only Eo and a are evaluated at 

marginal stability. The bounded solution of (3.10) is 

aus 8 
-B AL(S) AL (i) aý e Ca 

A 

Aý(ý, ý} R(q, zýdß, 2 (3. ar + MO 
fig 

,' ($. ) 
fo$o 

where 2 

R( ) z3[. 2 AL(ý)AL+ALQ AL 'C ) 

and j= 21-'3(, jo=2113E. The amplitude function B22 depends on 

the slow variables, as do all similarly named functions below. The 

boundary conditions (3.6) then give P23, A22 in terms of B� B22, for 

2 ý«º P= a? ( u2 X, A� = 
r90 

u. 22. dg . (3.1 z) 

The upper-deck equations determine the relation between P22 and 

A22: 

1 P: 
u =( 2/Pczl - 0- 

(1 
_P) -4 výI 

) 
A2, 

z ' 

So P22, A22, B22 can all be found in terms of B, t and we see from 

(3.11) that S22 aBB. Next, the solution S2. gives the 0(h2) mean-flow 

correction to the basic flow So. We find 
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z_ XIV40 

uzo=Vo-. 0 
where 

4(9) ) Vor =0 (3.14) 

aý 
9= 9c 

ih 
u2o x+ Azc as 

ý 
--f> 00 

ý( ). X, d g, AL( At () -Ado - 
fto AL($)ds + C. C. 

which has the solution 

t E1 

vo =0, uzo Al ý( z) d1. ý3 ýa 00 

The upper-deck equations have the solution 

f)zo = 
Pa + °" 

`i -p)Aza 
(3.156) 

P20 remains arbitrary since it is absent from the lower-deck 

equations, but A20 may be determined from the outer boundary 

condition: 

X, Aia 

Finally, at this order, the components of Sz1 satisfy 

a.. ALM B x 
u: z, 

X14'Aiö B,, ) aF _ 6o (3. ý6) 
u 

21 -ý ºA2ºas --ý 0O 

This system is different from that found in Smith's (1979b) study of 

near-neutral modes, where there is no modulation on the O (h-1) 

length scale. The differential operator acting on u21 f in (3.16) is 

identical with that acting on Ulf (see (2.6)) so that a solution of 
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(3.16) can only be found if a certain solvability condition is satisfied. 

But this condition is identically satisfied since c9 = 2c1 /3, confirming 

that the disturbance simply propagates with the group velocity and 

without change of form on the (intermediate-) slow O(h-1) time scale. 

In fact, the solution may convenlenty be expressed as 

)Ulf 
_ At ( -ý A -º. -A t3 (3.17a) 

30 

Then the boundary conditions give 

BL (3. l7c) 
3D 

In the upper deck we obtain the solution 

e °`'ý (3"ý8 ) =be 
0`'y rcý1 Bix 

the boundary conditions at y=0 yield the two relations 

62, = Pt, + ycOk - 2Lc, Ya, 
1 

K &Ix ' 
(3. a) 

b2, 
- /oo, 

AL 
-i ý1, K. B, 

x 
(3.19 6) 

The complete solution S 21 can thus be found from (3.17) and (3.19) in 

terms of B2, and B1 X. The amplitude function B2, remains undeter- 

mined at this order, however. 

The evolution equation governing Bi (X, T) is found by considering 

the third-order system for S3. The forcing terms in (3.5) dictate that 

the solution has the form 

3 
S= S3nEn 

wL 
S 

3n = j, -n " 
(3.20) 

We need only consider the terms proportional to E. The lower-deck 

equations are now 
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L\( u31 -ýU 31) -XI V31 - 'C(, Y, T) (3.21 
a) 

tOC, Li31 + Q V31 + u21 
X0 

(3216) 

U3V31 0 
01 o) `^3I 

AI x'13 
(3.2i) 

where the function G(E, X, T) contains all the forcing terms propor- 

tional to E in the x-momentum equation: 

C(e, X, T) = P, x + (AY- c )U21x + L1ºT -+ mac, k2YU, + a2v, 9 

+ ýl"ý2z +, Uý uzo +ýU0+ v``'uzzy + vfl U, . 
(3. z2) Y 

The upper-deck equations may be solved to give the following 

relation between P91 and A31: 

- 
ýa, w 82, xa, Jxx +2 ,8) (3. d) P31 = (Poo - cr(i_p) - iv- ý) R3i a 

Differentiation of (3.21a) with respect to f, and use of (3.21b) yields 

a2 

_ 

ml 

_QzdG_Q3I' 
(3.2 3) 

ß^21x 

aý aý aý 

Again, a solution of (3.23) only exists if a certain solvability condition 

is satisfied. This is found by multiplying (3.23) by Ai(E)-(Aia/LI)L((), 

and integrating with respect to E from (o to w; cf. Smith (1979b). 

Here L(E) is the unique function satisfying L" - EL = 1, and 

Lo =L (w) = 0; specifically 

dcýj all 

00 
ýo ý 

In this way, we obtain 

00 

AL I( ýG- UIIX) 
ýG ýo aý 

2 
,l r.. 

- -A La, P3 ,+P , iXl 
ý 

3i zý ý 0 
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We may eliminate P31 and A, 1 from (3.24) using (3.21d) and the dis- 

persion relation (2.10). Moreover, terms involving B21 also cancel. So 

(3.24) leads to the nonlinear differential equation 

X 

SIT +aº BiXX 
= a, 

8, + pB, I 
B. ) (3.25) 

for the (leading-order) amplitude B, of the disturbance. The coeff- 

icients in (3.25) are given by the expressions 

Ail ýC<j K- Y ý, f3ýý1+1Aý. 
-+ -0) 3a`' 33ý, v 

ýe 
k Aa (3.16a) 

Ago (C 

a ýc aK) 
ýa 

aZ i 
aý 3 

.13 
(3.2k) 

k 

Lý d 
g- (3 260 , 1ý Aßä 

RLz 0K 
where 

$, 8= Lox, t, t , Liu + iot, U, Uzo + V, U20y + V, Ulzy 4 X42 uy 
1)ýIow 

The amplitude of the disturbance is therefore governed by the 

so called Ginzberg-Landau equation. The coefficients a� az of the 

linear terms in (3.25) can be found directly from the dispersion 

relation (2.10), in fact. The sign of as , (where subscripts r, i refer to 

the real and imaginary parts) - see table 1- confirms that the flow 

becomes linearly unstable when X, becomes negative. The interaction 
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between the growing modes is contained in the cubic term. The 

subsequent evolution of Bi according to (3.25) depends crucially on 

the values of the coefficients (3.26). It is worthwhile mentioning 

briefly the variety of solutions that have been found for (3.25) in 

some recent analytical and numerical studies. Steady, time-periodic 

(or Stokes wave) solutions can be found, with 

Ce 1(c<,, X - w, T) 
B, = (3.27a) 

provided that the amplitude C, wavenumber ac and frequency w are 

real and satisfy the relations 

we +a, L occ _ CL -PLC (3.2m) 
OC z G1, rc_- G12-r -' f3rC 

The solution (3.27) therefore gives a periodic modulation of the 

fundamental plane wave solution (2.2). A linear stability analysis of 

this steady solution shows it to be unstable to side-band instabilities 

(Stuart & DiPrima 1978) in some circumstances. Keefe (1985) and Moon, 

Huerre & Redekopp (1983) address the full nonlinear evolution of an 

initial Stokes wave, and find a rich variety of solutions which exhibit 

limit cycles, period doubling, two-tori, three-tori, frequency-locked 

two-tori, and chaos in phase space, depending on the wavenumber of 

the initial disturbance; such behaviour can occur when a,,, < 0, 

P, < 0. The limit al 1, ßi--+ m gives the cubic Schrodinger equation, 

which also has chaotic solutions: see, for example, Nozaki & Bekki 

(1983) who investigate the evolution of a localised disturbance 

governed by a slightly perturbed cubic Schrodinger equation. Smith 

(1986) shows that when the disturbance is controlled by an 

unperturbed cubic Schrodinger equation its amplitude continues to 
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grow exponentially (as in the linear growth) and, moreover, an 

initially localised disturbance spreads exponentially. He finds no 

evidence of chaos, however. When ßr >0 the form of the equation 

suggests that the growth of an initially small, linearly unstable, 

disturbance will be enhanced by the nonlinear interaction. Hocking & 

Stewartson (1972) show that a finite-time breakdown of (3.25) may 

occur in that case, depending on the relative values of a1i /air and 

ßh/ßrß but not on the initial conditions. They find that two distinct 

types, 1 and 2 (see below), of breakdown structure are possible, and 

give numerical evidence in support of the existence of both. 

In the present case, we may work in terms of the starred 

variables defined in (1.11a, b), so that the values of the coefficients 

(3.26) depend on only one parameter, to wit, S. The conditions 

(2.11a-c) at marginal stability then fix (a* i: w* l, ý* 1} where 

lam ., 
a. 

, 
LI. ),., U 

PI 
) ; 39, ý. 

Aº 

(cf. (1-11)). The differential equations determining Airy's function 

and all the other functions needed in the evaluation of ß were solved 

numerically by us. The equations were central-differenced on a 

uniform grid in the real variable ý' = i1 /' (E-E o ), and the doscretised ý- 

systems were solved as two-point boundary-value problems by 

Gaussian elimination. The trapezium rule was used to evaluate the 

various integrals involved. The results are given in table 1 for the 

full range of values of S that yield marginal stability. Different grid 

widths and integration ranges were used to check the accuracy of 

our results, and as such we believe them to be accurate to at least 

three significant figures. In addition, checks were made in certain 

special cases against independent calculations, and the agreement was 

found to be good. 
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We observe first that ßr > 0, air <0 throughout the range of S, 

so there is a similarity in that respect between the present flow and 

plane Poiaeuille flow (Stewartson & Stewart 1971). The equation is 

therefore of the type studied by Hocking & Stewartson (1972), and 

since also Pj<0, a1i>0 three distinct types of behaviour can 

occur. Summarising Hocking & Stewartson (and using their termin- 

ology), we note that if 

IN 
_ 

Lo, LZ + ,} 
4-a,, (3.2. 'a) I31 fr Iaid air 

then a finite-time breakdown (or bursting) of type 1 occurs (at 

r= rot say); that is to say, 1B1I --> " as r-* ro, and there is a 

corresponding focussing on a short length scale of order 

[(r-T0)ln(T0-T)1 1 /2. If 

Fa'iLr ßd aýý 
+3 

(3.2Sb) 
13r' aIrý it 

then a finite-time breakdown of type 2 occurs, with the length scale 

of the disturbance decreasing like In this case, the 

amplitude function has the similarity form 

BI ~ 
y( 

Yii rlý,: -ý-r )) aS Z ---> -t0 - I± ýý 

[z(=o_t)J 

where v and q are both real constants (and q> 0) which depend on 

all/lalrI and Ißi I/ßr. Finally, if 

2 

a, ý +- 3`+ a- (3.28c) 
Pr IQ""I aºr 
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then bursting does not occur; instead the amplitude remains finite 

for all time. Hocking & Stewartson show that, in this case, 

quasi-steady solutions can be found, but conjecture that they are 

unstable since they could not be obtained by a numerical integration 

of (3.25). Indeed, the numerical solutions have an apparently random 

behaviour. 

The calculated values of a, and ß show that the type 2 break- 

down will occur in the present flow for 0<S<Sc, and that (3.28c) 

holds (giving bounded solutions) for Sc <S<%, where (from the 

calculations) S. 0 0.24. So the magnitude of the surface tension, or of 

the density difference between the two fluids, or of the external 

'wind' speed U:, can affect the ultimate behaviour of the instability 

quite substantially. 
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Summary 

The analysis of sections 2 and 3 shows that the inclusion of both 

surface tension and density stratification in unsteady two-fluid flows 

can have a dramatic effect on its stability properties. On the whole, 

the two effects combine to stabilise Tollmien-Schlichting waves 

through part of the flow. Nevertheless instabilities can still arise (if 

(1.12) is satisfied) and initially an unstable disturbance has weak 

nonlinear growth and weak modulation. The subsequent development 

of the disturbance often gives rapid nonlinear growth leading to 

bursting and, ultimately, a breakdown of the initial structure, 

although, again, the existence of bursts depends on the relative fluid 

densities, the interfacial tension and the external fluid velocity, and 

need not occur. But in any event an ultimate steady-state finite- 

amplitude wave motion is not attained in the present regime. This is 

in marked contrast to Blennerhassett's (1980) general conclusion that 

nonlinear modal interactions have a stabilising effect in two-fluid 

systems (although Keefe (1985) suggests that the evolution equations 

derived by Blennerhassett may also have chaotic solutions). However, 

Blennerhassett restricted attention to confined two-fluid flows 

(between parallel plates in relative streamwise motion) and it may be 

that the confinement prevents bursting. 

To place the present work in a broader context, we note that a 

similar analysis can be given when the interface lies in the upper 

deck or lower deck of the triple-deck structure. A brief investigation 

of the linear stability of two-fluid systems in these two cases has 

been carried out by us, in fact. The algebra is considerably more 

awkward than the work presented above , 
(especially when the inter- 

face lies in the lower deck), and analytical progress has only been 
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made in certain limiting cases. For example, in the limit when the 

interface moves out of the upper deck three neutral modes exist, two 

of which correspond to the inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz neutral modes, 

and the third corresponds to the single viscous Tollmien-Schlichting 

mode of the lower fluid. A comprehensive study of the linear stability 

of a Couette flow of a two-fluid system bounded by a wall, which is 

similar to the present boundary-layer flow with the interface in the 

lower deck, has been made by Hooper (1986). Also, other instabilities 

may exist in the present Plow, corresponding, say, to the upper 

branch of the neutral stability curve of the one-fluid flow, although 

the lower-branch instabilities studied here seem to be more important 

since these are encountered 'first' (i. e. furthest upstream) in a 

developing boundary-layer flow. Finally, and most important from a 

practical point of view, three dimensionality is almost certain to have 

an overriding effect on the stability of such flows, and this should 

be taken into account eventually. 
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Captions 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a two-fluid system flowing over a 

horizontal wall with the interface lying within the combined boundary 

layer. 

Figure 2. Indicating the size of Tolimien-Schlichting waves of non- 

dimensional length 0(1) propagating in the two-fluid system, and the 

relative thickness of the boundary layer and of the viscous wall 

layer. 

Figure 3. (a) Sketch of the typical behaviour of the growth rate 

Im(w) as a function of the wavenumber a of a small disturbance 

according to the dispersion relation (2.10) (with A fixed). Note that if 

y=0 then there is always an infinite range of unstable modes; y*0, 

S>%, no unstable modes; -y 0, S<%, at most a finite band of 

unstable modes. (b) Neutral modes as a function of X. Two typical 

cases are shown, for S>%, S<%. The point marked x corresponds 

to marginal stability. (The behaviour of the one-fluid system is shown 

by the dotted line. ) 
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PART III 

Channel flow. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

High-Reynolds-number flow 

in an asymmetric branching channel. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Branching Channel Flow. 

Our concern is with the laminar high-Reynolds-number flow in an 

asymmetrically blocked or bifurcating channel (see figure 1), it being 

supposed that the fluid is incompressible and the motion 

two-dimensional, steady and fully-developed upstream, and in 

particular we are concerned with the possible onset of separation. 

Previous related studies include symmetric branching (Smith 1977b), 

symmetrically and asymetrically constricted channels (Smith 1976a), 

entry-flow effects (Smith 1976b), the symmetric merging of two 

channels (Badr et aI 1985, Bates 1978), and three-dimensional effects 

in some of the above (Bennett 1986, Smith 1976c). In all these 

studies, and also in the present work, the distortions (e. g. 

constrictions or blockages) are taken to be just large enough to 

provoke regular boundary-layer separation by means of a 

viscous-inviscid interaction. The "correctness" of this idea in 

describing the large-Reynolds-number limit of steady internal flows 

tends to be borne out by full Navier-Stokes calculations; the 

agreement between theory and computations is often gratifyingly 

close, as for example in Badr et aI (1985), Dennis & Smith (1980). 

The approach here is to suppose that the flow can be analysed 

in terms of three distinct regions comprising a core flow (region I), 

where the perturbations to the oncoming Poiseuille flow are relatively 

small and are governed mainly by inviscid dynamics, and two thin 

viscous wall layers. The core flow suffers a simple lateral 

displacement of the relative order of the thickness of the wall layers, 

and the resulting curvature of the streamlines in the core causes a 
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pressure gradient across the channel. Thus the two pressures 

driving the wall layers can interact, and they do so on a long 

O(R' 17) length scale. Moreover, the wall layers respond nonlinearly 

(so that separation is a possibility) when the disturbance in the core, 

to the streamwise velocity component, say, is O(R-2'7 ). So we are led 

to consider a bifurcation described by the shape 

c+ EzhS(X) (upper surface) 
y= (1) 

c -- E2hT(X) (lower surface) 

in X>0, where E r-R-1 /' c 1, Xa tx = 0(1), S(0) = T(0) = 0, and 

the scale factor h= 0(1) for now. The core flow, region I, is then 

given by 

U= UB(Y) + E2A(X)U8(Y) + ... (2a) 

.0= 1e(Y) + E2A(X)UB(Y) + ... (2b) 

p= t4P(X, Y) + """ (2c) 

from the x-momentum and continuity equations; here the basic 

Poiseuille flow is given by 

UB(y) = 6(y - yl) ' tB(y) = 3y2 - 2y3 (0 4y4 1) (3) 

so that the nondimensional flow rate is I in the channel of width 1. 

Also in (2) the O (t 2) displacement of the streamlines -A(X) is 

unknown at this stage. The condition of tangential flow along the 

surface of the flow divider requires 

*= tB(c) + t2KU8(c) + ... (4) 

there, for some unknown constant K, so that 

A+(X) =K- hS(X) in X>0, c<y<1 (5a) 

A-(X) =K+ hT(X) in X>0,0<y<c. (5b) 

The superscipts 3 have been introduced to distinguish the displace- 
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ments in the upper and lower downstream channels in X>0. The 

constant K is therefore one of the principle unknowns of the 

problem. The solution (2a, b) with (5a, b) implies the existence of a 

developing Blasius-type boundary layer of thickness OW) on the 

flow divider, which responds passively to the core flow provided that 

there is no flow separation from the divider (e. g. due to sharp 

edges). Upstream of the bifurcation, A(X) is a single-valued function 

of X. From the y-momentum equation the expansions (2) give 

P(X, y) = P(X) + A�(X)J9Us(y')dy' 
0 

(6) 

where P(X) is the unknown pressure on the lower wall. If P(X) is the 

pressure at the upper wall, then (6) gives 

ti 
P(X) = P(X) + qA"(X) in X<0 (7) 

where the momentum flux across the channel q=I Ug(y)dy. 

In region II, the viscous layer adjacent to the lower wall, the 

development of the solution is given by 

(£2U(X, Y), E`t(X, Y), E4P(X)) + ... (8a, b, c) 

where ya E-2y = 0(1), in view of the core-flow properties. The 

y-momentum equation and the match with I has been used to obtain 

(8c). The x-momentum and continuity equations now give 

ÜUx - lxuy =- P'(X) + Uyy 
'U= 

ty (9a, b) 

while the no-slip condition at the wall and the match with I require 

U=ý=O on Y=0 , 

U6(Y+A) as Y-m 

(9c) 

(9d) 

in which A= A- in X>0. Similarly, in the upper viscous layer, 

region III, we expand 
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(E2U(X, y), t4+(X, Y), E4P(X)) + ... 

where Y= 1-2(1_y) = 0(1), and we obtain the system 

N ýr NNNN ýr h 

uux - txuy =- pt (j{) + Üyy IÜ= ty 

ti Uf0 on Y0 

Uý6(Y-A) as Y --ý o, 

in which A= A+ in X>0. 

(10a, b, c) 

(11a, b) 

(Ile) 

(lid) 

The coupled system (5), (7), (9), (11) (supplemented by suitable 

up- and downstream conditions) determines the leading-order flow 

perturbation, and it can admit separated-flow solutions in view of the 

nonlinearity and the unknown pressure gradients in (9a) and (11a). 

The system requires a numerical treatment for general 0(1) values of 

the parameter h, but analytical progress can be made if hK1, when 

linearisation is possible. Although the linear theory strictly cannot 

give separated-flow solutions, it can often predict the main features 

of the full nonlinear problem for quite a range of values of h 

(possibly even beyond separation, in practice), as we have seen in 

chapter 2 in the context of liquid-layer flows. 

Accordingly, we suppose hK1, and set 

U= 6Y + hU ,*= 3Y2 + ht ,Pf= hG ,A= hA (12) 

in (9) (and similarly in (11) ). The solution of the linearised system 

can be found for the Fourier transforms in terms of Airy's function, 

in the usual way, and we obtain the relations 

G+ + G* _- 8(i«)3 + A=*) (13a) 

G* + G* = 9(i«)Z(A+ +*) (13b) 

with e= -6°'sAi t (0)/2, and where, for a general function f (X), the 

Fourier transform is defined 
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f*(«) = f+(«) + f*(a) , with 

fXe xdX f*(«} = 
jo f(X)e i«xdX 1« 

2 f*(«) =J (} 
ýo 0 

The subscripts +/- therefore label functions which are analytic in the 

upper/lower half of the complex a-plane. Also in (13), the function 

(ia)" has a branch cut along the positive imaginary axis of the 

a-plane, and its argument lies in (-nTr, n7r). The relations (5) and (6) 

yield 

A±* =K- S* i« + T* (13c, d) 
i« 

G+ = G+ + q(ia)3A (13e) 

in which K= hK. If we also define ß(X) c- G(X)-6(X) in X>0, ß(X) =0 

in X<0, then 

ý3* = G* - G* (13f) 

Equations (13a-f) combine to give 

(la)3(29 - q(ia)3)i = ß- - ia9K/3 + 9(jot ) 3(S- - T*) {14) 

for the determination of A+* and P* by the Weiner-Hopf technique. 

(0) Writing ya (26/q) 31' _ (-180Ai' )g ý'/6i /' Z 4.016 > 0, we see that 

the function 

ZZ 
73 _ (la)3 

which appears in (14) has only one zero in the a-plane satisfying 

arg (i«)' 3I< 77T/3, and that is at «= -i-y. So we may write (14) in 

the form 

z 2eK 
9(7 - ia)A. 

* 
= D-(a) 

(ý* 
- (ia)1/3 + 8(ia)3(S* - T-)) 

where 

(15) 
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D_(a) 
(ia)2/9fy7/3ia (ia)7/3} 

and D_(a) is analytic in Im(a) < 0. If we now suppose that At is 

analytic in Im(a) > -i-y (which may be justified a posteriori) then both 

sides of (15) are analytic in the strip -iy < Im(a) < 0, and so, by 

analytic continuation, are equal to a polynomial in a. Now, continuity 

of velocity across X=0 in the core requires 

A-9 as X -ý O- 

from (2) and (5), so that 

A* -K as 1«I -9 in 0> Im(«) i« 

Then both sides of (15) must be equal to the constant qK. Inverting, 

we find 

A(X) = Re" in X<0 (16) 

The pressures on the two outer walls may now be obtained from 

(13a, b). At the lower wall 

- 8Ky3e7X in X<0, (17) 

G(X) _ 
i39 ('e _tXdt X T' d + r(3) 

O 
(X_()2/3 in X>0 

27T ýK tl/3(ý+t) t1 

a similar expression holds at the upper wall for G(X) with 6 replaced 

by -9, and T by -S. So if the downstream channels are ultimately 

parallel sided, with T(X) + Tm, S(X) -' S. reasonably fast as X --ý m, 

say, then (17) (and its equivalent for the upper-wall pressure 

gradient) gives 

G(X) __ 
�32nX2is (i + Tm) 

c(x) �3er (2/3 
2TrX2/31 (K - sm) 

(18a) 

(18b) 
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The pressure difference between the two channels remains bounded 

and tends to zero far downstream on the present length scale if 

K= ST°, 
. 2 

3.63Ai(O)Ky3e7x in X<0 

Thus K, which gives the upstream level of the dividing streamline, 

therefore depends on, and indeed is equal to, the ultimate level of 

the centre-line of the flow divider, and is independent of its detailed 

shape (provided separation does not take place on the divider, e. g. 

due to sharp corners). In particular, a divider that is ultimately 

symmetric about y=c gives no upstream influence (since K=0 

then), on the O(R' 17) length scale at least. An important implication 

of this result is that even when h= 0(1) no significant upsteam 

response will be induced (and therefore there is no possibility of 

upstream separation) if the flow divider is symmetrical, despite the 

asymmetry of the the geometry. We observe also that the downstream 

behaviour (18a, b) with (19) implies that the pressure falls rapidly as 

X -4 4D, except in the special case when S. = -Ti,, reflecting the fact 

that the fluid must speed up slightly to compensate for the slight 

decrease in the total cross-sectional area of the channel. 

We may also find the O(h) perturbations to the shear at the 

outer walls. If hT = (uy-UB) at y=0 (or 1) then on the lower wall 

T(x) _ 

(19) 

(20) 

3�3.63Ai(0) 
ýK 

CD e txdt 
+ r(l) 

X T' dl in X 27r 

fo 

t2/3(7+t) 3 

ý0 

(X- )1/3 J>0 

and similarly at the upper wall, with T replaced by -S. An asym- 

metric divider with S. > T. (i. e. K> 0) then causes the flow to 

become more attached at the lower wall upstream of the divider, and 

less attached on the upper wall (the situation being reversed if 
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Sm < T. ), which is in line with one's physical expectations since the 

core flow is displaced downwards (i. e. towards the lower wall) in the 

upstream channel when K>0. We would expect the same features to 

emerge at higher 0(1) values of h, with regular separation taking 

place on the upper wall for sufficiently large h when S. > T, and 

the flow becoming increasingly strongly attached along the lower wall 

as h increases; see the sketch in figure 2. We note incidentally that 

the lower wall pressures and shears are independent of the precise 

lateral location, at y=c, of the flow divider (as long as c= 0M )p 

and that these quantities depend only on the shape of the lower 

surface of the divider, and not on the shape of the upper surface 

apart from its ultimate level; similarly for the properties on the 

upper wall. Another quantity of physical interest, the pressure 

difference induced across the divider, does, of course, depend on 

both S (X) and T (X) as well as on c. 

Beyond the current O (R 1.17) length scale, the flow returns to a 

Poiseuille form in each downstream channel on a much longer O(R) 

length scale. The boundary-layer equations then hold across the 

entire channel, and since there is no upstream influence on this 

length scale the oncoming flow is given by the undisturbed Poiseuille 

flow (3) at X=0, if x= RR and the bifurcation starts at X=0, and 

moreover the two flows then develop separately without interaction. 

It as a simple matter to extend the above theory to include 

distortions of the outer channel walls. One special case which may be 

of interest is when the two downstream channels are ultimately 

parallel sided (as above) but diverging. Another geometry of some 

interest is when the flow divider is close to a wall, within one of the 

wall layers. In that case the same flow structure holds, with the long 

upstream response and the two viscous wall layers. The analysis is 
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more awkward then, mainly because the full no-slip condition must be 

imposed on the flow divider; the simple Airy-function solution in the 

wall layers no longer holds because the disturbance is nonlinear. We 

find that there is a continuous adjustment of the solution to that 

presented above as the divider moves out of the wall layer (schem- 

atically); this is equivalent to increasing the Reynolds number, in 

fact. Also, as the divider moves closer still to the wall, to within a 

distance dR-2 /7, say, with d«1, some analytical progress is again 

possible. The flow features in the main channel are then equivalent 

to the flow in a slightly constricted channel, and can be obtained 

from linear theory, whilst the flow in the thin side-channel is 

controlled largely by lubrication-type properties. A nonlinear 

adjustment takes place on a relatively short O(d3R1 /7) length scale in 

the vicinity of the mouth of the side-channel, so that separation, if it 

takes place, is restricted to that region. 
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Captions 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the fully-developed flow through a 

branching channel, showing non-dimensionaiisation and the high- 

Reynolds-number structure. 

Figure 2. Likely form of the flow with separation (with S. > T. > 0) 

on the basis of the results of the linear theory. 
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SUMMARY 

The main conclusions of each chapter of this thesis are summarized 

as follows. 

Chapter 2. (i) Separation is pushed increasingly far upstream ahead 

of a forward-facing step in a supercritical stream as the step height 

increases, and the free interaction structure emerges there. (ii) The 

downstream separation of a subcritical flow over a hump takes the 

form of a removable Goldstein singularity in the limit as the hump- 

height parameter becomes asymptotically large. The length of the 

downstream reversed-flow region and the process of reattachment 

remain undetermined as yet in that same limit, although the 

two-parameter problem associated with shorter humps provides an 

alternative approach there. 

Chapter 3. The main features of the stationary hydraulic jump ob- 

served experimentally, and in particular its initial shape, compare 

favourably with the predictions of viscous-inviscid interaction theory. 

Chapter 4. An apparently self-consistent description of the large- 

-scale separation of a non-uniform liquid-layer flow over bottom 

topography is given in terms of Kirchhoff Is free-streamline theory. 

The theoretical predictions are shown to be not inconsistent with 

experimental observations. 

Chapter 5. Long waves on a running stream in shallow water are 

shown to be subject to a viscous instability, in some circumstances, 

which can lead to rapid nonlinear growth. 
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Chapter 6. In a two-fluid system with an interface near a fixed wall, 

the destabilising effect of small viscosity combined with the stabil- 

icing influences of surface tension and density stratification can 

result in weak nonlinear growth of a wave packet, leading to 

bursting within a finite time. 

Chapter 7. The asymmetric branching of a channel provokes a long 

O(R1 1') upstream and O(R) downstream response. The wall pressure 

and shear-rate distributions are calculated (assuming the disturbance 

is relatively small) and it is shown that the major upstream response 

depends only on the ultimate downstream levels of the bifurcation 

walls. 
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